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PREFACE

The technical program of the Eighteenth Annual Meeting of the Society of

Engineering Science consists of 36 sessions in which 196 papers are scheduled

for prisentation. This book contains the abstracts of these paper The pro-

gram covers recent developments in many areas of engineering science. Multi-

ple sessions have been organized on analytical dynamics, geomechanics. inelas-

tic structural dynamics, aerosols, material instability, fracture, plasticity,

and hydrodynamic stability, transition and turbulence.

The program includes two general lectures. Wednesday morning, Professor

M.D. Kruskal of Princeton University will speak on "Surrounded by Solitons".

Thursday morning, Professor J.B. Keller of Stanford University will speak on

"Interaction Between Mathematics and the Engineering Sciences". Professor

Keller is this year's recipient of the Society's Eringen Medal.

Much of the program was developed by members of the Technical Program

Committee. Their efforts in organizing interesting sessions are gratefully

acknowledged. Special thanks go to the two general lecturers, the authors,

and the session chairpersons for their contributions.

On behalf of the participants we would like to thank the U.S. Army Re-

search Office-Durham for financial support which defrayed part of the expenses _1 c.__

of the meetinp.

ke also express our thanks to Beth Googins, Sara Mancino, Debra Firth

and other secretaries of the Division of Engineering for their invaluable

assistance in handling correspondence and local arrangements.

Providence R.J. Clifton
September, 1981 J.R. Rice

Co-Chairmen

'OT'C
... .
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Session WM-l: HEAT AND MASS TRANSFER PROCESSES IN MATERIALS SCIENCE

Organizer: P.C. SIMPKINS (Bell Labs, Murray Hill)

Chairperson: B. CASWELL (Brown)

* 9:40 - 10:10 D.E. ROSNER (Yale)

"Prediction of Thermophoretic Diffusion Effects in Flow

System', With Applications to Materiais Processing"

* 10:10 - 10:40 E.P. MARTIN, JR. (Bell Labs, Allentown)

"Czochralski Silicon Crystal Growth System Modeling"

10:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:10 - 11:40 R.S. SUBRAMANIAN and R. COLE (Clarkson)

"Transport Phenomena in Space Processing"

* 11:40 - 12:10 R.A. BROWN and C.J. CHANG (M.I.T.)

"Finite Element Analysis of Convection and Mass Transfer

in Directional Solidification"

12:10 - 12:40 D.J. KIRKNER, T.L. THEIS, A.A. JENNINGS (Notre Dame)
"A Solution of the Mass Transport Equations with Chemical

Reactions by the Finite Element Method"



Preditton of Thermophoretic Diffusion Effects in Flow Systems,

With Applications to Materials Processinge'
0

Daniel E. Rosnerc

High Tremperature Chemical Reaction Engineering Laboratory

Yale University, New Haven, C1 06520 USA

ABSTRACT

While rarely treated in engineering books on mass transport, it is

shown that thermal ( oret or thermophoretic) diffusion significantly al-

ters convective mass transport rates and important transition tempera-

tures in nonisothermal flow syste~md involving 
the transport of "heavy"

species (vapors or particles) or "light" species. These conditions are

commonly encountered in materials processing applications, e.g., chemical

vapor deposition (CVD). Introductioa of the Soret transport term is shown

to produce mass transfer effects similar to those of "suction" and homo-

geneous chemical "sink" --indeed, this analogy provides a simple method

of correlating and predicting thermophoretic effects in the abovementioned

systems. In most cases the "suction" effect is dominant, with the important

dimensionless group:

Sth AT

B- (aTLe)w *Sh*A

playing the role of the thermophoretic suction 
parameter.

d 
Here Sth and

St. are the ordinary heat and mass transfer coefficients, aTLe is

the ratio of the thermophoretic diffusivity to the mixture 
thermal diffus-

ivity, and AT is the difference between the wall temperature and the neigh-

boring fluid temperature. The effects of thermophoresis are illustrated

in several specific cases, mainly involving vapor or particle transport

through gases, with or without simultaneous chemical reactions. The methods

outlined herein allow the rational inclusion of Soret transport effects

in diverse applications, and, with the extensions indicated, should allow

greatly improved engineering predictions of mass transfer phenomena 
in

nonisothermal systems with large molecular weight disparities.

aPrepared for Presentation at the 18th Engineering Science Conference,

2-4 September 1981, Providence, R.I. (session on Transport 
Phenomena

in Materials Processing).

bBased on research supported by the U.S. Air Force Office of Scientific

Research (Contract F-49620-76-C0020), NASA 
(Grant NSG-310

1
) and the

ALCOA Foundation.

cProfessor of Chemical Engineering.

dphysicochemical Hydrodynamics, Pergamn Press, Vol. 1, 159-185 (1980).
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CZOCHRALSKI SILICON CRYSTAL GROWTH

SYSTEM MODELING

E. P. Martin, Jr.
Bell Laboratories

Allentown, PA 18103

ABSTRACT

Heat and mass transfer processes are important in

controlling the growth conditions and materials properties

of large diameter Czochralski silicon crystals. An overall

crystal growth system model based on these processes would

greatly benefit the optimization of Czochralski silicon

materials used in integrated circuit and solar cell manu-

facture. The status of presently available knowledqe

pc-taininq to such a model is assessed. Recent Czochralski

hot-zone tomperature measurements which would have impact

on model development are presented.

-3-



Transport Phenomena in Space Processing

R. Shankar Subramanian and Robert Cole
Department of Chemical Engineering

Clarkson College of Technology, Potsdam, New York 13676

Commercial production of glasses for advanced applications often
requires processing techniques substantially different from
those in common use. In particular, containerless processing
is desirable where melt temperatures are sufficiently high that
the container wall reacts chemically with the melt and/or pro-
motes crystallization. An ideal environment for containerless
processing is provided by the NASA Space Shuttle program because
the effective gravitational acceleration in earth orbit is
especially low (_10-

5
g) and little levitation is necessary.

In such an environment however, convective mixing and buoyant
fining (bubble removal) are non-existent. Alternate mechanisms
based upon thermocapillary forces have been proposed by
Subramanian and Cole [1]. These forces are produced by surface
tension gradients and are to be generated by spot heating the
surface of a levitated molten glass sphere.

This talk is concerned with ongoing ground-based projects in
support of our future shuttle experiments. They include the use
of rotation as a means of collecting entrapped bubbles as an aid
to subsequent thermal fining (the rotation experiments also have
application to the production of glass microballoons for use as
laser fusion targets), the rise of single gas bubbles in molten
glass to provide information on the susceptibility of low melting
glasses to interfacial contamination, thermocapillary convection
in pendant drops (silicone oil) and in a cylindrical zone glass
melt as a means of mixing, and an analytical investigation of the
ihermaocapiliary migration cf - Zas bubble inside a liquid drop as
a means of fining.

1. Subramanian, R.S., and R. Cole, "Space Shuttle Experiments in
Glass Processing," AIChE 71st Annual Meting, Miami Beach,
Florida, Nov. 1978.

-4-



FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF CONVECTION AND
MASS TRANSFER IN DIRECTIONAl SOLIDIF!CATION*

Robert A. Brown and C. J. Chang

Department of Chemical Engineering
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

The compositional unifor'ity of dopants and impurities in semi-
conductor crystals grown from the melt depends strongly on the shape of
the melt/solid interface and on the convective flow pattern in the
melt, especially near the interface. Finite-element analysis has been
developed as an analytical tool for studying the couplinq between fluid
flow and heat and mass transfer in melt growth systems. In this paper
we outline an efficient method for calculating laminar buoyancy-driven
convection and interface shape in directional solidification. The
model system consists of melt and solid confined in a cylindrical am-
poule that is much longer than its radius. The thermal environment of
a typical furnace is mimicked by varying the boundary conditions on
temperature and heat flux along the length of the ampoule. The temper-
ature and flow fields are taken to be axisymmetric.

The finite-element method is a combination of Galerkin's technique
with a new Newton's method for calculating simultaneously the melt/-
solid interface shape and field variables, temperature, velocity, etc.
[l]. Besides giving quadratic convergence, the Newton's method 3ffers
computer-aided methods for studying the uniqueness of the flow field
and interface morphology.

The structure and intensity of the flow depends on the Rayleigh
and Prandtl numbers. For melts with low Prandtl numbers (PrO.Ol,
heat transfer in the melt and melt/solid interface shape vary only
slightly with increasing Rayleigh number, however the pattern of the
flow may change dramatically. Depending on the aspect ratio of the
melt and the Rayleigh number, the flow may be simply a sinqle toroidal
cell or may separate into two cells stacked on too of each other. How
these effects impact dopant transfer in analyzed hy solving the equa-
tion for dopant transport in the melt by fnite element analysis. The
ranges of validity are discussed for previous models of mass transfer
that either neglect convection or include convection but neglect inter-
face curvature.

[l] Chang, C.J. and Brown, R.A., Finite element methods for buoyancy-
driven convection near a melt/solid phase boundary. J. Comp.
Physics, submitted (1981).

*Supported by NASA through the Materials Processinq Center at I.I.T.
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A Solution of the Mass Transport Equations

with Chemical Reactions by the Finite Element Method

David J. Kirkner

Thomas L. Theis

Aaron A. Jennings

Department of Civil Engineering

University of Notre Dame

Notre Dame, Indiana 46556

The equations governing the convective-dispersive transport of
chemically reacting solutes in a saturated porous media are solved

by the finite element method. Local chemical equilibrium is assumed

throughout the domain .

The method presented keeps the mass transport calculations
separate from the chemical equilibrium calculations. Thus, compli-
cated non-linear chemical reactions and solid phase accumulations

can be handled. In contradistinction to most other approaches to
this problem, changes in the chemical system affect only a specific

module in the program, thus leaving the mass transport model un-

changed. This feature also makes the programoing for multi component

systems a relatively simple matter. This modular treatment of the
chemistry facilitates the use of existing chemical speciation procrams.

Several examples are presented demonstrating the effects of

competitive adsorption and soluble complexation on the mass transport

of a simple chemical system.

-6-



Session WM-2: NEW DIRECTIONS IN ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS - I

Organizer: L.Y. BANAR (Drexel)

Chairpersons: L.Y. BAHAR (Drexel) and H.H.E.LEIPHOIZ (U.Waterloo)

* 9:40 - 10:40 R.W. BROCKETT (Harvard)

"Classical Mechanics, Geometry, and Control Theory"

10:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:10 - 11:40 H.H.E. LEIPHOLZ (Waterloo)

"Active Structural Control"

* 11:40 - 12:10 L. MEIROVITCH (VPI)

"Feedback Control of Distributed-Parameter Systems"

12:10 - 12:40 P.D. SPANOS (U. Texas, Austin)

"First Passage Problem for the Response Amplitude of a
Randomly Excited Structure"

-7-



CLASSICAL MECHANICS, GEOMETRY, AND CONTROL THEORY

R. W. Brockett
Division of Applied Sciences

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA 02138

ABSTRACT

Recent development in the area of dynamical systems have given us both
new insights into the properties of nonlinear differential equation models
and new ways to organize what we know about solving nonlinear differential
equations. A central theme in this proqram has been the use of geo-
metry, both as a source of new ideas and as a language for unifying and
extending results. Of course, most of the engineering of dynamical
systems concerns the effect of exoqenous inputs on dynamical systems;
a subject whicii has been developed most vigorously by control theorists.
In this talk I want to amalgamate these points of view giving prominence
to those ideas which seem to have the most significance for modeling
and control. More specifically, the talk will describe recent develop-
ments in completely integrable Hamiltonian systems, bifurcation theory,
chaos and strange attractors, the global formulation of nonlinear
input-output models; anc a discussion of new methods for investigating
Liapunov stability. Ideas from differential geometry and, more spe-
cifically, Lie theory will be introduced as needed. Background infor-
mation can be found in the book by R. Abraham and i. Marsden, Founda-
tions of Mechanics (2nd ed.), Addison-Wesley, 1979; and in my paper

"Control Theory and Analytical Mechanics" which appears in Geometric
Control Theory (C. Martin and R. Hermann, Eds.), Math Sci Press, 1976.

8-



ACTIVE STRUCTURAL CONTROL

H.H.E. Leipholz, Professor
Department of Civil Engineering

University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3CI

Technological developments in the context of design and building
of modern civil engineering structures like bridges, multi-storey build-

ings, TV-towers, antennas, etc.,have led to situations in which these

buildings are more and more exposed and sensitive to dynamic loading.
The complexity of such situations and the relatively high flexibility
of the structures involved force the designer frequently to abandon

the field of a statical analysis and to take up a dynamical approach to
the problems posed. Yet, dealing with the structure as a dynamical

system suggests certainly the inclusion of structural control in one's
investigations. Structural control against earthquake motions,
vibrations due to wind gusts, explosions, and moving traffic loads has

indeed been considered in the past in the literature and in actual
design. This paper will give a certain survey of these attempts.

If there is a justification for talking specifically of structural

control, then, it is due to the fact that the nature of the loading and
of the structure subjected to this loading leads to specific, typical

mathematical formulations and to pertinent problems. For example, one
may have discrete systems with large degrees of freedom. How to optimize
a control for such a system? How to place the observers and how to

choose their order? How to reduce possibly the number of degrees of
freedom of the system without affecting adversely the mathematical

modelling of the system by omitting important features of its behaviour?

Also, one may have to deal with continuous systems. How could one
effectively discretize such systems? This may be necessary in order to
apply classical control theory to these systems. However, in this paper,

the fact will be emphasized that actually the abstract mathematical
formulation of the control problem for continuous elastic bodies leads to
functional equations, variational problems with inequality constraints,
and to a set of theoretical results which do exist already in the theory
of partial differential operators and in functional analysis in the

broadest sense. These results should be brought to the attention of the
civil engineer dealing with control aspects of structural design. This
paper will therefore be addressed specifically to the dissemination of
such existing knowledge and techniques.

-9-



Feedback Control of Distributed-Parameter Systems

L. Meirovitch
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blacksburg, Virginia 24061

Abstract

Feedback control of dynamical systems implies the generation of forces
depending on the displacement, or on the velocity, or both on the displace-
ment and velocity, where the forces are designed so as to drive the system to
a given state, ordinarily an equilibrium state. This amounts to modifying
the system so that, in the presence of feedback controls, the system eiqen-
values possess negative real parts. The various methods of control differ in
the manner in which this is accomplished.

Control of distributed systems represents one form or another of modal
control, which implies that the system is controlled by controlling the
individual modes. But, a distributed system possesses an infinity of modes,
and it is not practical to control the entire infinity of modes. Hence,
truncation is a virtual necessity.

Modal control is carried out in the time domain, which implies that the
spatial dependence must somehow be eliminated. This is done by representing
the dependent variable by a series of the space-dependent eigenfunctions
multiplied by time-dependent generalized coordinates, known as modal co-
ordinates. Truncation of the series implies that the distributed system is
controlled through a surrogate discrete system. For linear control, the
forces are linear combinations of the state variables, where the transfor-
mation matrix is the control gain matrix. For optimal control, the gain
matrix is obtained by solving a matrix Riccati equation (Ref. I). But, for
the discrete system to be a good representation of the distributed system,
the order of the discrete system must be relatively large. This is likely to
cause computational difficulties, as solutions for matrix Riccati equations
can be carried out successfully only for relatively low-order systems and
they tend to blow up for high-order systems. Moreover, the computational
time required tends to increase dramatically as the system order increases.
A method circumventing these difficulties is the independent modal-space
control (IMSC), whereby the controls are designed so that each mode can be
controlled independently. The IMSC method leads to a set of independent
second-order Riccati equations that are solved in parallel (Ref. 2). The
solution of second-order Riccati equations presents no computational dif-
ficulties and the computational time for implementation of the scheme based
on the IMSC is smaller than that based on coupled controls by several orders
of magnitude. A numerical example corroborating these statements is presented.

References.

. Ander-son, B. D. 0., and Moore, J. B., Linear Optimal Control,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1971.

2. Meirovitch, L., and Baruh, H., "Control of Self-Adjoint Distributed
Systems", Proceedings of the AIAA Guidance and Control Conference,

Danvers, MA, August 11-13, 1980, pp. 1-10.

10 -



FIRST PASSAGE PROBI.I FOR TlE RESPONSE AMPLITUDI

OF A RANI)OMI.Y EXCITED STRICTURE

by

P. D. Spanos
Engineering Mechanics

University of Texas

Austin, TX 78712

Numerical aspects of the solution of the Kolmogorov backward partial

differential equation governing the first-passage problem associated with

a Markovian approximation of the amplitude of the response of a lightly

damped linear structure subjected to stationary broad-band random excita-

tion are examined. Application of the technique of separation of variables

on this equation leads to a boundary value problem.

A theorem is proved which provides analytical estimates of the eigen-
values of the boundary value problems as functions of the barrier of the

first-passage problem. The analytical estimates and a recursive numerical

scheme are used to compute the first twenty (20) eigenvalues for a range of

barriers of practical importance.

An algorithm is presented for the computation of the eigenfunctions of

the boundary value problem. This algorithm is found particularly efficient

in computing the eigenfunctions at a large number of densely spaced points.
The first five (5) eigenfunctions corresponding to the assumed barrier

values are computed and plotted versus the initial value of the response
amplitude.

Finally, the constant coefficients associated with the first twenty 120)

eigenfunctions of a series solution of the Kolmogorov equation ire computed

and tabulated for barrier values identical to those assumed in determining
the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of the problem.

The trends of the eigenvalues, eigenfunctions, and constant coefficients
are examined qualitatively and quantitatively from a physical point of view,

and correlation is made, when possible, with existing experimental data.

It is suggested that the analytical estimates and the numerical data

obtained by the present study can be the basis of parameter studies investi-

gating the reliability of randomly excited structures as a function of the

barrier siz., the damping and the stiffness of the structure, and the dura-

tion of the random excitation.



Session WM-3: ENVIRONMENTALLY-INFLUENCED FRACTURE/FATIGUE

Organizer: R.O. RITCHIE (U. Cal., Berkeley)
Chairperson: R.O. RITCHIE (U. Cal., Berkeley)

* 9:40 - 10:10 A.W. THOMPSON and I.M. BERNSTEIN (Carnegie-Mellon)

"The Role of Microstructure in Environmentally-Influenced Fracture"

* 10:10 - 10:40 R.P. WEI (Lehigh)

Environmentally-Influenced F-acture: Role of Hydrogen Embrittlement"

10:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:10 - 11:40 F.P. FORD (GE, Schenectady)

"Environmental Influence on Crack Propagation: Role of the
Slip-Dissolution Mechanism"

* 11:40 - 12:10 R.O. RITCHIE (U. Cal., Berkeley)

"Environmentally-influenced Fracture: Role of Crack Closure"

12:10 - 12:25 Y. MURAKAMI (Northwestern and Kyushu Inst. Tech., Japan)

"A Consistent Method for Estimating the Effects of Small
Three-Dimensional Defects on Fatigue Strength"

12:25 - 12:40 M.S. FL SAYED (Cairo, Egypt)

"Quantitative Description of Delay in Fatigue Crack Propagation"

- 12 -



THE ROLE OF MICRCSIRUCTVRE I'Z
ENV IRONMENTALLY- IN FLU ENCED FRACTURE

Anthony W. Thompson and I. M. Bernstein

Dept. of Metallurgy and Materials Science

Carnegie-Mellon University

Pittsburgh, PA 1,213

ABSTRACT

There have been only a few studies of corrosion fatigue which have

explicitly considered microstructure as an experimental variable. Hou
ever, emerging understanding of the role of microstructure in stress

corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement, together with informa-
tion on microstructural effecLs on fatigue, can be combined to give a

broad perspective on the problem. Such a perspective will be presented,

and illustrated with recent results on several types of steels.

- 13 -



ENVIRONMENTALLY-INFLUENCED FRACTURE: ROLE OF HYDROGEN
EMBRITTLEMENT, R. P. Wei, Department of Mechanical
Engineering and Mechanics, Lehigh University,
Bethlehem, PA 18015

ABSTRACT

Environmentally influenced fracture, particularly in
terms of chemically aggressive external environments, is a
long standinq problem of technological importance and
scientific interest. Two basic mechanisms have been invoked
to rationalize experimental observations and provide guid-
ance in engineering decisions -- namely, hydrogen embrittle-
ment and active-path dissolution (particularly for aqueous
environments). Parallel fracture mechanics and surface
chemistry studies in recent years on the kinetics of
crack growth in gaseous environments and on the kinetics
of the associated chemical reactions have provided sup-
port for the hydrogen embrittlement mechanism(s). Models,
based on the results of these studies, have provided con-
sistent interpretations of the data. Experimental data
that are emerging from parallel fracture mechanics and
electrochemistry studies again tend to support hydrogen
embrittlement (vis-d-vis, active path dissolution) as the
responsible mechanism for environmentally assisted crack
growth in the aqueous environments. A brief review of
the pertinent data will be given, and the role of hydro-
gen embrittlement in environmentally influenced fracture
will be discussed.

- 14 -



ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCE ON CRACK PROPAGATION

ROLE OF THE SLIP-DISSOLUTION MECHANISM

F. P. Ford

General Electric Research & Development Center
Schenectady, NY 12301 USA

The controlling parameters in the slip dissolution
model for the enhancement of crack-propagation in metal/

aue: environment systems are reviewed, in order to
set limits to the model's validity under various envi-
ronmental and stressing conditions. These experimental
conditions are bounded by situations where other models
of crack advance may be more applicabp eg. hydrogen
embrittlement.

Examples of situations are given where the slip-disso-
lution model is able to predict quantitatively the crack-
propagation rates as a function of variables such as
temperature, stress-intensity, pH, stressing-mode and
electrode potential. These examples are taken from data
on aluminum and iron-based alloys (eg. stainless, low-
alloy and carbon-steels) in various environments. Equal
attention is given, however, to uncertainties in the
model, which are normally associated with accurate defi-
nitions of, for instance, crack-tip strain rates under
constant-load or -displacement conditions. It is under
these conditions of uncertainty that most debates arise
as to the precise mechanism of crack-advancement eg.
slip-dissolution, hydrogen embrittlement, or a combina-
tion of the two mechanisms.

- 1s -



ENVIRONMENTALLY-INFLUENCED FRACTURE: ROLE OF CRACK CLOSURE

R. 0. Ritelie

Dept. of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
University of California, Berkeley

CA 94720

ABSTRACT

In general, mechanisms for tile environmental contribution to

cracking during corrosion fatigue crack propagation in engineering

materials involve such processes as hydrogen embrittlement and active

path corrosion (metal dissolution). Recently, however, aberrations

of corrosion fatigue at very low (near-threshold) growth rates, approach-

ing the threshold .%Ko beluw which cracks appear dormant, hao, shown

behavioral patterns totally inconsistent with such mechanisms. For

exar.ple, in steels, under certain conditions, near-threshold crack
growth rates can be accelerated iii helium gas and decelerated in hydru-

gen compared to behavior in room air, Accordingly, a new mechanism for

the environmental influences on corrosion fatigue at near-threshold

levels is presented, based on the role of excess corrosion debris, gen-

erated within the crack, in promoting increased crack closure loads in

moist and oxidizing environments (termed "oxide-induced crack closure").

The mechanism, which is specific to conditions where ctack tip is-

placements are of the order of the size-scales of the corrosion debris,

is shown to be consistent with effects of load ratio, strength level,

environmeit and variable amplitude cycling, which have been reported

for near-threshold corrosion fatigue crack growth behavior.

- 16 -



A CONSISTENT METHOD FOR ESTIMATING THE EFFECTS OF

SMALL THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEFECTF ON FATIGUE ST"1F"-r:

Y. Murakami

Department of Civil Engineering, The Technological InstitutE,

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201;

on leave from Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Kyushu Institute of Technology, Tobata, Kitakvushu, 804 Japan.

ABSTRACT

The fatigue strength of specimens containing cracks, defects or
inclusions has been investigated separately, mostly by two-dimensional

rather than the required three-dimensional consideration. Considerable

progress in understanding fatigue cracks has been made in recent years,
while there has been almost no consistent approach for estimating the

effect of defects and inclusions on fatigue strength.

The fatigue limit of carbon steel is not the critical stress under
which no crack appears, but the threshold stress where the fatigue
crack developed under the stress level, stops propagating. Even the

fatigue limit of the specimen including defects or inclusion is deter-

mined by the nonpropagation condition of cracks emanating from them.

Then, on the basis of the analysis of stress intensity factors for
three-dimensional cracks with various shapes, cracks, defects and
inclusions can be consistently treated.

In our investigation, it is found that the maximum stress intensi-
ty factor along the front of a three-dimensional crack is approximately

proportional to the square root of cracked area. Terefore, the

approximate maximum stress intensity factors for the partiallv cracked

defects or inclusions can be estimated from the square root of the area

projected on the direction of the maximum tensile stress. Thus, the
square root of the projected area of defects can be regarded as the

controlling dimension that enables one to interpret all fatigue data

consistently. It is confirmed that the predictions are in good

agreement with the experimental data [11.

References

[I) Y. Murakami and M. Endo, Proc. Annual Meeting (1981-4) of JSME.
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Quantitative Description of Delay in Fatigue Crack Propagation

M. S. El Sayed
Chair of Machine Design, MTC, Cairo, Egypt

b, Baha El Din Ebn Hanna St.
El Daher, Cairo, Egypt

Sudden changes of load conditions leads to transient phenomena in

propagation of cracks. It has been proved, that the drop of amplitude

of stress, drop of mean value of stress and the overload lead to a dis-

tinctive transient deceleration. The value of transient deceleration

and its durations depend on the parameters of loading before and after

the sudden change conditions.

A quantitative description of transient phenomena is presented,

that is based on the idea of the dominant role of residual stresses

at the crack tip, the steady state fatigue crack propagation, and the
threshold values. Experimental results measured on Cr-Ni steel speci-

mens, of the course of transient propagation, are within an acceptable

accordance with this quantitative description.
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Session WM-4: INELASTIC STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS - I

Organizer: P.S. SYMONDS (Brown)

Chairperson: G.R. ABRAHAMSON (SRI International, California)

* 9:40 - 10:10 S. KALISZKY (U. Wisc., Milwaukee and Tech. University, Budapest)

"Optimal Design of Dynamically Loaded Rigid-Plastic Structures"

* 10:10 - 10:40 M.J. MIKKOLA (VPI & SU) and J. MYLLYMAKI (Helsinki 1.)

"Large Deflections of Impulsively Loaded Plane Frames"

10:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:10 - 11:40 E.B. BECKER and G. FINE (U. of Texas, Austin) and

H.D. HIBBITT (Hibbitt & Karlsson, Providence)

"Some Simple Approximato Methods in Inelastic Structural

Dynamics"

* 11:40 - 12:10 P.S. SYMONDS (Brown)

"Applications of a Simple Approach to Peak and Final UlIermations

due to Pulse Loading"

12:10 - 12:25 H.L. WISNIEWSKI and A.D. GUPTA (Ballistic Res. Lab., Aberdeen MD)

"Response Analysis of a Hemispheri-al Containment Structure

Subjected to Transient Loads"

12:25 - 12:40 A.D. GUPTA and H.L. WISNIEWSKI (Ballistic Res. Lab., Aberdoeet MD)

"A Comparison of Structural Response Using a Suhlavr Model

in a Finite Difference and a Finite Element Computer Code"
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OPTIMAL DESIGN OF DYNAMICALLY LOADED RIGID - PLASTIC STRUCTURES

Sandor Kaliszky

Professor, Technical University of Rudapest

Budapest 1521, Hungary

Visiting Professor
at

The University of .isconsin - Milwaukee

P. 0. 3ox 784, Milwaukee, W'sconsin 53201

An approximate method is presented for the optimal design of

rigid-perfectly plastic inhomogeneous structures subjected 
to short-time

dynamic pressures. The structure is subdivided into homogeneous parts

Vk (k = 1, 2, .. .n), in which the specific cost Ck and the yield stress

of material are given. The location, size and shape of the parts are to

be determined such, that the parts do not go out of prescribed domains Ik

and Gk , the permanent displacements 
4nh caused by the pressure do not

exceed the permissible displacements 4 oh and the cost of the structure be

a minimum:

C CkVk 
= 
min!

subject to

HkCVk Ck,(k = 1,2,...n); W ph 1oh, (h = I ,...rJ

For the estimation of permanent displacements kinematically 
rl7

admissible stationary displacement fields are imposed on the structure -

T uiions can be developed by mathematicall programming. Apnlicatior is

:1Lu'strated through the optimal design of thick-walled concrete cylinders

reinforced by steel .4ires ntheir exterior surface and subjected to

internal dynamic pressures[.

[l Kaliszky, S.: Approximate Soltiions for Imolusively Loaded Inelastic

Structures and Continua. Ir'
. 
.ourn. Non-linear Yech. Vol.

pp. 143-158 "970).

[2] Heinloo, V., Kalisz'", S.: Optimal Design of Dynamically Loaded Rigid-

Plastic Structures. -lourn. Struct. Mech. (to be published).
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Large Deflections of Impulsively Loaded Plane Frames

by

Martti J. Mikkola* and Jukka Myllym~ki

Department of Civil Engineering
Helsinki University of T chnology, Finland

ABSTRACT

The paper deals with a numerical study on the response of plant
frames subjected to impulsive loads, which are sufficiently severe
to cause plastic flow and large permanent displacements.

Ihe equations of equilibrium are formulated using the total
Lagrangian and updated Lagrangian descriptions. The fni te
element method is employed for spatial discretization. Numerical
time integration is carried out using the central difference
scheme and the trape--ial rule. Material behavior is modeled by
elastic-plastic and elastic-vi coplastic relationships.

The computer method developed was applied to several test
cases on steel, titanium, and aluminum beams and frames. In the
:nalysls of the recent tests on steel an titanium tram- by
Bodner and Symonds, satisfactory agreement with observed final
permanent d-flections was obtained. Aluminum buams, fram-, and
arches tested ind analyzed by Hastimi, Al-Hlass.ani, and .iohnson and
by Witmer and Balmer were also investigated. In the (as, of a
cantilever loaded at the top it was observed that the computed
deflections were closer to experimental ones when the impulse
was applied in the form of a distributed time-dependent load over a
certain interval rather than as an initial velocity attached to
the tip mass. Although the agreement of finite element prediction
with the experimental results was satisfactory in general, deviations
due to element types and types of mass matrices were observed.

*Present address: Department of Civil Engineering, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksborg,
Virginia 24061
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SOME SIMPLE APPROXIMATE METHODS IN INELASTIC

STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS

2 21
E. B. Becker , H. D. Hibbitt and G. Fine

2The University of Texas, Austin TX
Hibbitt and Karlsson, Providence RI

ABSTRACT

For some problems involving large inelastic deformations of dynamically loaded
structures there is a significant discrepancy between the amount of detaii used
in finite element modelling of the structure and that required from the analy-
sis. Stability considerations associated with detailed spatial modelling lead
to very expensive temporal integration--either explicit methods with small time
steps or implicit methods with attendant iteration and equation solving. Moti-
vated, in part, by the remarkably effective approximate-analytical method of
Symonds, see e.g. [I, we seek computational techniques for reducing the cost
of integrating the equations of motion of dynamically loaded structures.

Specifically, our search is guided by the following precepts:
1. The method should be applicable to conventional finite element modelling

of structures and be capable of being easily incorporated in existing general
purpose codes.

2. The desired results are gross measures of response, such as the value of
and time to reach maximum deflection, rather than the detailed time history of
stress distribution. By asking for less we expect to pay less for the computation.

3. The method should not demand decisions of the user which require a priori
insight into the behavior of the system.

We employ alternate intervals of explicit (central difference) and implicit
(Newmark-Hilber Hughes) integration. The explicit integration is applied to
an approximate set of equations defined on a subspace of small dimension. The
basis of this subspace is a set of normal modes calculated by linearization at
the beginning of the explicit interval. During the implicit interval the full
set of equations is treated using Newton iteration to assure the satisfaction of
dynamic equilibrium. Economy dictates long explicit intervals and brief implicit
ones.

Numerical studies have been directed toward evaluating the effectiveness of the
method as a whole and of self adaptive procedures for determining the appropriate
dimension of the subspace, the time step used in and allowable extent of the
explicit intervals. For a certain class of problems the method appears highly
effective, while for another class of problems the efficacy is less pronounced.

1. Symonds, P. S., Finite Elastic and Plastic Deformations of Pulse Loaded
Structures by an Extended Mode Technique, Int. Jour. Mech. Sci. 22,
pp. 597-605, (1980).
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Applications of a Simple Approach to
Peak and Final Deformations due to Pulse Loading

P.S. Symonds

Brown University
Providence RI 02912

An impact or high intensity pressure pulse produces first elastic re-
sponse, then a complex interminglinp of elastic and plastic response,

and finally an elastic response that is eventually damped out, leaving

permanent deformations. A simple approach [1, 2, 31 to obtainins the
main deflections treats the response either as all elastic (usually

obeying small deflection linear field equations) or all plastic. In
the latter case, the behavior is idealized as rigid-perfectly plastic
with appropriate dynamic yield stress, and the response consists of a
one-degree of freedom (mode form) motion, which is continued to, large

deflections. The initial amplitude is chosen so as to provide the
closest fit to the preceding velocity field in the sense of a least

square difference. Recent applications are described to structures
subjected to finite pulses where elastic effects may play an essential

role, including rectangular frames under side loading on one column,

and non-uniform beams. Illustrations are discussed of estimates of
peak and final deflections in the final general motion and of plastic

deformations in the initial phase of mainly local response, including

comparisons with complete numerical finite element solutions, and

with experiments.

I. P.S. Symonds and J.L. Raphanel, Proc. Conf. on Mech. Props of

Materials at High Rates of Strain Institute at Physics Conf.,
No. 47 (J. Harding, Ed.), London, pp. 227- 287, 1979.

2. P.S. Symonds, Int. J. Mech. Sci., Vol. 22, pp. 597- 605, 1980.

3. P.S. Symonds, J. Mech. Eng. Sci., Vol. 22, No. 4, pp. 189- 197,

1980.
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RffSPotIF ANALYSIS OF A H2 ~ISPHrIICAL CONTAIV1orN' STRUCTUtIF SWBJ lr'hfl TO
ThAIIIEN'T LOArt.

Henry L. Wisniewski
Mathematician
Aaron 1). Gupta
IFechani cal znfo fleer

Ballistic Aeseareb Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, z.1O

Large deflection elastic-plastic response of a hemispherical containment shell
configuration clamped to a horizontal racid foundation subjected to an internal
blast was analysed usam'- a fin. te-iifference strscturai response conle e-.
The remlected overpreleUre loc.,inr was estimated from a scaled di stnce u: tee wall
from toe point of dz*. - or a c'sers-. lye cib-roc cccli
an exponential techv _hPes a sal quaii statlC overpressurc was ob :ine' from
an equAtion level"- bv nv .- ow re on "he ,_Doth
vent area andi tne n*,--ni vo-i;7e

Only a fu -, reni o" tte strsc*turc aa nosi-flleu--,: ra
width sncries an one 1v-r s-n-i inn" .aus'-xan ::ter-io:i,. p in a" arr.7er

(throucoh the this-''-ss I h, waF r'srreSOZ,- -t-:,

followed c)y ,e c.n'os us
in a poly-sonalap r

'he results 'ndic te
0
! t~e raiain ,' fipesr±l waves * n

props.'atifl.- towir- tr, by e, -in- 'esoe

mode of -"posseo n ,nrllv ha
5
" Ys-n:e. h e -:

by the olae nrc-e :1! "," ,.:4 -- ;.: -,

,small after elasto, '3il toi wore d s-ed ot. -si * -- *

at the inner and o'te"r 4r-ea, near tee 'n r-"t else -p owe' *n fec 7 gn4-
deformation superpos,_e: on tne -semrrane components. in co" -anh protectiw-',

sqtnacture was Coun
5 

no hr efficient and c-.st effective nr to"ciable or "lapt
containment with an adequate marPin of safety.
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A COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL RESP~ONSE USING A SUBLAYE. MODEL IN A
FINITE DIFFERENCE AND A FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTER CODE

Aaron D. Gupta
Henry L. Wisniewski

Ballistic Research Laboratory
US Army Armament Research and Development Command

Aberdeen Proving Ground, M1D 21005

ABSTRACT

An elastoplastic three-dimensional mechanical sublayer hardeninn
model has been recently incorporated in a nonl inear finite ele-ent
structural response code i.e., ADINA developed at !'IT byv Professor
K. J. Bathe. The model complements nonlinear geometcric capatiftv in1
the code with an improved nonl inear material representation in 'he form
of a polygonal approximation of the constitutive relation.

The results from the modified code were compared with those from
the existing isotropic and kinem~atic hard.enirr, models an 'ejtlaver
model from a finite-difference shell re-2on-e code i.e. P- ,% fo), an
impulsively loaded clamped aiu-inum rrlete. -atisfectnr"v cc-'aton
was obtained in both elastic and elastic-perfectly p sa:c 73--'.
models but some discreoancv wiis otlcrr,A d' rime te 4.

the deformation possibiy due to tre cifferne in -esrcose ,aio
between the three- dimens;iona I trick element and the .

shell element di screti zaticn . Aplane stress suhi ayer oe
is currently under development to allow a better evaluatior of norlinear
material response.

Speaker: Aaron D. Gupta
Telephone Number: (301) 278-5574
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Session WM-5: MECHANICS OF HYDRAULIC FRACTURING

Organizer: K.G. NOLTE (Amoco, Tulsa)

Chairperson: K.G. NOLTE (Amoco, Tulsa)

9:40 - 10:40 K.G. NOLTE (Amoco, Tulsa)

"Industrial Hvdraulic-Fracturing and Applied Mechanics"

10:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

11:10 - 11:40 R.J. CLIFTON (Brown)

"Prediction of the Three-Dimensional Geometry of Hvdraulic
Fractures"

* 11:40 - 12:10 P. BRUNN (Columbia)

"Particle Migration Phenomena for Certain Flows of a
Viscoelastic Fluid"

12:10 - 12:40 R.B. STOUT, L. THIGPEN and J. PETERSON (Lawrence Livermore Labs.)
"Modelling Stochastic Micrccrack Dependent Deformations in

Rock Materials"
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INDUSTRIAL HYDRAULIC-FRACTURING AND APPLIED MECHANICS

K. G. Nolte, Amoco Production Co., Tulsa, OK

INTRODUCTION: The purpose of this papci is to review hydraulic fracturing
in the petroleum industry, and to highlight technology gaps which relate
to applied mechanics. Fracturing has been extensively used since 1950
(5x10

5 
by 1968) to increase petroleum production. This results by

creating in the rock a hydraulic wedge carrying a propping agent (e.g.,
sand) to form a high (relative to formation) permeability corridor to the
wellbore. Recently, treatments an order of magnitude larger (e.g., 1000m
penetration, 3000m

3 
fluid, 106 kgm sand, and $5x10

5
) than the historical

average have been used for the economic development of very low permea-
bility formations at depths '2500m and '150

0
C A comparable increase has

resulted in the need to understand the mechanics of the complex fluid/rock
problem. However, a major portion of the literature is not applicable to
the current problem, and a refocusing is required.

FLUID MECHANICS: The slurry generally consists of up to a 0.5 vol. frac-
tion of sand in a water-based organic-polymer solution crosslinked with
transitional metals, and at ambient conditions is more solid than fluid.
These systems best meet the economic and functional requiremprrTu of crus.
resistant proppant, particle transport, minimal fluid loss an.: eventlal
degradation for the required residue-free backflow. Thus the asu~i
assumptions are not applicable, i.e., Newtonian Vlvry viscoelasti(,.
laminar (some slip on degraded boundi y), Stokes fall (higl vc.. fraction
an.' major effect from (ross-link network) and D'Aicy fluid luo. p! rs i
filter cake built on formation wall). The more critical areas are the
pressure gradients from flow, and the velocity field of the u: .P-ni- par-
ti les which art, subjected to time virving concentratlolns. g- vlty cu -

rents and gradients of normal stress differences.

-oliD MECHANICS: Recent measurements' during large treatment: indlcate
that viscous stresses (pressure differences 110

4
kla) dominate the fcavture

geometry (boundary arid width changes) instead of the general I) ssumed
material properties effects (l0

2
kPal). Also, for the vertic.lly pliar

fracture, the horizontal extension exceeds the vertical (,l-' . ius a
vertical plane-strain assumption (vs. generally assumed horiz,_nual) is
more valid. The large viscous pressures and limited vertiial pruth ian
economical requirement) indicate significant in situ stress difterence in
the various rock layers; i.e., larger horizonta! stresses in hounding
layers (generally shales) than target layer (e.g., sandstone). As a
result, future work should be directed at oblique fracture growth in lay-
ered media with significantly different in situ stresses2 and modulii.
Also desirable is an understanding of the higher stresses in shales lie.,
smaller particles, bound water, etc.) than in the frictional dominated
sandstones (e.g., due to relaxation and/or pressure/temp. histories).

'Nolte and Smith, "Interpret. of Fracturing Pressures," SPE 8297, 1979.
2
Clifton and Abou-Sayed, "On the Computation..." 8PE 7943, 1979.
Cleary, "Analysis of Mechanisms and Procedures.... SPE 9260, 1980.
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Prediction of the Three-Dimensional Geometry of Hydraulic Fractures

by

R.J. Clifton

Division of Engineering

Brown University

Providence RI 02912

A computational method is outlined for modeling the three-dimensional
development of hydraulic fractures due to the injection of a non-Newtonian

fluid at the well bore. The rock formation is modeled as an infinite,

homogeneous, isotropic, elastic solid with itf a&tu stresses that vary with

depth. Vertical migration of the fracture is controlled by the presence of

in h tL cc-pressive stresses that are larger in the layers above and below

the gas or oil bearing laver than in the layer that is being fractured.

This three-dimensional problem is made two-dimensional by formulating the
elasticity problem as an integral equation that relates pressure on the
crack faces to crack openings and by neglectinp the component of the fluid

velocity in the direction perpendicular to the fracture plane. Variational
.incples Are ised to derive the discrete form of the governing equations

that are used for the computations. i- qua, o(-.; ire n-1o ar and in-
volve coupling between the elasticity of the formation and the flow of the

fluid in the fracture. In addition the locations of the crack front and
the fluid front are undetermined a pk.oAi and the gradient of the crack-

opening displacement is unbounded at the crack front. Computational ap-

proaches for dealing with these complications are presented.

References:

1. Clifton, R.J. and Abou-Sayed, A.S., "A Variational Approach to the

Prediction of the Three-Dimensional Geometry of Hydraulic Fractures",

Proceedings of the SPE-DOE Symposium on Low-Permeability Gas Reser-
voirs, May 27-29, 1981, Denver, Colorado.

2. Clifton, R.J. and Abou-Sayed, A.S., "On the Computation of the Three-

Dimensional Geometry of Hydraulic Fractures", Proceedings of the SPF-

AIME Symposium on Low-Permeability Gas Reservoirs, May 20-22, 1979,

Denver, Colordao.

3. Simonson, E.R., Abou-Sayed, A.S. and Clifton, R.J., "Containment of

Massive Hydraulic Fractures", Soc. of Petroleum Engineers Journal,
Vol. 18, No. 1, 1978, pp. 27- 32.
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Particle migration Phenomena for Certain Flows

of a Viscoelastic Fluid

Peter Brunn

Department of Chemical Engineering

Columbia University
New York NY

The flow of a viscoelastic fluid 
over a spherical cap and between

hyperbolic cylinders is studied. Special attention is paid to the

resulting behavior of a rigid, non-retrally 
-loyant sphere sus-

pended in the fluid. Anticipating that the flow fields 
studied can

he used to locally model the flow in a porous material, the results

obtaineO adrit conclusions with 
regard to the detailed effect of sus-

perded matter.
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Modelling Stochastic Microcrack Dependent Deformations in Rock Materials*

R. B. Stout, L. Thigpen, and J. Peterson
Earth Sciences Division, L-200

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, University of California

P. U. Box 8D8, Livermore, California 94550

A stochastic model for microcrack kinetics in rock material has
been formulated by using some concepts from statistical mechanics. The
model defines a stochastic or probablisti. density function for the
number of microcracks per unit volume per unit species type. For the
present model, the species type is a hyperspace over measures for the
microcrack area A, the microcrack orientation -, the microcrack displace-
ment opening U], and the microcrack displacement opening rate 0]. A
balance or accounting statement for each species of microcrack-results
in an integral-differential equation for the stochastic microcrack
density function. This evolution equation is a microcrack transport
equation simiiar to the Boltzmann equation in classical statistical
mechanics.

Based on the above formalism, a simple failure model for rock
material has been completed to illustrate concepts of the theoretical
development. Through recent extensions, a deformation functional, which
depends on the microcrack function space, has heen obtained. This leads
to approximations for the kinematic measures of strain and strain rate
that also depend on the microcrack density function.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-48.
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Session WM-6: CONTACT/VISCOELASTICITY/FLUID-SOLID INTERACTION

Chairperson: T.C.T.TING (U. of Illinois)

9:40 - 10:10 T.C. SOONG (Xerox, Rochester)

"The Static and Rolling Contact Study of Two Elastic-Layer
Covered Cylinders"

10:10 - 10:25 J. PADOVAN (University of Akron)

"Moving Updated Lagrangian Finite Elements"

10:25 - 10:40 G.A.C. GRAHAM (Simon Fraser Univ., Canada) and M. COMNINOU

(Univ. Michigan)

"Periodic Solutions of Viscoelastic Boundary Value Problems"

1:40 - 11:10 COFFEE BREAK

11:1 - 11:40 Y. WEITSMAN and B.D. HARPER (TEXAS A&M)
"Optimal Cool-Down Paths and Residual Thermal Stresses i
Cross-Ply Composite Material La-4:.ates and Adhesive Joints"

11:40 - 11:55 T.M. WICKS (Univ. Missouri - Rolla)
"Approximation of a Class of Problems Concerning Fluid-

Solid Interaction"

11:55 - 12:10 G.S.A. SHAWKI (University Qatar, Arabian Gulf)

"Hydrodynamic Influences of Surface Undulations in Journal

Bearings"

12:10 - 2:15 LUNCH BREAK
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"THE STATIC AND ROLLING CONTACT STUDY OF
TWO ELASTIC-LAYER COVERED CYLINDERS"

Tsai-C. Soong, Xerox Corporation, Rochester, N. Y.

At the interface of the contact arc between two elastic-
layer covered cylinders in steady rolling with a thin
sheet in the nip, there are four conditions to be satis-
fied at each point; namely, the normal pressure, the
interference, slip or nonslip between each cylinder and
the sheet. Since each point has to be examined and slip
or nonslip is determined independently from shear con-
sideration, a continuous, analytic solution is more
difficult than the collocation method where the number
of condition equations can be matched by an equal number
of parametric unknowns and solved iteratively.

In the beginning. one may assume all contact points are
nonslipping, that is, the creep velocity is the same,
and then solve for the interface shear stress and normal
pressure. If the shear stress at some points are found
to be more than the Coulomb friction can support, then
the slipping points are unlocked one by one with the
new condition that the shear stress is the Coulomb
friction.

Circular stress functions are used to represent the
stresses in the two layers of th" v-, .
tact conditions in the nip and outside are rigorously
enforced. The attached figure shows an example of the
local speed variation in the contact arc with and
without a sheet in the nip.

P/ER N) V9.08 O NO SHEET IN NIP

"
'  

) ... NO\E
V R 1.06 '1(01"2) NO SHllE IN NIP

(k0'
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MOVING UPDATED LAGRANGIAN FINITE ELEMENTS
JOSEPH PADOVAN

UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
AKRON, OHIO 44325

A natural outgrowth of bodies being in a state of moving contact
is the fact that each of the interacting structure are subject to
traveling load fields which can accelerate, decelerate as well as have
variable magnitude. The problem of rolling contact is a good example
of such structural interactions. While numerous analytical type linear
elasticity solutions have been developed for such problems, these are
generally limited to simple configurations. Static and dynamic con-
tact type problems have also been tackled by tne finite elemt,,L (FE)
method. These FE solutions have mainly been employed for contact-
impact type problems wherein the time duration is small and where
only a small portion of the structural surfaces are involved. For
longer duration moving contact processes wherein large portions of the
interacting structural surfaces may have been subject to moving load
fields, the classical FE approaches are somewhat awkward to apply. In
this context, the presentation will overview the development of a
moving updated Lagrangian observer FE formulation which combines the
various benefits of the Eulerian and the classical total/updated Lad-
rangian approaches. This is achieved by locking the initial base of
the updated Lagrangian observer to the steady or accelerating/dece-
lerating motions of the interacting structure. As a consequence,
while the FE mesh is monitoring global structural deformations, it
appears to remain stationary during the roiii ,ocess. To qeneralize
the results, specialized isoparametric steady/transient large defor-
mation elements will be developed. In this context, the presentation
will include the formulation of the moving updated Lagrangian metho-
dology as well as give an overview of several numerical applications
to large deformation rolling contact problems.
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Periodic Solutions of Viscoelastic Boundary Value Problems

G.A.C. Graham M. Comninou
Department of Mathematics Department of Civil Engineering
Simon Fraser University University of Michigan
Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5A 1S6 Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109 U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

A primary source of mathematical interest in the solution of
viscoelastic boundary value problems for cracked bodies derives from
the unilateral nature of the boundary conditions that should be sat-

isfied over the crack faces (e.g. see [1], [2]). If a point of the
crack is in contact with the opposite crack face the normal displace-
ment should be continuous and the normal tractions should not be
tensile across the crack at that point. If the crack is open at a
point the displacement field should be consistent with that and the
traction across the crack surface should be as prescribed.

In this paper we have studied periodic solutions for a
particular class of viscoelastic materials; those whose relaxation
functions vanish at infinity. Particular problems considered are
(i) a Griffith crack in an infinite viscoelastic body, (ii) a
crack in a field of pure bending and (briefly) (iii) the interface
crack. In all cases the applied loading is presumed to be periodic
in time and the corresponding quasi-static elastic solutions would
involve crack closure for extensive intervals of time. In contrast,
for the viscoelastic solutions of this paper the cracks are entirely
open essentially always. A feature of these solutions is that they
are obtained from elastic solutions that involve material overlap:
the right viscoelastic solution is obtained from the wrong elastic
solution.

[1] G.A.C. Graham, Stresses and displacements in cracked linear
viscoelastic bodies that are acted upon by alternating tensile
and compressive loads, Int. J. Engng. Sc. 1

A 
(1976), 1135-1142.

[21 G.A.C. Graham and G.C.W. Sabin, The opening and closing of a

growing crack in a linear viscoelastic body that is subject to
alternating tensile and compressive loads, Int. Journ. of
Fracture 14 (1978), 639-649.
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OPTIMAL COOL-DOWN PATHS AND RESIDUAL THERMAL STRESSES

IN CROSS-PLY COMPOSITE MATERIAL LAMINATES AND ADHESIVE JOINTS

BY

Y. Weitsman, Professor and B. D. Harper, Graduate Student
Civil Engineering Department

Texas AFM University
College Station, Texas 77843

Abstract

When composite material laminates and adhesive joints are cooled
from the elevated cure temperature down to room temperature the ever
present geometric constraints introduce residual thermal stresses into
the structurn. These stresses sometime approach the ultimate value.

By takino account of the viscoelastic response of the a!] uve ma-
terias, which is especially Pronounced at elevated tempoeraturnes, it
is posS4 ' De to reduce the maonitudes of the residual strec;ses This
reduct4- can be attained by extendino the cool-down time -~ 'ciil as
by fol loing a special, optimal tire-temrperature coo(l in-,p

Th form of this optima] path was obtained Previously fci eotropi ',
viscol -ic, thermoheoloicalIlIy simple rateria Is. l1], 21 A sianificant
feature - h~s Path is that it contains jump discont'ruitwos at the

inta '! inal times.
ert~i aper the previous analv- si, is, extended to sore'

la-u ommosite laminates and mciiJto include the a of
teinpe'-_-edepencdent coefficient-, of thermal expansion.

cons, based upon recent data for -iraphite/onox .eil
[3] 1, -oro for symmietric, halu3nccd, cross-p-ly la- .r!!tos It
was; fo u c i -3t t~kinr an appropriate advantace of vi seal at i it'-
it -3i to reduce "residual strpsc-s ty 0_)out 3 _ Al I-
coa- 3tc .r also Pe-rform'ed for alumi nuil/epo xv V 1 -S

Rerer'

F(r]tial Cool-Down in t inoar Vi,.c-clasticiv J. of
o.47, No. I , p:,. 35-39, k S,3rcnlB

[2] . .d F'urphy L. P. 'Optir-al Temioprature Pal ?
Thn- r '.,cal ly Siople Viscoelastire Isterials' . uarl . App

-. ,' o 3 No. 2, pp. 179-190, (JulIy 1980) .
[3] Ki-' , K. 3 Time-Dependent Environmental Behavior ot rxphite/

Ep a_ I -,o; i tes ".Tech. Report AI'-TR-K$-4r25?, General 1 Ivnarics,
Cor-_ Fc-tr Worth, Texas, (May 1330).
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APPROXIMATION OF A CLASS OF PROBLEMS
CONCERNING FLUID-SOLID INTERACTION

'Thomas M. Wicks

Department of Engineering Mechanics
University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO 65401

Abstract:

Fluid-solid interaction problems present a variety of
difficulties due to the different description of motion which
is used for the fluid and solid. This investigation is con-
cerned with such problems where a viscous fluid is partially
bounded by an elastic membrane. Some channel flows, where the
wall consist of the membrane, are used as models. Properties
of solutions representing stationary flows are discussed and an

analysis of finite element approximations of this problem is
given. In particular we consider iterative schemes which un-

couple the fluid-solid problem and compare them with fully

coupled methods which provide both first and second order
convergence.
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Session WA-I: CONDENSATION: SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS

Organizer: R.A. DOBBINS (Brown)
Chairperson; R.A. DOBBINS (Brown)

* 2:15 - 3:15 P.P. WEGENER (Yale)
"Vapor Condensation in the Supersaturated State: A Survev of its

History, Experimental Methods, Current Applications, and Results"

* 3:15 - 3:45 R.P. ANDRES (Purdue)

"A Continuum Model for the Microscopic Clusters Important

in Homogeneous Nucleation"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 J.P, FRIEND (Drexel)

"A Chemical Kinetic Mechanism for the Formation of Condensa-
tion Nuclei"

* 4:45 - 5:15 J.H. CLARKE and C.F. DELALE (Brown)

"Nonequilibrium Condensation in One-Dimensional Nozzle Flows"
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VAPOR CONDENSATION IN THE SUPERSATURATED STATE: A SURVEY OF ITS

HISTORY, EXPERIMENTAL METHODS, CURRENT APPLICATIONS, AND RESULTS.

Peter P. Wegener

Mason Laboratory, Yale University, P.O. Box 2159 Yale Station
New Haven, CT 06520

Phenomena and nomenclature of the great variety of processe of
condensation of vapors in the supersaturated state - in the absence of

foreign aerosols - will be recounted. The history of this field started
in the last century with rapid expansion experiments (1866), Laval steam-
nozzles (1883), and the classical Wilson cloud chamber (1897). In this
century Stodola's work on qualitative clarification of the steam noz-
zle process (1913) was followed by the first observations of condensa-
tion in supersonic wind tunnels by Wieselsberger and by Prandtl (1934).
In 1941 Oswatitsch finally saw the Identity of the physics of condensa-
tion in steam and wind tunnel nozzles. He linked the delayed nucle-
ation process to the theoretical work by Volmer (1926), and Becker and
D~ring (1935). After this the field began to evolve rapidly. The
invention of the diffusion cloud chamber by Langsdorff (1939), the
Jevelopment of modern nozzle methods, advanced Wilson cloud chambers,
tolecular beam experiments and other schemes took hold in different
branches of science and engineering and their relative merits uill be
compared. In recent years - and often to the surprise of those in the
field - condensation problems of thi. nature have attained technological
importance. They are now encountered in combustion, rocketry, aero-

nautics (hypersonic and transonic wind tunnels) and astronautics, energy
(isotope separation and magnetohydrodynamic energy conversion), etc.,

and a number of examples in these fields will be given in detail. In
parallel to these developments the application of nucleation experiments
in basic physics or chemistry to improve our understanding of small
clusters and the liquid state, and new problems arising in stratospheric
chemistry are of interest.

Finally, the basic physical ideas - rather than the details of
nucleation theory - are presented in conjunction with a listing of the
contemporary attempts to improve expressions for the energy of formation
of critical clusters. Experimental results in conjunction with such
theoretical schemes will be demonstrated for some vapors and vapor mix-
tures as obtained with different experimental methods. It is hoped that
this overview of the field will aid our further discussions of the
fascinating field of nucleation. This is particularly important in

nucleation since the nature of the field requires the participation of
workers in many fields in order to progress. In turn a common view of
our different approaches may be helpful.
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A CONTINUUM MODEL FOR THE MICROSCOPIC CLUSTERS

IMPORTANT IN HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION

Professor R. P. Andres

School of Chemical Engineering
Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907

Estimation of the properties of small condensed aggregates or
clusters, which contain fewer than 100 molecules, is often critical for
prediction of the rate of homogeneous nucleation in a supersaturated
vapor. Since the work of Gibbs over a hundred years ago, the free
energy of small clusters has been estimated by means of a macroscopic
model based on the bulk surface free energy and chemical potential of
the stable condensed phase. Despite the fact that the surface free
energy of small clusters cannot be equal to that of the bulk phase and
that Gibb's expression does not account for free translation and ro-
tation of these clusters, this macroscopic model has been remarkably
successful. The reasons for this success and for the success of the
steadv-state nucleation theory of Becker and Dbring, which incorpor-
ates Gibb's model, are explored in the present paper.

An empirical expression that is valid both in the limit of in-
finite size and in the limit of a three molecule cluster is presented.
This new continuum model is comoared to the classic expression implicit
in the nucleation theory of Becker and D6ring. It is also compared to
detailed statistical calculations which treat small clusters as weakly
bound van der Waals' polymers. Next, experimental rates of homogeneous
nucleation are compared with the predictions of our model. Finally,
the problem of the melting temperature of small particles is addressed,
and a size dependent melting point for small particles is derived.
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A Cnemical Kinetic Mechanism for
the Formation of Condensation Nuclei

by James P. -riend
uepartment of uhemistry

Urexel University
Philadelphia, PA l1904

lhe creation of cnndensation nuclei (measured at jO0% relative
humidity) by the photooxida~ion of sulfur dioxide in air nas been
obseryed in the laboratory. A chemical kinetic mechanism is pro-
posed which is consistent with the observed rates of nuclei form-
ation as a function of experimental conditions of water vapor con-
centrations and rates of SO oxidation. The proposed immediate
precursors to the nuclei ar tree radicals of the type HS03 and
HSO and their hydrates. The chemically stable molecules which re-
suli from the radical-radical combinations amongst the hydrated and
unhydrated species are thought to be the nuclei upon which droplets
form in an automatic condensation nucleus counter operating at 300
relative humidity. The nucleation process by this mechanism is com-
pared with the thermodynamic-based theory of binary homogeneous nu-
cleation for H 0 and H SO, vapors. Possibilities for application
of the mechanism to th f rmation of atmospheric aerosols are
discussed.

References

I. R. Leifer, J.P. Friend, and M.P. Trichon, "The Mechanism of
Formation of Stratospheric Aerosols", Proceedings of the Inter-
national Conference on Structure, Composition and leneral Cir-
culation of the Upper and Lower Atmospheres and Possible Anthro-
pozenic Pertubations, As part of the IAMAP/IAPSO combined first
special assemblies, Melbourne, Australia, January 14-15, 1974.

2. J.P. Friend, N.A. Barnes and R.M. Vasta, 3._Phys. Chem., 198U
84, Z423-36.
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Nonequilibrium Condensation in
One-dimensional Nozzle Flows

By JOSEPH H. CLARKE

And CAN F. DELALE
Division of Engineering, Box D

Brown University, Providence, RI 02912

Abstract

We consider the compressible nozzle flow of a vapor and gas mixture
with nonequilibrium homon.geneous condensation. lie use an asymptotic meth-
od with respect to two disparate parameters appearing in the nonequilib-
rium interal condensation-rate equation coupled to the equations of flow
and of state. We use a high-activation limit and another limit consider-
ation that signify a large nucleation time followed by a small droplet-
growth time. Under the limits, the coupled rate equation is so controlled
by the activation function B(x) over its five zones that there appears a
one-to-one correspondence between these zones and the five characteristic
condensation zones of the nozzle flow itself. The five zones are initial
growth of condensate, further groth, onset region, nucleation zone with
growth, and droplet growth zone. The last zone can be simplified if we
are will ing to neglect terms that imply a reasonably sizable order of er-
ror. What results are the rectilinear, one-dimensional flow equations
of a normal shock wave structnred or resisted hy droplet growth. More-
over, it is not necessary to specify, for the entire general analysis,
the several functions (of the ;pecified independent thermodynamic coor-
dinates) dictated by the complex physics associated with the various
theories of nucleation al droplet grolth.
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Session WA-2: NEW DIRECTIONS IN ANALYTICAL DYNAMICS - II

Organizer: L.Y. BAHAR (Drexel)

Chairperson: L.Y. BAHAR (Drexel) & H.H.E. LEIPHOLZ (U. Waterloo)

* 2:15 - 2:45 R.B. WASHBURN, JR. (Scientific Systems, Inc., Cambridge)

"Application of Qualitative Dynamics to Power System Stability"

* 2:45 - 3:15 L.Y. BAHAR and H.G. KWATNY (Drexel)

"When is a Newtonian Dynamical System Derivable from Lagrangian?"

* 3:15 - 3:45 P. HOLMES (Cornell, on sabbatical at U.C.-Berkeley)

"Bifurcations and Chaotic Motions in Nonlinear Dynamical Systems"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 R. GILMORE (Inst. Defense Anal., Arlington VA)

"Catastrophe Flags in Conservative and Dissipative Systems"

4:45 - 5:15 S. DOST and P.C. GLOCKNER (Univ. of Calgary, Canada)

"On the Stability of Viscoelastic Perfect Columns"

5:15 - 5:30 A.K. AZAD and M.H. BALUCH (Univ. Petrol. & Minerals, S. Arabia)

"Buckling of an Initially Compressed Column by Subtangential

Force"

5:30 - 5:45 B.S. SHAKER (King Abdul Aziz Univ., Saudi Arabia)

"Effect of Nonlinearity on the Response of a Forced System"
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APPLICATION OF QUALITATIVE DYNAMICS

TO POWER SYSTEM STABILITY

Robert B. Washburn, Jr.

Scientific Systems, Inc.
54 Rindge Avenue Extension

Cambridge, MA 02140

The dynamic behavior of a large interconnected eic-tric power system
is extremely complex. Yet in order to make a rational assessment ot sys-
tem security or to decide what preventive control action to take in an
emergency, it is necessary to make some prediction about the future be-
havior of the system. Numerical simulation is the preferred approach for
making such predictions and has the advantage over other approaches of
providing quantitative predictions "closer to reality" than qualitative
predictions. Such simulations, however, can be extremely time-consuming
to obtain and the results can be "myopic" in the sense that it is only
possible to simulate future behavior for a limited number of specific
contingencies.

This paper investigates an alternative, . tative approach to
making such future predictions. Specificall). , considers application
to power system stability of the qualitative methods of Poincar6, Birk-
hoff and others for studying the n-body problem of analytical mechanics.
To illustrate this approach we present two simple examples which demon-
strate the complexity of qualitative behavior which is possible for non-
linear power systems models and the power of the qualitative methods to
analyze this behavior. The first example considers dynamic behavior of
a single damped generator connected to an infinite bus with periodically
time-varying voltage phase. The second example considers dynamic be-
havior of two generators coupled to each other and to an infinite bus.
The first example is a non-autonomous one degree-of-freedom system; the
second is an autonomous two degree-of-freedom system. The two examples
are related to each other and bear close resemblance to the restricted
three-body problem discussed by J. Moser (Stable and Random Motion in
Dynamical Systems, Princeton University Press, 1973). In both examples
we find so-called "chaotic" motions similar to those described by Moser
(op cit.) in the three-body problem. Further mathematical and physical
details of this problem may be found in a report by Prof. Nancy Kopell
(Northeastern University) and Robert Washburn. This report can be ob-
tained by writing to the latter at the above address.
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WHEN IS A NEWTONIAN DYNAMICAL SYSTEM
DERIVABLE FROM IAGRANGIAN?*

Leon Y. Bahar and Harry G. Kwatny
Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics

Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 19104

ABSTRACT

It is well known that while a Lagrangian always leads to Newtonian
equations of motion through the application of Lagrange's equations in a
unique manner, the converse is not necessarily true. That is, a given
NewLVLn-an rvnamical system may not be derivable from a Lagrangian unless
it obeys the Helmhcl-z conditionq of formal self-adjointness (FSA). There
exist, however, systems tna are not FSA as given, but become so upon multi-
plication of the governing system of equations of motion by an appropriatc
"multiplier matrix." Such systems are known as pre-fo-'ally self-adjoint
(PFSA). In general, there exists a set of non-unique multiplier ztt'ie

1
es,

leading to many different Lagrangians, that result in Newtonian equations of
motion that are the same up to a multiplier matrix. It is possible, for
instance, to find a unique multiplier matrix by imposing the requirement
that it only depend on time.

The present paper extends the work of the authors on linear dynamical
systems with arbitrary constant parameters, to systems with time-dependent
coefficients, and a class of non-linear problems.

In the case of a linear time-varying system, the Lagrangian is ob-
tained by first reducing the equation of motion to a standard form (one
not containing the first derivative) by a time-dependent linear transform-
ation. The multiplier matrix for this reduced equation is a constant, non-
singular, symmetric matrix. The Lagrangian for the latter system is simply
that of coupled harmonic oscillations. A reverse coordinate transformation
yields the Lagrangian in the original coordinates. It is shown that under
a certain comutativity condition an energy-like first integral can be
written. An illustration is also provided.

The non-linear example considered is the Contopoilb- problem. By ex-
tending the notion of FSA to variationa forms, it is shown that a first
integral independent of the Hamiltonian recently derived by a direct method
follows. It is further shown that the same result can be arrived at by
constructing a Morse and Feshbach or Leipholz type Lagrangian for that
problem.

Research supported by the U.S. Department of Energy
under Contracts ET-78-C-01-2092, and ET-78-01-3088.
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BIFURCATIONS AND CHAOTIC MOTIONS IN NONLINEAR DYNAMICAL

SYSTEMS

by Philip Holmes

Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics,
Cornell University, Ithaca NY 14853

We will review some recent developments in the qualitative theory
of dynamical systems and bifurcation theory for vector tields and maps,
and discuss their application to nonlinear problems in mechanics. We
will distinguish between local bifurcations, in -.hich new equilibrium
solutions and periodic orbits are created in-ividuallv, and global bi-
furcations, in which infinite families of new solutions are created.
Bifurcations of the latter type are connected with the appearance of
chaotic motions and strange attractors.

We will show that such bifurcations occur naturally in a wide range
of systems, a prototypical example being a nonlinear oscillator with weak
damping and forcing, which might be either externally applied, or due to
mutual interactions with neighbouring systems. In situations such as
this, one is often dealing with a enl pnrro, rations of an integrable
Hamilt-uian system, and it is the feature which permits us to make a
global analysis.

We will describe examples in solid mechanics, including the forced
oscillations of a buckled beam and coupled pendula.
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CATASTROPHE FLAGS IN CONSERVATIVE AND
DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

Robert Gilmore

Institute for Defense Analyses

400 Army-Navy Drive, Arlington, VA 22202

Elementary Catastrophe Theory is the study of the critical points
(where Vxf(x;c)=O) of a smooth function, and how these critical points
move about, coalesce, and bifurcate as the parameters which describe
this function change. The number of critical points changes whenever
the Hessian, or stability matrix (fij = a

2
f/ xilx-) becomes singular.

Such points are called catastrophes. Elementary Latastrophe Theory is
therefore intimately related to the equilibrium and stability proper-
ties of systems governed by a potential, a L;-apunov function, or more
generally, by a variational principle.

The presence of a catastrophe is indicated by many physical phe-
nomena. Catastrophes leave "fingerprints" at the scenes of their
crimes and wave "flags" to gain our attention. The phenomena which
accompany a catastrophe are surveyed for classical conservative
(xi = -V/3xi) and dissipative (ii = -aV/axi) systems. A close
parallel among these phenomena, which are illustrated for the cusp
catastrophe, is exhibited. This parallel extends also to quantum
mechanical (ik = (T+V)tp) and statistical mechanical (if = [T+V,p])
systems.
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ON THE STABILITY OF VISCOELASTIC PERFECT COLUMNS

+

S. Dost and P.G. Glocknert

The dynamic stability of perfect columns made of a linearly visco-

elastic mateL.i.1 _.. subjeoted to a load, P, smaller than the Euler load,

Pe. is examined. The solution to the governing intergro-differential
equation subjected to appropriate boundary and initial conditions, is

obtained by means of Laplace transforms. In addition an approximate

solution is also derived using an approximation technique introduced in
[1]. The solution shows that the time-dependent amplitude of vibration

will grow to infinity as long as P is larger than some critical value,

referred to as the "safe load limit", P_ in [2). For P < P. , the column

is stable. The approximate solution, on the other hand, yields a con-
tinuous spectrum of eigenvalues between P. and Pe to each of which cor-

responds a specific "finite" critical time (see Table I). Clearly, agree-
ment between the two sets of results is poor for all load levels except

p = P .

References

i. Schapery, R.A., "A Method of Viscoelastic Stress Analysis Using Elas-

tic Solutions", Journal of the Franklin Institute, Vol. 279, No. 4,
pp. 268-289, 1965.

2. Vinogradov, A.M. and Glockner, P.G., "Stability of Viscoelastic Im-

perfect Columns", ASME 3rd Engng. Mech. Division Specialty Conference,

Austin, Texas, 1979.
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The results presented here were obtained in the course of research spon-
sored by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of

Canada, Grant No. A-2736.

'Department of Mechanical Engineering, The University of Calgary, Calgary,

Alberta, Canada, T2N IN4.
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BUCKLING OF AN INITIALLY COMPRESSED

COLUMN BY SUBTANGENTIAL FORCE

A. K. AZAD ind M. H. BALUCH
University of Petroleum & Minerals

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

According to Leipholz [1] and Kounadis [2], the stability% of linear
systems under the action of non-conservative forces is gaining importance
in the area of hvdromechanics aod aeromechanics. in this paper, an atte-

mpt has been made to study' the elastic buckling of a cantilever column as
shown in figure and to determine the effect of the initial compressive
force P on the critical value of the subtangential force Q~. While such a
problem has been referred to in [11, no finil soliution or numerical re-
sults seem to appear in literature.

The angqle -a for the suhtangeitiai force Q can he expressed as -1
1,when 0 < 1.0. Uising kinetic critei on, the frc~jUency equa-

tion for the free vibration of thc column cmn he tritteni from which the
cri t ical value of Q for gis en valuae, it 1 and rcan be determined sat is-
fyNing the stabilIit' criterin that the coin oo unstablIe when either the
frequency is zero or complex.hIle sal uv ,t )
corresponding to the latter case in "bt,1tneL IVh.
coalec-Cing, two suIcceSsive freiiuencic. i tu
dv shows that the static approach to 1etermi no

yis valid only for the range of i

< I l ort te case of P1 (0, t h( mi n imuT,
valueti oft is '- for which the static aipproach IT
is appnli cable. X aloes of Q~ are proc ide .! for
various valuies of 7,and P for P ~E. .I

References

(1 cLiphol:z, 11. , "Stahi ILitv Theor%' Trans lated by Scientitic Irans-
lation Service, Academic Press, 1970.

P a niayo tou n ak os, D.L . a nd Ko un a dis , N . Ia s t i c S t abi I i ty o f a
Simple Frame Suh 'iected to a Circe I atory Load" .1. of' Sound and
Vibration, Vol. bl (2) , pp.1

7 9-186, 19-9.
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EFFECT OF NONLINEARITY ON THE RESPONSE OF A FORCED SYSTEM

Bassam S. Shaker
King Abdul Aziz University
College of Engineering
P.O.Box 9027,Jeddah

Saudi Arabia

The equation of motion of a Forced Single degree
of freedom system under the influence of sligh viscous
damping in the presence of the nonlinear terms o .
can be written as

where u is the natural frequency, ot is the viscous
damping, f is dimensionless parameter << , o< are the
coefficients of the nonlinear terms, it can be positive
for the case of hard spring or negative for the case of
soft spring and K and _4L are the amplitude and frequen-
cy of excitation respectively.

The method of multiple scales is used to solve
this system for both cases of soft excitation K=O (6) as
well as hard excitation K=O(l). Resonance cases including
subharmonic, superharmonic and primary resonances may
occur whenever W = Pw+ Q-n-,where P and Q are integers such
that I P1I QI = ni,where m = 2,3,....N.

A uniformly valid solution, steady state response
and frequency response equation for ever)' resonant case are
obtained using the method of multiple scales when N=5. An
oxtensive study is made using the frequency response equa-
tion to show the effect of various parameters on the res-
ponse amplitude. It is found that the presence of nonlin -
earity parameters cause what is known as jump phenomina in
the system. This phenomina is due to the multivaludness of
the response amplitude. The uniformly valid solution is
checked and found to compare well with the numerical solu-
tion of the system using runge-kutta integration scheme.

References

1. B.S.Shaker 1980 Nonlinear Oscillation of single-
degree of freedom systems, Recent Advances in
structural Dynamics (569-580).

2. A.H.Nayfeh and D.T.Mook 1979 Nonlinear Oscilla -
tions. New York, Wiley Interscience.

3. A.HI.Nayfeh 1973 Perturbation Methods. New York,
Wiley Interscience.
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Sesson WA-3: MICROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS iN METAL PLASTICITY

Organizer: R.J. ASARO (Brown)

Chairperson: R.J. ASARO (Brown)

* 2:15 - 2:45 J.D. EMBURY (McMaster Univ) and M.F. ASHBY (Univ. of Cambridge)

"The Representation of Fracture Processes in Fracture Maps"

* 2:45 - 3:15 R.G. DAVIES (Ford, Dearborn MI)

"Deformation and Fracture of High Strength Steels"

* 3:15 - 3:45 D.J. LLOYD (Aluminum Co. of Canada, Kingston, Ontario)

"The Deformation Morphology Developed in Some Aluminum

Alloys Deformed by Rolling"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 E.A. STARKE, JR. (Georgia Tech)

"Microstructural Aspects of Plastic Deformation in Alpha-Beta

Titanium Alloys"

4:45 - 5:00 C.E.S. LUENG (Georgia Tech)

"Superplastic Forming Process"

5:00 - 5:30 L. ANAND and W.A. SFITZIG (U.S. Scee2)

"Shear-Band Orientations in Plane-Strain"
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"The Representation of Fracture Processes in Fracture Maps"

J.D. Embury
Department of Metallurgy and Materials Science

McMaster University

Hamilton, Ontario
Canada

M.F. Ashby
Department of Engineering
University of Cambridge
Cambridge, England

In both the fabrication and application of engineering materials we

must consider the competitive nature of various fracture and instability

events. As these processes depend on the current stress state and the

strain history it is important to devise methods of representing the

various criteria in the form of maps which permit the comparison of the

various fracture modes. The paper will present examples of failure maps

to illustrate the occurrcvze of fracture modes such as cleavage, inter-

granular fracture and void ucleation and growth for a variety of

metall'ic and geological systmrs.

References

The paper will utili:e a variety of concepts which have been

developed in the references given below.

(11 Patterson, M.S., Experimental Rock Deformation - The Brittle Field,

Springer Verlag, 1978.

(2) Le Roy, G., Edward, G., Embury, J.i. and Ashby, N.F., A Model of

Ductile fracture, Acta Met., I9SI 1in press].

(3) Sowerby, R., Uko, D.K. and Tomita. Y. , A Review of the Bauschinger

Effect, Mat. Sci. & Eng., 19-9.
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DEFO 'ATIO AND FRACTURE OF HICH STRENGThI STEELS

R. G. Davies
Engineering & Research Staff, Research, Ford Motor Company, Dearhorn, mT 48121

ABSTPLACT

The factors controlling both the strength and ductility of high

strength conventional and dual-phase steels will be reviewed; special emphasis

will be placed upon the change in work-hardoning rate with strength. In

addition, a study has been made of the interaction of stronpth, inclvs5on

shape, cold-work and "edge quality" on the fracture of sheared edges in high

strength steels. This has revealed that both inclusion shape control and

localized cold work at the sheared edge are excrczely important in controlling

the fracture in these thin gage steels. For dual-phase steels the strength of

the martensite islands is one of the determining factors in both edge cracking

and hydrogen embrittlement.
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The Deformation Morpholog'
Developed In Some Aluminum
Alloys Deformed By Rolling

by

D. J. Lloyd

It has h- n' 'ec-ated fo' som time t hl t e fotmation moroho .rv

in F.C.C. metals and alloys deformed to large strains can be extremely

inhomogeneous. Brown' examined the surface features developed in cold

rolled aluminum and showed the development of deformation and shear
o0

banding. Similar features have been examined in copper and its alloys'

by surface replication and electron microscopy. In the present work

the deformation morphology developed during rolling in certain aluminum

alloys is revealed by a decoration technique. The development of the

various deformation features are discussed together with their relation-

ship to the underlying dislocation structures. The implications for

current work hardening theories at large strains are also considered.

1 Brown, K., Journal of the Institute of Metals, 1972, Vol. 200, p. 341

2 Hatherly, M. and Malin, A. S., Metals Technology, 1979, Vol. 6. p. 308

Malin, A. S. and Hatherly, M., Metal Science, 1979, Vol. 13, p. 463
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MICROSTRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF PLASTIC DEFORMATION
IN ALPHA-BETA TITANIUM ALLOYS

Edgar A. Starke, Jr.
Fracture and Fatigue Research Laboratory

Georgia Institute of Technology
Atlanta, Georgia 30332

ABSTRACT

The microstructures of a + Ti alloys can be greatly varied by modifi-

catfons in primary processing procedures and the deformation behavior is

sensitive to microstructural variations. (I -3) By suitable selection of the

working and annealing temperature with respect to the beta transus temperature,

microstructure can be developed having equiaxed, platelet, or grain boundary

alpha in a retained beta matrix; both phases can be fine, medium, or coarse,

and continuous or non-continuous. In addition to deformation and property

variations associated with microstructural modifications, mechanical properties

can show substantial directionality, as a result of texture. (4) Since texture

and microstructure can be controlled separately, to a large extent, their

individual effects may be used in a beneficial manner. The relationships between

processing, microstructure and deformation of an alpha-beta Ti alloy will be

discussed in this talk.

1. H. Margolin, P. N. Farrar, and M. A. Greenfield, in The Science and
Application of Titanium, Pergamon Press, New York, 1970, p. 795.

2. Howard G. Nelson, Dell P. Williams, and James E. Stein, Met. Trans., 3,

(1972) p. 469.

3. J. C. Chesnutt, C. G. Rhodes, and J. C. Williams, ASTM STM 600 (1976) p. 99.

4. M. J. Harrington, A. W. Sommer, P. G. Reimers, and G. A. Alers in Titanium
Science and Technology, Vol. 2, Plenum Press, New York, 1973, p. 12 T.
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SUPERPLASTIC FO)R14ING PROCESS

Charles E. S. Ueng, Professor

School of Engineering Science and Mechanics

Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Superplastic forming process with or without diffusion bonding has
been recently proven to be a promising and innovative approach for manu-
facturing components with complicated shapes in many engineering problems.
This new process Pon improve material utiliZdLiZL, reduce machining and
assembling work, and cut down the cost of production. It is accomplished
through the "one-piece" forming idea where the number of parts is greatly
reduced. This new-forming process has been tried successfully in different
branches of engineering, ranging from sophisticaed aircraft structures
to turbine gear nanufacturing, and to ground transportation vehicle designs.

Superplastic furning uses a special mechanical property of certain
metallic materials which exhiLit an exceptionally high ductility under a
combination of suitable temperature and strain-rate conditions. Tensile
elongations of several hundred percent are very common, while the range
between one-and two-hundred percent is the most useful range for practical
forming problems. This low load, slow strain-rate process takes place
without appreciable strain hardening or necking, at temperatures of about
half the absolute melting point or above. The essential microstructural
condition is an extremely fine grain size, which permits deformation to
occur largely by grain boundary sliding and not by the more usual slip and
grain deformaticn process.

When in the superplastic condition, metal sheets can be deformed
readily by ordinary sheet vacuum-forming methods, using atmospheric pres-
sure or a superimposed gas pressure to gently force the heated metal
sheet onto a female die which has the complicated geometrical shape de-
sired. The metal assumes the shape of the die with great fidelity when
defo-med under the correct experimental conditions. Thus, once the die
is made, then a large number of such components can be readily made with
little trimming work necessary.

This new superplastic forming process has been employed successfully
at Georgia Tech for making different configurations of cores used in a
sandwich structure. Such "one-step" forming approach can provide many
advantages over the conventional honeycomb shape. Detailed forming pro-
cess, preparatory steps, experimental conditions, and certain mechanical
properties of such products will be included and discussed in the presen-
tation.
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Shear-Band Orientations In Plane-Strain

L. Anand and W. A. Spitzig

Research Laboratory, U. S. Steel Corporation
Monroeville, Pennsylvania 15146

Abstract

Plane-strain experiments on a wide variety of
materials show that localized shear bands are generally
not inclined at 450 to the in-plane axes of principal
stresses. In metals the shear bands are usually inclined
at angles less than 45* to the direction of the maximum
(most te.-sife) rrincipal strc;s, whereas in polymers and
geological materials they are usually inclined at angles
greater than 450

.

A bifurcation analysis that uses an incrementally
linear rate constitutive law exhibiting pressure-sensi-
tivity, dilatancy and non-coaxiality predicts that the
critical orientation of emergent shear bands from a
previously homogeneous plane deformation field is given by

8 = + arctan i +- (1+ 8) (1-T/G)} 1/4

Here e is the inclination of the shear-band to the maximum
principal stress direction; i is a pressure-sensitivity
parameter; 8 is a shear-induced-dilatancy factor; T is a
shear stress defined in terms of the in-plane principal
stresses (01, 02; a1 > 02), by T:= (1/2) (01 - 02) > 0; and
G is an instantaneous shear modulus for shearing parallel
to the principal directions of stress.

It is shown that the orientations of shear bands
in a metal, a polymer, and a sand are very well predicted
by various special cases of Equation (1).
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Abstract

NEW METHODS FOR DYNAMIC TESTING OF LARGE STRUCTURES FOR
COMPUTER CODE VALIDATION

G. R. Abrahamson
SRI International

Menlo Park, CA 94025

Data are lacking for validation of computer codes used
to calculate the response of large structures such as nuclear
power plants to dynamic loads from operational or accidental
disturbances. Over the past five years SRI has developed two
techniques for obtaining such data. A contained-explosion
technique has been developed that produces ground motion at
seismic frequencies. An array of vertical line sources is
placed in the ground some tens of feet from the structure to
be tested. Multiple firings in each line source produce
earthquake-like ground motion. The sour-es are -sable and
the ground motion is repeatable. An oscillating bubble
technique has been developed that produces local loads within
a structure and can be extended to produce ground motion at
seismic frequencies. An underwater void is suddenly pressurized
to produce an oscillating bubble. The amplitude and frequen-y
are controlled by choice of volumes and pressures. The technique
requires a volume of water of the order of 100 m

3
, and has been

applied in two large structures. Accelerations in the structures
are repeatable within 10%. The main features of the two techniques
will be described and test results will be presented.
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The Dynamic Response of Fiber-reinforced Beams

H. Kolsky and J, M. Mosquera

Divison of Applied Mathematics

Brown University

Providence, RI 02912

Experiments are described in which beams of fiber-reinforced

materials are subjected to transverse dvnamic loading. The material

response when purely elastic as well as elastic and plastic deforma-
tions occur are discussed. For elastic deformation it is shown that

the observed response agrees very closely with the theoretical pre-

dictions of Sayir [1]. Sayir has shown that when the ratio of the

extensional modulus of the beam is large compared with the shear

modulus of the matrix material the shear deformation of the matrix

material is the dominating physical parameter. The specimens used

for these experiments were mainly fabricated in the laboratory and

consisted of steel wires embedded in matrices of lead and lead-tin
alloy as well as in natural rubber. Commercially obtainable fiber

glass - Scotchplv 1002, was also used for thes experiments. The
work on dvnamic plastic deformations was carried out on the specimens

with metal matrices and the transverse dynamic loading was achieved

either bv the detonation of small explosive charges in contact with

the beams or bv means of a "Hyge" impact testing machine. In the

latter case high speed cine photographs were obtained by the use of
a "Fastax" high-speed cine camera. The results of the experiments
showed that for large dynamic transverse dcfonations the plastic

yielding in shear of the matrix metal plays a predominant role.

[i1 Sayir, M., "Flexural Vibrations of Strong Anisotropic Beams",
Ing. Archiv. 49 (1980), pp. 309-330.
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Analytical and Experimental Studies on
Penetration into Porous Rock Targets *

M. J. Forrestal and D. b. Longcope

Sandia National Laboratories, Albuquerque, NM 87185

Mathematical models which predict forces on conical-nosed
penetrators for normal impact into porous rock targets are
developed and predictions from these models compared with
laboratory scale experiments. Constitutive dascription of the
target contains minimum detail; a linear hydrostat, a linear
shear failure-pressure relation and the material density."*
The analyses are further simplified by employing the cylin-
drical cavity expansion approximation which considers the
target as thin independent layers nnrmal to the penetration
direction and allows only radial target motion. Governing
partial differential equations are reduced, via a similarity
transformation, to nonlinear ordinary differential equations,
and are solved both numerically and with an iterative method
which results in accurate closed-form solutions.

Laboratory scale experiments designed to verify the
mathematical models were also conducted. A light gas gun was
used to accelerate simulated geological targets to steady
velocity and impact the penetrators. Rigid body penetrator
motion was measured for the time corresponding to two nose
lengths of penetration with laser interferometry and accel-
erometers. Resultant forces were calculated from these data
and reasonably good correlation with predictions is observed.

This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy
and the U. S. Army, Pershing II Project MNnager's Office.

This material description mathces closely triaxial test data
of cored field samples from the Sandia Tonopah Test Range, NV.
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ULTIMATE LOAD ANALYSIS OF REINFORCED
CONCRETE PANELS

E. Haugeneder und P.Torzicky

Institut fUr Baustatik und Festigkeitslehre
Technische Universitit Kien

A-1040 Wien
Austria

Ultimate load analysis of reinforced concrete structures
are commonly performed on the basis of a nonlinear stress-
strain relationship and a stress criterion for crack advance.
New cracks are assumed to develop or existing cracks are
assumed to propagate if one of the principal stresses exceed
the ultimate stress. Therefore we have to deal with cracked
zones or so-called "smeared" cracks. This assumption allows
a detection of the load-displacement path starting from Ojl
uncracked situation, but the results depend on the chosen
finite element pattern.

Recently, Bazant and Cedolin have developed an objective
method to evaluate displacements and stresses in plain and
reinforced concrete structures /1,2/. This method is in-
dependent of the size of the elements; it is based on the
calculation of the energy release rate and takes into account
the bond slip between steel bars and concrete.

In the present work the energy criterion is adopted for
the ultimate load analysis of reinforced concrete panels.
Higher order elements are used and therefore the net rein-
forcement is "smeared" over parts of the panels. Special
attention is paid to the development and propagation of cracks.
The direction of propagating cracks is determined by the
(lirection of the respective principal stresses. Results are
compared to available test results from the literature.

Literature:

1. 2.P.Bazant and L.Cedolin, J. of the Engng. Mech. Div. 2
(1979) 297-315

2. Z.P.Bazant and L.Cedolin, J. of the Engng. Mech. Div. o
(1980) 1287-1306
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AXISYMMETRIC ARBITRARILY LARGE DLFLLCTICNE

OF CIRCULAP MEMBRANES

T.J. Sukanit and John Peddieson, Jr.

Department of Engineering Scie,Lce and Mechani-s
Tennessee Technological University

Cookeville, Tennessee 38501

ABSTRACT

The relative merits of various formulations of the equations govern-
ing arbitrarily large axisymm=tric deflections of initially flat circu-
lar elastic membranes are discussed. Point: Sin.-ed out for atenton

include the choice of stress resultants, thc chice c strai reasaros,
and the choice of model for the thickness bhavor, umerical results
are obtained for the deformation due to an ap-lid lateral resur u-
a specific set of idealize const:tutzve equatios a-0 em-icyed S- invc-ti-

gate the accuracy of the Von Karman equations. Nu risai esults -r-
obtained Cor pure radial eformation using several f

constitutive equations and emloyed to ve:
response exhibited by the assndiated prototspe -at

An interesting finding is that :om formulations flow

to a single second-order ifferential equatior grv'i- r -,

tior. In iarticular, it was found that a -rcto,-e

The Lagrangian stress resultants are related t in e _
by the plane-stress form of hooke's law seads to. uio

±; /r--/r ±(Eh(l-.
/ ( . 

(r
V )  

)
±/

7)-c((r
V ) I) ' / ( (  

' ) .. 'r I

In (1) E, s, and h are, respectivel, You ng': moulu r ti,

and the undeformed thic ness, r is the radiar
the s mr-try axis, U is vertical strefs resutan, atres :

function, The Lagrangian radial and circumfrwntia stree; ieault,nt.
arc found from the respective equations

V 2 1/r+r =(: (rV)) /rI, N I "L (2)

Equations (1) and (2) are those associated with the Reissn-r rer~ras
theory. Thus, this formulation, usually interpreted as Icing valid

only for small strains, can also be interpreted as being exact wlhet ti
proper choices of stress resultants and strain measures arc Moe.
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Organizer. S. NEMAT-NASSER (Northwestern)
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Continuum Models for Granular Materials

James T. Jenkins
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14853

We review recent attempts to formulate continuum
theories for granular materials in three distinct flow

regimes.

When the strain and strain rate are small, as in
many situations in soil mechanics, modifications of the
equations of classical plasticity have been proposed.

Modifications must be made in order to include the inter-
nal friction and compressibility of these materials, and
the development, with deformation, of anisotropy in the

distribution of grain contacts.

For larger strains developed at modest strain rates,
as encountered, for example, in slow geological flows and
in some materials handling applications, detailed consid-

eration of shearing on slip surfaces has led to various
forms of rate independent flow rules. There is, as yet,
little experiment and no agreement as to which form is
appropriate.

Finally, for rapid shear flows, in which momentum is

transferred in collisions between particles rather than by
static contact forces, balance laws and constitutive equa-
tions have been introduced that exploit the analcg between

these flows and those of a gas of hard, rough, imperfectly
elastic spheres.
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PLASTICITY MODELS FOR SANDS

by

Jamshid Ghaboussi

Department of Civil Enpineering
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champsipn, Urbana 11. 61801

ABSTRACT

The basis for plasticity models for sand will be discussed along with

the examination of the supoorting experimental evidence. Modeling of yielding

and failure along with specific forms of yield surfaces and failure surfaces

will be discussed. The use of normality rule (associated flow rule) in the

past has not been successful in reproducing the desired results in terms of

dilatancy volumetric strains. The basis for a systematic use of non-

associated flow rule and related questions of uniqueness and stability will

be explored. A specific method of modeling the dilatancy of sand based on

normalized plastic work will be presented along with extensive supporting

experimental data.

It will specifically be shown that the parameters involved in this

dilatancy model are independent of most of the bulk properties of sand,

such as relative density, and are only dependent on the intergranular

frictional propertips Finally, the requisites of modeling of cyclic

behavior of sands will be discussed and some specific forms will be

presented.
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ON MICROMECHANICAL DESCRIPTION OF

GRANULAR MATERIAL BEHAVIOR*

M. M. Mehrabadi

Department of Civil Engineering

Northwestern University
Evanston, IL 60201

Some recent results .1-31 on the mechanics of cohesionless granular
materials (with rigid granules) are summarized. The overall stresses

are expressed in terms of the contact forces in two different but

complementary ways: (1) by a statistical averaging over the sample

volume of contact forces and "branches" which are vectors connecting the
centroids of two contacting granules; and (2) by defining the overall

tractions transmitted across an interior imagined plane as the sum of

the contact forces which represent the mechanical effect of granules on

one side of a unit area of this plane, upon those on the other side.

Conditions under which the two representations of overall stresses are

equivalent, are examined in detail. In addition, the corresponding
kinematics is examined and the overall macroscopic deformation rate and

spin tensors are developed in terms of the volume average of relevant

microscopic kinematical variables. As an illustration of the applica-

tion of the general expressions developed, two explicit macroscopic

results are deduced: (1) a dilatancy equation which both qualitativel,
and quantitatively seems to be in accord with experimental observation;

and (2) a non-coaxiality equation which seems to support the double-

shearing models for granular materials and vertex plasticity models.

Since the development is based on a microstructural consideration, all

material coefficients entering the results have well-definied physical

interpretations.

References

r 1  Christoffersen, J., Mehrabadi, M. M., and Nemat-Nasser, S.,

"A Micromechanical Description of Granular Material Behavior,"

J. Appl. Mech., to appear.

2_ Mehrabadi, M. M., Nemat-Nasser, S., and Oda, M., "On Statistical

Description of Stress and Fabrir in Granular Materials," Int'l J.

Num. and Anal. Methods in Geomech., to appear.

731 Oda, M., Nemat-Nasser, S., and Mehrabadi, M. M., "A Statistical
Study of Fabric in a Random Assembly of Spherical Granules," Int'l

J. Num. and Anal. Methods in Geomech., to appear.

*This work has been supported by the U. S. Air Force Office of Scientific

Research under Grant No. AFOSR-80-0017 to Northwestern University.
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Experiments on Stresses Developed by Rapidly Sheared
Cohesionless Granular Materials

S. B. Savage and M. Sayed
Department of Civil Engineering and Applied Mechanics

McGill University
Montreal, Canada

H3A 2K6

r,,4nt 1 results obtained for rapid shear flow of several

dry granular materials in an annular dynamic shear cell will be

described. The purpose of the tests was to obtain information that
could be used to guide the theoretical development of constitutive
equations suitable for the rapid flow of cohesionless bulk solids

at low stress levels.

The shear cell consists of two concentric disk assemblies
mounted on a fixed shaft. Granular material was contained in an
annular trough in the bottom disk and capped by a lipped annular
ring on the top disk. The bottom disk can be rotated at specified
rates while the top disk is loaded vertically and is restrained from
rotating by a torque arm connected to a force transducer. The
apparatus was thus designed to determine the shear and normal stresses

as functions of solids volume fraction and shear rate.

Tests were performed with spherical glass and polystyrene beads
of uniform diameters, spherical polystyrene beads having a bimodal
size distribution and with angular particles of crushed walnut shells.
At the lower concentrations at high shear rates the effects of inter-
particle collision are dominant and both shear and normal stresses
were found to be proportional to the square of the shear rate. At
higher concentrations and lower shear rates dry friction between
particles becomes increasingly important and the stresses are
proportional to the shear rate raised to a power less than two. All

tests showed a strong dependence upon solids volume fraction.
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RELATIVELY THIN-WALLED CYLINDRICAL

VESSELS WITH A PART-THROUGH CRACK

by

F. Erdogan and F. Delale

Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA 18015

The problem of a cylindrical vessel containing a part-through im-
bedded or surface crack is considered. The crack is assumed to occupy
a plane perpendicular to or containing the axis of the cylinder. The
general problem is analytically intractable and may be solved numeri-
cally, for example, by using the finite element technique. However,
for certain crack-cylinder geometries, one could use the line-spring
model developed by Rice and Levy to obtain an approximate solution and
one could obtain bounds for the stress intensity factors by solving the
related plane strain and axisymmetric elasticity problems. The line-
spring model is known to give reasonably good results if the thickness-
to-radius ratio of the cylinder is sufficiently small and if the crack
is relatively long. In this paper first the problem is solved by using
the line-spring model. It is assumed that the crack is either an im-
bedded flat elliptic crack or an internal or an external semi-elliptic
surface crack in an axial or a circumferential plane. The cylinder is
approximated by a shallow shell in which the transverse shear effects
are taken into account. Next, the plane strain and the axisymmetric
elasticity problems for the general thick-walled cylinder having an im-
bedded or a surface crack is considered. In each case the problem is
reduced to a singular integral equation which may be solved to any
desired degree of accuracy. The solution obtained from the plane strain
problem of a cylinder having a radial crack provides an upper bound for
the stress intensity factor in a cylinder which contains an axial part-
through crack of finite dimensions. Similarly, the elasticity solution
of the cylinder containing an axisymmetfic circumferential crack give
the bound for the corresponding finite part-through crack.
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THE EDGE CRACK PROBLEM UNDER MIXED BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Thomas J. Rudolphi Shih-Jung Chang
Engineering Science and Mechanics Computer Science Division

Iowa State University P. 0. Box X, ORNL
Ames, IA 50011 Oak Ridge, TN 37830

An integral equation solution to the two-dimensional problem of
an edge crack with prescribed stresses and/or prescribed displacements
in a bounded region with in-plane deformation is presented. By con-
sideration of a bounded, unflawed region and a cracked, semi-infinite
region, a coupled set of integral equations in the unprescribed quan-
tities on the outer boundary and the line crack is obtainen The in-
tegrals on the outer boundary are the so-called boundary integr l
equation and the accompanying interior or field stress and displacL-
ment identities. Similarly, for mixed type conditions on the crack
surface, an integral relation between applied stresses and/or dis-
placements is available from the semi-infinite solution along with the
quadrature form field solution. The field equations from both probiems
are used to couple the solutions by elimination of Hpropriate boundary
variables.

A simple, boundary integral type of numerical solution is effected
to approximate the coupled equations, resulting in a discretized approxi-
mation of the unprescribed variables on both the outer boundary and
crack line. With the crack stress then known, the stress intensity
factor at the crack tip is readily obtained by simple quadrature. The
method is applied to several examples to demonstrate the validity and
accuracy of the numerical solution.
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NONLINEAR DELAMINATION BUCKLING

AND GROWTH IN LAMINATES
1

A. Maewal and W. Bottega
Dept. of Engineering and Applied Science

P.O. Box 2157 Yale Station
Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520

Abstract

As a mechanism of degradation of compressive strength of laminates,
buckling and subsequent growth of delaminations in layered plates has been
the subject of a number of recent investigations [1,21. In an attempt to
assess the significance of gcometriral nonlinearity in this failu.-e mecha-
nism, we consider the problems of (i) a partially debonded two-layered beam
under axial compression and (ii) a penny-shaped delamination in a bilamina-
ted circular plate subjected to uniform in-plane radial compression. With
the condition at the delamination tip obtained in terms of surface energy
as in [3], we solve the associated nonlinear free-boundary problems by using
an asymptotic procedure 'or postbuckl ing analysis. The equilibrium paths
obtained in this manner ccrsist of (a) the prebuckling path along which the
debonded region does not have any essential effect, (b) the postbuckling
regime wherein the delamination buckles without growth and (c) the stage
of simultaneous opening and growth of the debonded area. The stability of
the equilibria is also examined and it is shown that some qualitative as-
pects of the overall structural behaviour are adequately predicted only if
postbuckling stiffness of the delaminations is taken into account.

References

I. Chai, H., Babcock, C.D. and Knauss, W.G., 'On the Failure of Laminated
Plates by Delamination Buckling", Galcit SM Report SM80-16, California
Institute of Technology. To appear in Int. J. Solids Structures.

2. Knauss, W.G., Babcock, C.D. and Chai, H., "Visualization of Impact
Damage of Composite Plates by Means of the Moire Technique", NASA CR-
159261 (April 1980).

3. Burridge, R. and Keller, J.B., "Peeling, Slipping and Cracking - Some
One Dimensional Free-Boundary Problems in Mechanics", SIAM Review, 20,
1978, pp. 31-61.

Research was sponsored by the Solid Mechanics Program of the National
Science Foundation through a grant to the Yale University.
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A STUDY OF THE OPTIMAL STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS OF DISHED-ONLY
HEADS OPERATING UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURES

HIGH PRESSURE RPSEARCH GROUP
Department of Chemical tachjncry,Naniinq Institute of Chemical Te~chnology

Nanjing, People's Republic of China

Head of the Group: Professor Shu-Ho Daai, Visitinog Scientlst
Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Sciences, University of Rochester,

Rochester, NY. 14627

AS ST AC T

In the past, the use of cylindrical vessels with dished-only heads
(without straight flange) was limited to low pressure conditions.
However, they are Leioa widely used new even in the ;,rocess e~luipment
of large size which operates under high pressure. This preLlem and
related calculations are discussed in the present paper.

Factors influencint the edge loads and local stresses, ioreduced
it the Junutien of the -,id and shell, have been determined by usin.
the shell bendin.; theory. Based upon the relationship hetween tliese
factors and with a view oif controllina; the reanitude of eli :e strt_-scs,
the optimal structural parameters of dished-only head are irvestiaat-;.

To optimize the structure, the finite-elements metnod and( the
method of design of experiments are jointly used. To ':erifv the
,,valuated results, the prestent paper reports a number of eprret
tests on three different mild steel vessels in which the strainso

th ,linolrical shells and thoir dished-only head were moas' rec 6i ier
! ressure Ly resistance strain (aces. T.he norcinal ' ol's - eri- 'tral
ri lo 'of splierieal shell of dien-n> head used wer<, 600,o an, 8I'
resece- ely. T he vessel s, except for the 75' head vesec er

ro-sso'-izeo to destructiona (Li 1, 2 aol 3) . t hot ool Is -ic str, s
ozalyses were also -ade on st-all I lastic models C), sir- -ace.

o ,r'-e J-itril ulcero ntiin- fr-srlc t exoetrit-entsa rdwt
-Icltc-h res.ults. AS :ruts cod, 'he ',Ossuls witho the-I

centrl anle lo-'thin the ritical vale
v-rstress d stribution. PcLshcr:. o, i> i-il ie

ii- tlo'- (resent wo)rk were in co-al a reo1 with1!)s
oIle Icr i d re s sur evxec 5 o S -c C Be "a T ne'. s oc:h r

IC- Cvessel -odes

Fat. 1. '710 vessel lie. 2. -8S0' vessel Fiai. 3. 60' yescl
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Inelastic Buckling of Cylindrical Shells Subjected
to Axial Tension and External Pressure

N. C. Huang* and P. D. Pattillo**

The frequency of occurance in oil well casing collapse in recent years
has focused attention on the necessity to reexamine the effectiveness of the
current design equation set by the American Petroleum Institute. In an effort
to better understand tile complexities involved in casing collapse, this paper
will study the problem of the inelastic buckling of cylindrical shells sub-
jected to axial tension and external pressure. The edges of the shell may
either be fixed or free. Our analysis is based on Kirchhoff's assumptions
associated with a finite deformation of the shell. Sanders' nonlinear theory
of shells [1] is employed in our formulation. A numerical method based on
the finite difference scheme is adopted for determining the critica: condition
for inelastic buckling. Incremental and deformation theories in plasticity
are both included in the investigation.

Tihe following conclusions can be drawn from our study: (i) For cylinders
with fixed ends, as expected, the effect of bending in the prebucklin? de-
formation of the shell is restricted within a layer near the edge of the shell.
Within the practical range of shell thickness, if the length-diameter ratio
of the shell exceeds 8, the effect of the prebuckling bending to buckling
condition becomes insignificant. In this case, it is possible to use thu infinite
cylinder theory to predict the buckling condition for finite cylinders. lowcvu ,
for cylinders with free boundaries, we can always rely on the infinite cvlin4der
theory for predicting the critical buckling condition of finite cylinders.
(2) Our study finds that in determining the prebuckling deformation of the sicl.
we can employ either the deformation theory or the incremental tneorv H{owever,
in evaluating the critical conditon for inelastic buckling, it is more suiitaoic
to use the deformation theory to compare with the experimental data. (3) It
is found that the results of our study on casing collapse condition due to
inelastic buckling within certain range of shell geometry agrees with the
experimental observation data better than the existing equation for the desico
of oil well casings.

References

1. Sanders, J.L. Jr., "Nonlinear Theory for Thin Shells", Cuarterlv of
Applied Mathematics, Volume 21, 1963, pp. 21-36.

Department of Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering, University of Notre Dlmr,
Notre Dame, Indiana 46556.

Amoco Production Company, Tulsa, Oklahoma 74102.
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RADIAL AND TANGENTIAL SADDLE - CYLINDER INTERFACE

PRESSURE IN CONTACT PROBLEMS OF SHELLS.

Dr. Z. Momeh and Dr. M. El - Nomrossy

Military Technical College, Cairo, Egypt.

Address: Dr. ZAKARIA ZAKI MOMEH

5 Abo Baker El-Sadiek, Heliopolis. Cairo, EGYPT.

ABSTRACT

This work present, with experimental verifications, a simple analyti-
cal solution for the contact problem of saddle that supported cylindrical
shell. The solution determine the radial and tangential components of the
saddle-cylinder interface pressure. The solution is based on using the

semibending theories of shells with both compressible and incompressible

middle surface. The problem is solved numerically for different shell
parameters and loading conditions at different saddle angles. A new

distribution for the saddle-cylinder interface pressure are given whose

tangential component has a great effect on the redistribution of the

radial one. The analysis indicates that the semibending theory with com-
pressible middle surface is the most suitable theory for studying the

contact problem of saddle with cylindrical shell. Also the tangttial com-
ponent of the saddle-cylinder interface pressure can not be simply neglec-
ted. All previous solutions considered the radial saddle-cylinder inter-

face pressure and neglect the tangential one.

References:

I- Wilson, J.D. and Tooth, A.S., " The Support of Unstiffened Cylindrical
Vessel." Second International Conference, Pressure Vessel Technology,

Texas , Oct. 1973.

2- Krupka, V., "An Analysis for Lug or Saddle-Supported Cylindrical

Pressure Vessels". First International Conference, Pressure Vessel

Technology, Delft, 1969.

3- Katan, L.I., and Makeev, E.M., " Contant Problem for a Cylindrical
Shell Resting on Circular Supports of Arbitrary LeTgth. " Soviet Appli-

ed Mechanics, Sept. 1979.
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ONE VARIABLE FORMULATION OF CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

WITH TRANSVERSE SHEAR DEFORMABILITY

M. H. BALUCH and A. K. AZAD
University of Petroleum & Minerals

Dhahran, Saudi Arabia

The equations for the linear theory of elastic shells, including the eff-
ects of transverse shear and transverse normal strain deformability, have
been formulated by Reissner [1] for the symmetric case and by Naghdi [2]
for the general loading case. These equations in general do not lend
themselves readily to closed form solutions, although solutions for some

particular problems do e.ist [3].

The objective of this work is to formulate the problem of the axisymmet-
ric cylindrical shell with transverse shear deformability in terms of one
variable, the transverse displacement w, much in the same fashion as the
cylindrical shell with infinite transverse shear stiffness. This is at-
tained by initially assuuing a siapiiied relationship between the trans-
verse shear stress resultant V and the transverse displacement w, which
then leads to the one variable formulation. Such a formulation enables
one to obtain the influence of transverse shear on stress resultants and
displacements in a more simplistic fashion than the exact approach of [I]
and [2].

The one variable formulation has been used [4-1 for isotropic plates wi-
th transverse shear deformability and for sandwich plates.

References :

1. Reissner, E., "Stress Strain Relations in the Theory of Thin Shells,"
J. Math. Phys. 31, 109-119 (July 19S2).

2. Naghdi, P.M., "On the Theory of Thin Elastic Shells," Quart. App.
Math XIV, 369-380 (1957).

3. Klosner, J.M. and Levine, H.S., "Further Comparison of Elasticity
and Shell Theory Solutions,Al.AA Journal 4, No.3, 467-480 (March ]')66).
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5. Baluch, M.H. and Voyiadjis, (;.Z., "Higher Order Plate Equations Bas-
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TWO-DIMEt 4SIONAL INTEGRAL EQUATIO S ',

THE T ERY OF ELASTICITY

V.I. Fabrikant and T.S. Sankar

Department of Mechanical Engineering

ConcorJia University
Montreal, Canada

Equations occurring in elasticity and electrostatic: defined by
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is considered where f is a given function, and the function F is to
be determined. The exact solution of tnis equation is obtained by a
special integral representation of the kernel as
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PHE A' LUTION OF EiASTOSTAI1C PROBLEMS AND THE PRINCIPLES OF
MINIKtM POTENTIAL ENERGY,MININWM COMPLEMINTARY ,VRK, UNDER

FULZY 5FUNDARY LONDITIONS

Yun Tian-quan
Dept of Mechanics,Huaznong InSt.if Tech.,Wuhan430074China.
Visiting Asso.0 rof.of IAMS U.B.C.,Poom 222,8)84 Mathema-
tics Road,Vancouver,B.C. CANADA V6T lY4)

Abstract. A solutiorn of elastostatic problem is defined on
the bcse of set theory and exten-ded to the cases with fu-
zzy boun-dary conditions. Extension is also given for the
principles of min potential energy and mim complememtary
work with fuzzy noundary conditions,i.e.,for the former,

[u~ uI rmnv;u= uns S I-tu E S1  Bln BQA)E} (27)
(Similar expression is obtained for the latter).

A dual reiatiTn f0 with reflexivity and symmetry in U
(displacement function) space is used as the model of Fu-
zziness,i.e., f. - - ( X,y) d(x,y)Y6<00, x,yE U1
A displacement function u is defined as fuzzy at houn-

dary s. S u by

tu =u,s eS -4(Lim u(x) ?:O(u,E);Lim a7(x)nj=Pi(s)1 (11)
xV 39 X-S e SU XVBO x-11s u

Where C(u,)- {u I d(u,u) * <*I - u-f,
Under assumptions:l.U,Y(stress functln space) are se-

quentially compact;2.fhere exists a topological mappingq!,
such that T:U-PY (a hoeomorphism between U and Y);3.dis-
placement function u(x),strpss funcrtionoexl are hounded
and have cotinuous partial derivative in its domain (the
elastic body and its sufficiently regular boundary S), we
can -- oove:

3C6ufuI du n ,sSu4, such thatau en-rUl d n,_'A=E<s* u

vu M) inf v(u n), and un is unique. (29)
u eP
-n n

i.e., a solution of (27) exists and unique in Rn )

A quasisolution of an elastostatic problem is defined
as an approximate solution with bounoary conditions most
closed to the origin's. And the ex.stence of quasisoiution
if an elastostatic problem can be proved on the base of
the above theorem (29).
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AN EXISTENCE THEOREM IN LINEAR ELASTO-STATICS UNDER

NON-CLASSICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

R. C. Batra, University of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, MO U.S.A.
and

C. Davini, Univ'rsity di Pisa, Pisa, Italy

Abstract:

In an earlier paper [1], Batra derived boundary conditions
for - body which account somewhat for the deformations of the
surroundings of the body. This study suggests that in a mechan-
ical problem, the boundary conditions are of the type:

surface tractior, = functional of surface
displacements

He worked out explicitly this functional relationship for the
case when the loading device is a I near elastic hal F space.
However, if one considers an elastic membrane instead of a 3-
dirensional deformable continuum as an intir;ate contac l , r

device and follow the procedure outlined in 113 one lets locCl

boundary conditions. These boundary conditions are non-'Iassi q
in the sense that the surface tractions deioend upon tre =e'n
order surface gradients of the surface displacc 4n'-. --jr
Sinear elastic membrane, this functional rel1t ir) a inear
c;re.

Pre w P cnnsider a 1 inear elastic bed y  Ni i odarj
loaded by a linear elastic meribrane. ,e show teat fcr tatic
defortations of the system tromi; a natural state, thee P ist&
a unique weak solution of the problei provided the elastiitie,
satisfy certain conditions. Thuse conditions im'pl v trat the
nattral configuration of the system is stable with recpect to
infinitesimal deformations. The differentiability pwopurticc
of the solution are also studied.

Reference

1. R. C. Batra, On Non-Classical Boundary Conditions,
Arch. Rational Mechs. Anal., 48, 163-191, 1972.
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KINLTIC TI FORY OF AEROSOL MOTION

by

S. K. Loyalka
Nuclear Engineering Program

University of Missouri - Columbia
Columbia, MC 65212

ABSTRArT

Abtion of aerosols in a non-uniform gas under the gradients of pres-
sure, temperature, concentration and so forth is a problem of constderaile
interest in several !ranches of basic and applied engineering scienices.
In recent ,"ears there has been progress in kinetic theory formulation and
solution of initial 'aundar' value problems of aerosol motion for all
Knudsen numbers. h i'.'iew this progress, particularly in conjunction
with the frictional arag and thermophoresis problems for a single sphere.
Implication of the recent Vork, and areas of future research that appear
promising are also discussed.
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Resonances in Elastic and Inelastic LightScattering
from Dielectric Microparticles

J. F. Owen, R. K. Chang
Department of Engineering and Applied Science, Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06520

and

P. W. Barber
Department of Bioengineering, University of Utah

Salt Lake City, Utah 84112

Structurally defined natural modes of oscillation have recently
been shown to give rise to sharp peaks in elastic scattering, absorption.
emissivity, Raman, fluorescence, inelastic excitation, and optical levi-
tation force spectra from dielectric micro-objects. We have investigated
such resonances by studying angular distributions and spectral character-
istics of elastically scattered light from glass fibers (10 - 100 .m
diam), fluorescence excitation and emission spectra from glass fibers
coated with a thin layer of dye, and fluorescence emission spectra from
dye-embedded polystyrene spheres (10 um diam).

Since resonance wavelengths and linewidths are strongly dependent
upon the size, shape, and refractive index of a microstructure, analyses
of resonance spectra provide a potentiall) useful Lchnique for charac-
terizing the morphology of fibers and aerosols. Elastic scattering
spectra have been used to make highly accurate determinations of fiber
diameter. Furthermore, the angular distribution of elastically scattered
monochromatic radiation changes rapidly as a function of diameter (or
wavelength) near a resonance. Thus, the conventional technique for de-
termining fiber radius by monitoring angular distribution can be made
more sensitive by choosing incident wavelengths which satisfy resonance
conditions. Although inelastic emission spectra from bulk materials are
usually troad and - -,ureless, sharp peaks in the inelastic spectra fror
micro-objects occur at specific size-to-wavelength ratios for whirh .-
nance conditions are satisfied. Thus, fluorescence and Raman scattering
are also potentially useful for structural characterization of micro-
particles.

Results of internal electric field calculations for dielectric cyl-
inders have provided insight into the physical nature of elastic scatter-
ing resonances and peaks in fluorescence emission spectra from dye-coat-d
or dye-embedded microstructures at resonance wavelengths. Under reso-
nance conditions, large fields are found to build up within the cylinder
near the perimeter and decay exponentially outside the boundary, 'onir-
tent with the notion that resonant modes correspond to internal waves
which travel around the cylinder, undergoing internal reflections at the
surface.

Supported in part by the National Science Foundation (Grant No.
ECS79-20113) and the Gas Research Institute (Basic Research Grant No.

5080-363-0319).
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A "ICRO)SCQTIC T.,EORY OF BOUNDARY LAYER PHLNOI.MCNA 121 PARTICULATE SYSTLMS

S. Harris

College of Engineering and Applied Sciences

State Uniiversity of !4t'w York, Stony brook, h'ew Yorz 117:,4
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or sercl. Toe classical macro:ccopic theory 'f -is : ctt

is basedJ on the use of tani diffusion equation witn19
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THERMOPHORETIC DEPOSITION IN THE
MANUFACTURE OF OPTICAL FIBERS

Kenneth L. Walker
Bell Laboratories

600 Mountain Avenue
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

The thermophoretic deposition of small particles where the
migration velocity depends upon temperature gradients is
studied theoretically for laminar tube flow. The proto-
type boundary value problem is that in which the wall
temperature is suddenly decreased at a given axial position.
Orly some fraction of the particles initially present will
deposit on the walls because of the ultimate relaxation of
the temperature gradient. A Levdque solution for short
distances is used to establish a scaling for the deposition
efficiency. The effects of weak Brownian diffusion are
treated rigorously, and limiting efficiencies for long
tubes are determined numerically.

The theoretical results are applied to the Modified Chemical
Vapor Deposition (MCVD) process for the fabrication of opti-
cal fibers. In the MCVD process, reactant gases consisting
of primarily SiCZ4 , 02 and GeC£ 4 flow through a rotating
silica tube. A torch flame slowly traverses the exterior
of the tube heating the tube to temperatures between 15000 C
and 1900Oc. The chlorides react rapidly at these tempera-
tures forming submicron oxide particles which are deposited
on interior walls of the tube downstream of the torch. The
particulate layer is consolidated into a vitreous layer.
The tube is collapsed into a solid rod or optical preform
after the deposition of many layers. The preform is drawn
into an optical fiber.

Thermophoresis is conclusively established as the particu-
late dposition mechanism in the MCVD process by comparing
experimental measurements and quantitative theoretical pre-
dictions. The model predicts within four percent the
experimentally measured deposition efficiencies, E, defined
as the fraction of the silica in the gas stream (initially
as SiC 4 ) that is deposited. For normal MCVD operating
conditions, the deposition efficiency is only a function
of the equilibrium temperature, Te, at which the gas and
walls equilibrate downstream of the torch and the tempera-
ture, Tr, at which reaction occurs. The deposition effi-
ciency is 0.8[l-(Te/Tr)]. It is determined that Te is a
strong function of the torch traverse velocity, the traverse
Length, the temperature of the ambient environment, and the
tube wall thickness but only a weak function of the gas flow
rate.
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Aopications of Laser Radiation Pressure

A. Ashkin
Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ 07733

Radiation pressure from lasers
(
l
) 
exerts significant forces on small

particles of varyinq sizes, from individual atoms to small macroscopic
Darticles in the range from -,, (.01-100) um. These forces arisinn from
the momentum of the light are capable of stronoly affecting the dynamics
of the particles. This capability permits one to stably traD small nar-
ticles, levitate them against gravity, manipulate them singly, combine
them in pairs, and channel them selectively along laser beams. Small
particles can also be used as sensitive probes for measuring optical,
electric, radiometric, viscous, and other forces. This talk will em-
phasize the application of radiation pressure techniques to the measure-
ment of properties of macroscopic particles in aerosol size range such
as size, index of refraction, evaporation, condensation, and electric
charge.

1. A. Ashkin, Science 210, 1031 (1980).
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Session TM-?: TH FRMOMFCHAN1CS OF TWO-PHASE FLOWS

Organizer: J. BATAILLF (Brown and Ecole Centrale de Lyon, France)
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"('ho Analysis of Instability Modes in Two-Phase Systems"
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"TurbuleT, Meaurenments in Two-Phase Bubblv Flows'
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Two-phase Flow Formulation Based on Two-fluid Model

M. Ishii G. Kocamu:tafaocullari
Reactor Analysis and Safety Division Mechanical Engineering Department

Argonne National Laboratory University of ,isconsi,-biIwauhee

A number of publications on two-phase flow fornulation, constitutive re-
lations and empirical correlations have appeared in the .st. Reettnv-, cof-
siderable efforts have been .ade in order to establish a very detailc! t'c-

phase flow model suitable for lig-:t water transient and acident ina.
Untill recently various mixture models have been used extcn-aivelv bec..u-: of
its simplicity both in terms of the field equnt-ns and necesorv constitutive
relations. In view of the limited data base presentlv availahle and ditficul-
ties associated wit> detailed measurements in two-piha', flow, the, advanced 'ix-
ture models such as the drift-fii model 11,2,31 at, proa Ily th., most reliable

and accurate analytical tool for ordinary two-phase flow prolems.

However, more detailed treatment of two-phas, atos threula a twe-fluid
model 12,4,51 is also possible. The two-fluid model is fer-aulated h'r con-tie-
ering each phase separately in ter-:c at two sets ot cot,.r,ation erust one
governing the balance of mass, onuta ad encrv of ea,- ptaso. lbs xr t-
act ion t rm! w.'hil: cop

1  
t t rans1or' o -ass- c at -u ansd elercv scro

the interphase appear in the ficracfp tield ut I -n5 a ter usinc a prol->r
avera5 nag method.

Previous studies have indicated thotn .1it :te cement M inttra ti n to-rus
are aceuratelv modeled, the advantage o' the two-flu!d model over thu oixt r,
mod,,el di sippea-trs. In addition to tie standard in:era,-a l drag force,, at
leas t two transient fotrces, i.e. th- virtual ma!-- aad aset forceseit.
lowever, these terms are s,ot well established. It can be said that man- ex-
parim,-nal information necessar- to develop an accurate two-fluid moet] are
not avaiil~able. Therefor 5 , the present state of t!ae arts a: the two-chase
flow i:~tur-±ntatlen implies that considerable nrt exist It TIC
constiit tive relations for the two-fluid code I. In spite of these short-
comings , however, there is no subs titute available for modelIing accurate]v
two-pasa: plahenomena where two-phase are weaklv cnupled. Exam' les of these
are flow reversal, floodin, and transiect countercurrent flow. in the pre-
s(',at papr, the two-fluid model formulatiot and the const ittive quatiens
for the interfaxial momentui transfer are presented.

[11] Zuber et al., CFAP-5417, Vol. 1 (1967).

[21 Ishii, "Thermo-fluid Dynamic Theory of Two-phas, Flow," Eyroll,- Paris
(1975).

13] Ishii, ANL-77-47 (1977).
[41 Ishii and Ifishima, ANL-80-111 (lqO).
15] Tshli and Zuber, AlChE 1., 25, 843 (1979).
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ABSTRACT

"THE ANALYSIS OF INSTABILITY

MODES IN TWO-PHASE SYSTEMS"

R. T. Lahey, Jr.
M. Podowski

Department of Nuclear Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, New York 12181

USA

The occurrence of instabilities in two-phase systems is normally unde-

sirable. Indeed, instability modes can often lead tc, poor process control and/

or physical damage to the equipment involved.

This paper will presenr an analytical approach which can be utilized to
aporaise the instability mirn of boiling and condensing systems. The inst-

bility modes of interest in tlizs study are the so-called density-wave and
Ledine';g (i e., excursive) instability modes. It will be shwn that these modes
are un e' related. In additiou, the procedure to introduce neutronic feed-
back,as ma occur in a nuclear reactor, will also be discussed.

Finally, it will be shown that the transfer functions resulting from linear
analysis can be investigated using both classical servo techniques (e~g-,

Nyquist plots) or state variable techniques. The relationship between these

two approaches will be quantiried.
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TURBULENCE MEASUREMENTS IN TWO-PHASE BUBBLY FLOWS

M. LANCE

Laboratoire de Mcanique des Fluides

de l'Ecole Centrale de Lyon (France;

Studies on two-ohase flows are of great interest in man inans-
trial situations. Recent develosents of Energy Sciences anc Nuclear

Engineerins cause an acute need for a better understac di of funiament

phenomena, in simple geometries. Of particular inportance are turbulent
mechanisms in gas-liquid flows, esnecialiy for the spatial distribL n

of each phase [1]. In order to complete the tew inventigaticr; cn Cis
topic [21, [3], a research program on bubbly flows s being developp-
at the "Laboratoire de Mecanique des Fluides de l'Ecole Centrale

Lyon" by Pr Bataille and Drs Charm.3%, Lance, Marie. The alm in tCi oh. an

as detailed a description of the tluctuatinc motions in the liguid ph--

as one would expect nowadays for single phase turbulent flows.

An experimental facility has been buslt 14], whi't ali'wt

study vertical co-current air water bubbly Ilows, n
terns : homogeneous flow, shear flow and pure strai:ne_' flow. I:. eacL
case, the turbulence in the liquid is generated by a r trm h

air bubbles are injected. The results presented her,: cn ern [he first
one, which has been investigated by means of local optical probes,

hor-fil. anenooetry and by Laser Doppler Anemometry. Problems cf ] rl
instrmzentation and of si-4nal processing are d -.. s. . uctuat1!,,

moti-ns are characterized by the fluctuatno citcnstC.., h-c

momet. ; , the time-correlations, th one- es sret, a
Reynolds strass tensor compozients. The ev, f

foll wing the nun- linsnpsinna 1 ara:eters
It s found that two flow reties ocir,i
by nubble-effects, the second ono b a stro: inz'- [i,-i ttiv
initial gri-ienerated uruc . n wIa F 1 t

moleLiinq are considered.

Re feisnoon

[1] Drew-Lahey,
RPI Repourt, 1378.

[2] Serizawa, Kat -aka, Mi,hiqushi,

Int. J. of Multiphase Flw, 197-, v. 1 , n2. 21.

[31 Sullivan, Houze, Buenger, Theofan..u-,

OECD, CSWI Meeting, Parri., June 12-14, I -7P.

[41 Lance, Charnay, Bataill
,

La Houille Blanche, 197-, n - p. 231.

[5] Lance, Marl6, Churnsly, Bataile,

ANS/ASNE/NRC Internatizna0 Topic:al Meeting no Nu-!,ii R'i r

Th, rmal-Hylraulics.

Sarato, ga, Oc:tober r1 .



ONE DINENSIONAL BURNING WAVE IN A PARTICULATE BED

Dr. Donald A. Drew
Rensselaer Polytechnic institute

Troy, NY
on leave at

Mathematics Division
U. S. Army Research Office

Reseai1 i Triangle Park, NC 27709

Abstract:

In order to evaluate the ability of two-phase flow models to give satisfactory
predictions in complicated flow situations, the models should be carefully
compared to simple flow situations. While the ability of a model to predict a
simple flow does not guarantee its validity in a more complex situation, the
failure of a mode in that simple situation practically precludes its use i- Jny
more realistic contdxt.

In some cases, the burning of a particulate monopropellant occurs as a wdv of
burning, or a "flame." In order to understand the mechanical aspects of th's
process, a model has been developed which utilizes the deprnGence of burnin,
rate on pressure which prevails after the ignition temperatare is reachee.
Compressibility effects are also neglecte. ntegrals of total momentum,
particle f'jw and total mass fl> w are derived. The remaining equations a-,
analyzed in the phase plane in order to assess the possibility of existence of
plane wave solutions. The equations of motion allow the propagation of a
onc-dimensional burning wave provided the stresses transmitted cy the solid
particles remain sufficiently low. Results are shown for a specific solid
stress model.
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Constitutive Equations of Time-Dependent Shear Thickening Solutions:

Steven T. J. Peng

Poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA) in aqueous solution or FY-9 (the commercial

name of an ICI product) in organic solvent exhibit strong time-dependent

thickening behavior. The time needed to induce the thickening strongly

depends on the shear rate. In this paper we derive the crnstitutive equation

to describe this very unusual behavior in the framework of the Riv1in_-Frckson

formulation with consideration that the material constants will depend oi the

structure of the snlution which will evolve with tire as the imposed shearing

continues. The obtained constitutive equation to describe the progressively

shear thickening behavior is in the following form:

r

T =-p [o p K
tn ( II. + hI II )] AI

Kt m  
(NfH- + h III F (AI? - 112 A2

where T is the stress tensor; -0 is the zero shear viscosity; .11 and 1ig1

are second and third invarians of -ate of strain tensor res;'ectively; , n,

r and b are material constants which may depend on corcntration and

temperature. Finally, Al and A? are the Pivlin-Frickson teosr-s.
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Session TM-3: DYNAMIC PLASTICITY

Organizer: J. DUFFY (Brown)

Chairperson: H. KOLSKY (Brown)

* 9:30 - 10:00 R.B. SCHWARZ (Argonne)

"Dislocation Motion at High Strain Rates"

* 10:00 - 10:30 2. DUFFY (Brown)
"Dvzirmic Deformation of Mono and Polycrystalline Specimens

!sing the Kolskv Bar"

10:30 - 11:00 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:00 11:30 J.R. ASAY (Sandia)

"Shock Wavo Studies ,f Elastic-Plastic Response at High
P- - -"

* 11:30 - 12:00 J. SHIOIRI and K. SATOH (Univ. Tokyo, Japan)

"An Ultrasonic Study of Dislcation Behavior at High Strain Rates"

* 12:00 - 12:30 L. SEAMAN, D.R. CURRAN and D.C. ERLICH (SRI International)

"An Anisotropic Plasticity Model for Shear Band Damage Under

High Rate Loading"
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Dislocation Motion at High Strain Rates

Ricardo B. Schwarz

Materials Science Division
Argonne National Laboratory

Argonne, IL 60439

Dislocation motion in alloys for applied stresses above the yield
stress have been investigated analytically and through computer-
modelling methods. The dislocation was represented by a string in the
constant line-tension approximation and the solutes were modelled by
extended obstacles randomly distributed on the dislocation glide
plane. The presence of viscous-drag forces (phonon and electron
scattering) as well as thermal fluctuations were also considered.

In the absence of thermal fluctuations the motion has quite
diffeieot characteristics depending on the value of the viscous
drag. I For low viscous-drag forces a dislocation either glides at
high velocities (v > vs/50, where v., where v. is the speed of sound in
the solid) or does not move at all. For high viscous forces, v is a
continuous function of the applied stress, approaching zero as
(o - Oc)1/2 where cc is the yield stress at T = 0. For a > 2 oc the

motion is mostly drag-controlled, with characteristics similar to those
observed in the presence of low viscous forces.

For temperatures T > 100 K, the dislocation motion exibits the same
characteristics for all values of the viscous dras forces. For
1/500 < 2- < 1/5, the a - v relationships can be well approximated by

v

bo = bo c(T,c,f ) + Bv

where c is the solute molar concentration, fo is the strength of the
dislocation-solute interaction force, and B is the viscous drag
parameter. For higher dislocation velocities the extrinsic contribution
to -he flow stress decreases and bo approaches asymthotically By.

(1) Schwarz, R. B., Phys. Rev. B 21. 5617 (1980).

*Work supported by the U. S. Department of Energv.
Work Is being cquhvmitteA as ar Invited talk at thp tIynamic Plsticftv Seqson
of the "Society of Engineering Science" Annual Meeting 1981,
grown University, Providence, RI, September 2-4, 1981.
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Dynamic Deformation of Mono and Polvcrvstalline

Specimens Usins the Kolsl.v Bar

J. fuffs

Division of Fnineering

Brown IUTiversitv

Providene, RI 02912

Abstract

A description is oresented of experiments in which either single
crvstal or polvcrvstalline specimens are deformed in shear. These experi-
ments are performed in a torsional Kolskv (split Hopkinson) bar and the

imposed strain rates are either quasi-static (' 10
-

i s
- 1

) or dynamic
(^.103 s-l). The instrumentation provides records of stress, strain and
strain rate as functions of time as well is stress-strain curves. Polv-

crystalline specimens tested include aluminum, copper, zinc, magnesium

and mild steel [1,21; sinele crystals are LiP 131 and aluminum 11. T.e
experiments include jump tests in which an initial quasi-static strain

rate is chanRed ahr'mtlv to a dynamic rate, thus orovidine a measujrp of
strain rate sensitivity and of strain rate history effects in the material.

For LiF etch pit observations were made after testing; while for aluminum

thin samples of the crystals were examined by TEM to measure dislocatin
density and observe dislocation distribution.

[1) Senseny, P. E., Duffy, J., and Hawley, R. H., "The Effect of Strain Rat-
and Strain Rate History on the Plow Stress of Four Close-Packed metals,"
Journal of Applied Mechanics, March, iq78, op. 60-66.

[21 Wilson, M. L., Hawley R. H., and fuffy, J., "Strain Rate and Strain Rate
fistorv Effects in Two Mild Steels," Brown UnivPrsitv Report NSF
ENG 75-18532/8, March, lq79.

(31 Chiem, C. Y. and Duffv, J., "Strain Rate Historv Effects in Lir Sincle
Crystals Durinp Dynamic Loading in Shear," Brown U~niversitv Report,
1979, NSF F!a 75-18532/1l, to b published in Materials Scienc, and
Engineering, Vol. 48, No. 2, 1981, pp. 2n7-222.

[41 Chiem, C. Y. and Duffy,J., report in preparation.
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SHOCK WAVE STUDIES OF ELASTIC-PLASTIC RESPONSE AT HIGH PRESSURE*

J. R. Asay

Sandia National Laboratoriest

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185 USA

Abstract

Shock wave techniques provide a valuable tool for determining the

dynamic response of materials -t extreme loading rates. Early shock

wave investigations focused on high pressure equation of state applica-

tions. More recently, the development of sophisticated driver and
Instrumentation techniques have provided a capability for detailed

studies of fine structure in plane stress waves produced by several
different loading processes. Present methods in use include steady

shock compression, ramp loading, and unloading or reloading wave pro-
files from the shocked state which allow measurements of a variety of

physical effects at high loading rates, such as dynamic yielding, visco-

plastic behavior, and variation of shear strength with shock pressure.

Recently, these methods have been extended to ultra high shock pres-

sures, providing a capability for evaluating elastic-plastic properties
of materials to shock p-esqures in the Mbar regime.

This discussion will include a brief review of shczv wave methods

for evaluating elastic-plastic effects and the use of plate impact tech-

niques for studying the high pressure dynamic response of materials.

Recent results obtained on an aluminum alloy shocked to maximum pressures
of 600 kbar will also he discussed. These studies allow determination

of shear strength variations with shock pressure, evaluation of visco-

plastic properties in the shocked state, and have revealed a discrepancy

between models used to describe dynamic elastic-plastic response and ex-

perimental results. The implications of this work to dynamic plasticity
will be discussed.

*This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy under

Contract DE-AC04-76-DP0789.
tA U. S. Department of Energy facility.
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AN ULTRASONIC STUDY OF DISLOCATION BEHAVIOR
AT HIGH STRAIN RATES

Jumpei Shioiri and Katsuhiko Satoh

Department of Aeronautics, Faculty of Engineering,
University of Tokyo. Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 113, Japan.

The purpose of this work is to develop a new experimental means
of obtaining information on the behavior of dislocations under dynamic
plastic deformation. Presentation includes the theoretical background,
the experimental method and results, and discussions.

The effect of the dislocations under glide motion upon the atten-
uatio and velocity of a superimposed ultrasonic wave are analyzed
theoretically. The analysis covers two starin-rate ranges in which
dominant rate controlling mechanisms of the moving dislocations are the
thermally assisted overcoming of point obstacles such as the forest
dislocations and the viscous damping, respectively. Time-resolved
measurements of the ultrasonic attenuation and velocity in specimens
undergoing dynamic plastic deformation were made utilizing a specially
devised ultrasonic apparatus, which has a resolution time of about 3
csec and a frequency range of 5 to 50 MHz. Measurements were conducted
for polycrystalline aluminum of 99.99' purity and OFHC copper. The
dynamic plastic deformation was imposed by the split Hopkinson pressure
bar method. The strain rate range was about 50 to 3000 /sec. The
attenuation during the plastic deformation depends upon the strain rate
and the ultrasonic frequency, while the velocity is less sensitive to
the strain rate and frequency. The changes in the attenuation and ve-
locity which occur when the dynamic deformation is suddenly stopped can
be related to the contributions of the moving dislocations under the
deformation, which are a small fraction of all the dislocations exist.
Comparing the results of the experiments with the results of the theo-
retical analysis, the behavior of dislocations under dynamic plastic
deformation is discussed.
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AN ANISOTROPIC PLASTICITY MODEL FOR SHEAR BAND DAMAGE

UNDER HIGH RATE LOADING*

L. Seaman, D. R. Curran and D. C. Erlich

SRI International, Menlo Park, CA 94025

A constitutive relation or model for shear handing has been

developed to represent compressive loading at high shear strains in
fragmenting cylinders and in penetrator impacts on targets. The model

exhibits the inhomogeneous, anisotropic plastic flow at high strain

rates observed in several steels.

For small plastic strains the model response is isotropic and

homogeneous, following the von Mises yield criterion with nonlinear

work-hardening. But above a critical threshold of plastic strain, shear

lands begin to nucleate in the model. With continued plastic strain',

the bands grow. Bands nucleate and grow in proportion to plastic shear

strains on the planes of the bands. The shear bands represent an in-
homogeneous deformation mechanism, and because the hands form on only a

few planes, the deformation mechanism is also anisotropic.

The usual incremental plasticity flow law is used for the stress-
strain relations until shear handing commences. With the presence of

bands, the shear strength on damaged planes is reduced by the amount of
shear banding and is proportional to the normal stress on the plane.
Thus the bands are permitted to separate under tns ion but do not

affect the strength under high compression.

Coalescence and fragmentation art provided in the model in a

;imple and very approximate way.

The model was developed from qua<ntitative dar, from contained

fragmenting cylinders of HF-i fich fragmentation steel and 4140 steel.
Comparisons of fragmention in HF-I and of shear band size distributions

in 4340 with the model prediction art encoura:ing, but do not show
exa t correspondence. A clearer physical basis for the nucleation and
growth processes is needed.

Sponsored h-, Ballistic Research Laboratory, Aberdeen, MI) and Army

Materials and Mechanics Research Center, Watertown, MA.
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Session TM-4: COMPOSITE MATERIALS AND LAMINATES

Organizer: U. YUCEOOLU and D.P. UPDIKE (Lehigh)

Chairperson: U. YUCEOGLU (Lehigh)

* q:30 - 10:00 G.E.O. WIDERA (Univ. Illinois, Chicago) and N. MUNIR (Sargent

& Lundy, Chicago)
"The Edge Problem in Laminated Plates: An Asymptotic Analysis"
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* 11:30 - 11:30 S.S. WANG (Univ. Illinois, Urbana)

"Interlaminar Stresses in Coaposite Laminated Plates Under

Bend i ng"

* 11:30 - 12:00 T.W. CHOU (Univ. Delaware)

"Mechanical Behavior of Hybrid Composites"

* 12:00 - 12:30 U. YUCEOGLU and D.P. UPDIKE (Lehigh)

"Adhesive Layer Edge Stresses in Multi-Layer Composite;"
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THE EDGE PROBLEM IN LAMINATED PLATES: AN ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS

G. E. 0. Widera

University of Illinois, Box 4348, Chicago, IL 60680

N. Munir
Sargent and Lundy, Chicago, IL 60603

In the first part of the present paper, the systematic derivation of a
refined theory (i.e., first and second approximation equations) governing the
elastic response of anisotropic plates is considered. The method employed to
accomplish this is that of asymototic integration which combines dimensional
analysis with the expansion in powers of a small parameter of the solution of
the three-dimensional theory (1-4). The advantages of employing the asymp-
totic method, in addition to its systematic nature, are that no a priori
kinematic and/or static assumptions need be made, that transverse stresses
naturally develop, and that thick plate corrections follow automatically.
~er Ihnugh general anisotropy is allowed for in the formulation only six
elastic constants appear in the first approximation. The second apDroximatior
introduces six additional elastic compliances. These compliances relate first
approximation stresses to the transverse strains, whiLo are seen to be second
approximation quantities. The paper concludes with an analysis of the stress
distribution in the vicinity of the free edges of a two iaver laminate. As
indicated in (5), this problem is one of continuing interest and its solution
will lead to a better understandino of laminate failure.

REFERENCES

(1) Reissner, E., "On the Derivation of Boundary Conditions for Plate
Theory", Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series A,
Vol. 276, pp. 178-186, 1963.

(2) Widera, 0. E., "An Asyrmptotic Theory for the Vibratinn of Anisntrooic
Plates", lnnieur-Archiv, Vol. 38, No. 1, pp. 46-52, 1q69.

(3) Widera, G. E. 0., Johnson, M. W. and Logan, D. L., "An Asymptotic
Analysis of the Layered Tube", Mechanics Today, Vol. 5 (Eric Peissner
Symposium Volume), pp. 543-560, 1q80.

(4) Widera, G. E. 0. and Logan, D. L., "Pefined Theories for Nonhomoqeneous

Anisotropic Cylindrical Shells: Part I--Derivation", Journal of the
Enijneerin9 Mechanics Division, ASCE, Vol. 106, No. EMW, oo. 1053-1g74,
1Q80.

(5) Pagano, N. J., "Stress Fields in Cnmnosito Laminatos", AFML-TR-77-1ll,
19/7.
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THE HOT AXISYM'ITRIC EXTERNAL CRACK BETWEEN DISSIMILAR MATERIALS;

J. R. Barber
University of Neowcstlo-upon-Tyne, Neweastle-upon-Tyne, England

Maria Comninou
Universit-: of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Two half spaces of dissimilar material properties are
brought together and bonded over a circular region of radius r =a
to form an exterior axisymmetric interface crack. ue to loads
applied at infinity, the common boundary (i.e., the bond and
any contact region that develops) transmits tractions of speci-
fled resultants, P in tension and S in shear. This problem, as
well as the interior penny-shaped interface crack 11], involves
material interpenetration when the crack is assumed to be com-

pletely open 12,31. Thus, for any value of the tensile force P,
and with S = 0 to retain axisymmetry, there is an annular contact

region adjacent to the bond, a , r < b, while separation occurs
for r > b. If the temperature is raised by an amount ZT, then
the contact region expands. The dependence of P/AT on b/a is
examined, and the tractions over the bond and contact zones
are obtained. A close' form solution is given for full contact,
for which P vanishes.

REFERENCES

[i] Kassir, M. K. and Sih, G. S., Three-dimensional Crack
Problems, Noordhoff, Leyden, 1975.

[2] Comninou, M., "exterior Interface Cracks," int. J.

Enqng. Sci., Vol. 18, pp. 501-506, 1980.

13] Keer, L. M., Chen, S. H. and Comninou, M ., "The Interface
Penny-Shaped Crack Reconsidered," Int. J. Enjng Sci., Vol.
16, pp. 763-772, 1978.
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INTERLAMINAR STRESSES IN COMPOSITE LAMINATED PLATES UNDER BENDING

5. S. Wang
University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

The problem of flexural beading of finite dimensional fiber-reinforced,
laminated composite plates has been of significant interest in the analysis
and design of laminated compusite structures due to its technical importance.
Approximate solutions civen oy Whitney [1] to incorporate transverse shear
deformation and exact elasticity solutions by Pagano [2,3] for laminated
plates in cylindrical bending have demonstrated clearly the limitations of
the classical laminated plate theory. Due to the presence of geometric dis-
continuities, the respo e near the boundaries may be more complex than in
the interior of a finite dimensional laminate plate under bending, and cur-
rent knowledge of the state of interlaminar stresses in this region remains
very limited. In this paper, a study of interlaminar stresses near the geo-
metric boundaries and in the interior of a composite laminate subjected to
pure bending at its ends is presented. Formulatior of the problem is based
on the theory of anisotropic elasticity. By using Lekhnitskii's complex-
variable stress potentials, a pair of coupled governing partial differential
equations of the sixth order are obtained. The solution of the governing
P.D.E.'s leads to the stress singularity at laminate edges and detailed
stresses in the laminated plate. Effects of geometric and lamination vari-
ables on the interlaminar stresses are studied also.

REFERENCES

[13 Whitney, J. M., "Effect of Transverse Shear Dcforimation on the Bending
of Laminated Plates," Journal of Composite Miaterials, Vol. 3, 1969,
pp. 534-547.

[2] Pagano, N. J., "Exact Solution of Composite Laminates in Cylindric
Bending," Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 3, 1969, pp. 398-411.

[3] Pagano, N. J., "Influence of Shear Coupling in Cylindrical Bending of
Anisotropic Laminates," Journal of Composite Materials, Vol. 4, 1970,
pp. 330-343.
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MECHANICAL BEHAVIOR OF HYBRID COMPOSITES

T. W. Chou

University of Delaware, Newark, Delaware 19711

The term hybrid composite is used to describe composites
containin, more than one type of fiber material. Hybrid com-
posites are attractive structural materials because they pro-
vide losianers with the new freedom of tailoring composites and
achievine properties that cannot be achieved in binary systems;
it is a more co-t-effective means of using expensive fibers

such as craphite and boron; and hybrids may achieve a balance e

stiifnes.- an
1 

strenoth, and an increased elongation to failure.

The baltic mechanical uroperties of hybrid composites have
recently be,'n reviewed by Chou and Kelly l]. Fullowina their
terminology, hlybrids can be categorized into three types, ac-
cording to the arrangements of fibers and laminae. In the
first tvpe the different kinds of fibers are closely mixed to-
gether and infiltrated with a matrix material. The hybrid in
this case is described as intermingled. The second type of
hybrid is made by bending together separate laminae, each con-

taining just one type of fiber in a resin, and is known as
interiaminated. The third type of hybrid consists of fabrics
each of which contains mere than one tvpe of fiber, and it is
called interwoven.

The purpose ef this paper is to examine the stiffness,

stren(gth and "hybri] effect" of unidirectional composites.
Both analytical and experimental results are presented for hy-
brids in interiaminateC, intermingled and interwoven types.

RDPIERKNCY:

[11 h i, T. N. 3n1 Kell y, A. "Mechanical Properties of Cr.,-
pes ites"', Annial Rv lew of Materials Science, Vo!. 10,
1 9, * . 220.
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ADHESIVE LAYER EDGE STRESSES IN MULTI-LAYER COMPOSITES

U. Yuceoglu and D.P. Updike
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania 18015

Multi-layer composites as plate and shell structural elements has been
used extensively in primary and secondary components of advanced structural
systems. In all these systems layers with different material characteristics
and thicknesses are joined or bonded together by means of relatively thin
and high-strength adhesive layers in order to meet the design requirements.
Consequently stress distributions in adhesive layers and the analytical
models which simulate them have received considerable attention in the
scientific and engineering literature. In current analytical models, the
thin adhesive layer is assumed either to be of zero thickness or substituted
by continously distributed mechanical compression-tension and shear springs
[1,2]. Both of these models fail to predict some features of stress distri-
butions near the edges of adhesive layers [1,2,3]. Adhesive stresses near
the edges can influence the failure modes of the multi-layer composites.

Therefore, a simplified continuum model for the adhesive layer might be
more appropriate in some cases. The main objective of this study is to
investigate the adhesive stresses in the adhesive layer of bonded joints and
layered composites. For this purpose a simplified continuum model developed
by the present authors is used to account for the interlaminar stresses.
Thus, the adhesive stresses are expanded in power series in the thickness
coordinate z and terms of O(z) or less are maintained. The governinq equa-
tions of the adhesive layer are reduced to

[D]li(x), s(x)} = 0, di(x)/dx = -s(x)

Iz (X,Z) = -(x) + zs(x), ,xz(x,z) = (x)

where [D] is a (2 x 2) matrix of differential operators. The stresses are
further analyzed in terms of a boundary layer concept. Applications of the
theory to :miulti-layer plates and shells are discussed.

REFERENCES

[1] Waltz, T.L. and Vinson, J.R. "Interlaminar Stresses in Laminated Cylin-
drical Shells of Composite Materials" Journal of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Vol. 14, No. 9, September 1976,
pp. 1213-1218.

[2) Yuceo'lu, U. and Updike, D.P. "Bending and Shear Deformation Elfects in
Lap Joints" Proceed. of the ASCE, Journal of the Enj. Mech. Dvision,
No. EMI, Vol. 107, February 1981, pp. 55-76.

[3] Yuceoglu, U. and Updike, D.P. "Stresses in two-layer Bonded Orthotropic
Cylindrical Shells" Emern Technologies in Aerospace Structures,
Design, Structural Dynamics and Materials, Edited by J.R. Vinson, an
ASME Publication, August 1980, pp 53-65.
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Energy Radiation from Seismic Sources

J. W. Rudnicki
Department of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics

University of Illinois

Urbana, IL 61801

Energy changes associated with earthquakes are usually estimated

in one of two ways: from the transient dynamic displacements inferred
from seismograms or from measurements of the static deformation in the

epicentral region. The first method yields an estimate of the seismic
wave energy radiated to the farfield, the second an estimate of the
energy expended in overall deformation. Although the results of both
procedures are often referred to as "earthquake energy," they are not,
in principal, equal. Various expressions given in i for tile energy
radiated by elastodynamic sources in infinite linear elastic solids are

reviewed. Application of tile expressions to simple sources elucidates

the source of radiated energv in seismic faulting and clarifies the
relationship of radiated energy to other energies involved in earthquake
faulting.

For sources characterized by a moment density tensor, tile radiated

energy is expressed in terms of the squares of far-field particle
velocities. If the source can be approximated as a point, the radiated

energy can be expressed in terms of the moment tensor. This approxi-
mation, however, typically overestimates the actual radiated energy.
An expression for the energy radiated be an extending crack-like source

is given in terms of fault surface traction and particle velocity [21.
This representation reveals tile source of radiated energy as the dif-

ference during quasi-static and dynamic propagation of the energy flux
to the fault edge and tile work-rate of the fault surface tractions.

If the fault surface tractions are time independent, the latter term

vanishes. If, in addition, the fault edge propagates near the limiting
speed (Rayleigh wave speed in plane strain, shear wave speed in anti-

plane . train), t!- namir -nerev flux to the fault edge is small, and
the remaining term in tile expression for the radiated energy is the
excess of the static strain change over till quasi-static work done bv

the fault surface tractions (called W. in [31). In this special case,

the radiated energy can he determined from the static end-stats.

References

[1] Rudnicki, .3. W. and L. B. Freund, Bull. Seism. Soc. Am., lune, 19)81.

[21 Kostrov, B. V., Izv. Earth Plvsics, 1, 23-4(i, 1974.

13] Kanamori, I., J. Gvphvs. Res., 82, 2981-2987, 1077.
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STRONG MOTION PREDICTION BASED ON THE BARRIER MODEL

Keiiti Aki

Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences

M.I.T., Cambridge, MA U.S.A.

The concept of barrier model which has been developed by seismolo-
gists at M.I.T. since 1977 was successfully applied recently to the

study of acceleration power spectra for several California earthquakes

by Apostolos Papageorgiou, a student of M.I.T.'s Department of Civil

Engineering. He used a specific barrier model which is essentially a
rectangular Ben-Menahem-Haskell-type model filled with circular cracks
of Brune-Sato-Hirasawa-Madariaga-type. In terms of the barrier model,

the slip occurs only within the circular crack, and its fringe consti-

tutes the barrier. The barrier is characterized by its length d
over which cohesive stress cc exists. The barrier interval is twice

the radius a of the crack. The strength of the barrier is measured

by Griffith's fracture energy C , which is proportional to cc2d

The most important result obtained so far is that the barrier interval
2a is roughly proportional to the amount of the slip. In other words,

the stress drop within the barrier interval (circular crack) is roughly

constant, about 300 bars. independent of earthquake magnitude. The

barrier fracture energy, however, is greater for a larger slip. On a
given fault, the barriers of different strengths are distributed, and

the barrier intervals are greater for earthquakes with greater slip,

because weaker barriers are broken by them. In teims of barrier

strength, tle 1966 P'rkfield earthquake is similar to the 1933 Long

Beach earthquake, and the 1952 Kern County earthquake is similar to
the 1857 Fort Tejon earthquake.

Papageorgiou's result indicates that the high-frequency limit

of acceleration spectrum is not due to attenuation effect as proposed

by Hanks (1979) but due to source effect. In terms of barrier model,

the barrier length d is the crucial parameter determining the high-
frequency limit. For a successful prediction of strong motion for a

potential large earthquake, therefore, it is important to find how d

scales with earthquake magnitude.
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A NUMERICAL METHOD FOR THE STUDY OF GENERAL THREE-DIMENSIONAL RUPTURE

PROPAGATION AND EARTHQUAKE SOURCE MECHANISMS

by S. DAS (Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University,

Palisades, New York 10964

We review a method to determine the displacement and the stress on a

crack for a planar shear crack of arbitrary shape propagating in an infin-

ite, homogeneous medium which is linearly elastic everywhere off the crack

plane. The main idea of the method is to use a representation theorem in
which the displacement at any given point on the crack plane is written as

an integral of the traction over the whole crack plane. The tractions are

weighted by the three-dimensional solution to Lamb's problem. Such solu-

tions usually require one numerical integration, but fortunately the

necessary solutions are obtainable in closed form. The weighting factor is

discretized over a space and time grid to solve the integral equation

numerically. As a test of the accuracy of our numerical technique, we

compare the results with known solutions for two simple cases. Applying

this method to spontaneous cracks on fault planes of constant strength, we

find that the terminal rupture velocity in the direction of purely anti-

plane rupture is B, the shear wave speed. In the purely in-plane direc-

tion, it is 0.5a or a depending on the yield strength, a being the com-

pressional wave speed. We find the relationship between the average slip

and the average dynamic stress drop for long thin faults for our model,

which has physically acceptable stress singularities at the fault edges.

For such faults, which are much longer than wide, we find that the slip at

a point in the interior of the fault is controlled by the fault width.

This implies that two rectangular faults of the same width but varying

lengths have the same slip for the same average static stress drop, a fact

clearly contradicted by observations that fault slip increases with

earthquake size for earthquakes occurring along the same fault. This

contradiction is resolved if the stress drops increase with fault length.
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I
SCALING LAWS FOR LARGE EARTHQUAKES
CONSEQUENCES FOR PHYSICAL MODELS

Christopher H. Scholz

Department of Geological Sciences and
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory

of Columbia University, Palisades, NY 10964

The mean slip in large earthquakes is found to correlate linearly
with fault length and is not related to fault width. Consequently,
static stress drop increases with aspect ratio. Since aspect ratio
tends to increase with seismic moment, there is a systematic increase
of stress drop with moment for both strike-slip and thrust interplate
earthquakes.

Dynamic models of rectangular faulting, however, clearly show
that slip should be controlled by the fault width and scale with the
dynamic stress drop. The only way that these models can be reconciled
with the observations is if there is a correlation between dynamic
stress drop and fault length, namely that the former determines the

latter. There are several serious objections to that interpretation,
however. An alternative is that these models are po'- representations
of large earthquakee probably because the boundary conditions that
are assumed at the ecges of the rupture are unrealistic. If it is
assumed instead that the base of a large earthquake is in a plastic
zone, it may be possible to relax the restriction that slip is zero at
the base of the fault so that no healing wave propagates from there.
In that case slip is determined by fault length and the observations
may be interpreted as indicating that dynamic stress drop is nearly
constant for these earthquakes. In this model, static stress drop is
also a function of fault length, rather than width, and the conclusion
quoted in the first paragrapt, that stress drop is a function of aspect
ratio is incorrect. Instead, static stress drop is nearly constant.
These two alternatives represent two extreme views of the mechanism
of large earthquakes and predict very different scaling of the dynamic
process.
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Seismological and Geological Studies
of Induced Seismicity at Nurek Reservoir

W.S. Leith and D.W. Simpson
Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory

of Columbia University
Palisades. New York 10964

More than 1800 earthquakes greater than magnitude 1.4 have occured
during the first nine years of filling of the 300 m deep Nurek re-
servoir in Tadjikistan. This is more than four times the average
rate of activity in the region prior to filling. The increased
activity has occured in a series of bursts, the two most intense of
which were related to rapid increases in water level during reservoir
filling--to 105 m in 1972 and to 205 m in 1976. All periods of high
seismicity occur when the water level is higher than it has been pre-
viously, however, all of the largest earthquakes and most of the bursts
of activity are triggered by decreases on the rate of filling of the
reservoir. Extremely small changes in filling rate can trigger the
onset of activity; for example, the largest earthquakes all followed
decreases in filling rate of about 0.5 m/day, other bursts began soon
after the reservoir started to empty by rates as small as 0.2 m/day.
The increased activity which follows may start after delays as short
as just one to four days.

Not all of the reservoir area is seismic. Seismicity, which is occur-
ing at depths of one to eight km, seems to be confined to the upper
plate of the Ionakhsh thrust, which dips southeast beneath the reser-
voir along an evaporite decollerment. The folded sedimentary rocks
which comprise this thrust sheet can be inferred to have a highly
directional permeability, due to the alternation of permeable lime-
stones with impermeable shales and gypsums. Seismicity seems to be
occurring in areas where fold structure allows reservoir water to
diffuse to depth, and not where structure inhibits this diffusion.

As the reservoir has approached maximum size, the area of induced
seismicity has increased as well. From 1973 to 1978, activity in the
central reservoir area followed the growth upstream. The first stage
of activity in 1971-1972 was characterized by low b-values, and includeU
the largest earthquakes of M=4.6 and M=4.3. From 1973 to 1979, activity
was concentrated in the central reservoir area and b-values were higher.
No induced earthquakes larger than M-4.1 have occured since November 1972.
Considering reservoir loading and the lag-time seen in the water level
and seismicity data collected so far, we conclude that pore-pressure
is the dominant variable determining the time-distribution of induced
seismic activity, and permeability the dominant variable determining
the spatial distribution of induced activity. The short delay times
and seismicity migration patterns imply very high permeabilities, and/or
that very low stress changes are necessary to induce an earthquake at
Nurek.
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Session TM-6: RESIDUAL STRESSES

Organizer: B.W. SCHMIEDESHOFF (U.S. Army Research, NC)

Chairperson: B.W. SCHNIEDESHOFF (U.S. Army Research, NC)

* 9:30 - 10:00 E.H. LEE and R.L. MALLETT (STANFORD) and R.M. MCMEEKING

(Univ. Illinois, Urbana)

"Analysis of Residual Stresses GQnerated by Metal Forming

Processes"

* 10:00 - 10:30 S.L. PU (U.S. Army, Watervliet) and M.A. HUSSAIN (GE, Schenectady)

"Stress Intensity Factors for Radial Cracks in a
Thick-Wall Cylinder with Residual Stresses"

10:30 - [1:00 COFFEE BREAK

* 11:00 - 11:30 E.F. RYBICKI (Univ. Tulsa)

"Studies of Pesidual Stresses in Girth Welded Pipes"

* 11:30 - 12:00 D.P.H. HASSELMAN, Y. TREE and A. VENKETESWARAN (VPI & SU)

"Residual Stress Relaxation in Brittle Structural Materials

Due to Creep by Crack Growth"

12:00 - 12:30 C.P. BURGER and I. VOLOSHIN (Iowa State) and H.A. GOMIDE

(Federal Univ. of Uberlandia, Brazil)
"Three-Dimensional Strains During Hot Rolling of Billets
by Photoplastic Simulation"

12:30 - 1:45 LUNCH BREAK

1:45 - 2:15 S.E.S. ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
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Analysis of Residual Stresses Generated by

Metal Forming Processes

by

Erastus H. Lee and Russell L. Mallett
Division of Applied Mechanics, Department of Mechanical Engineering,

Stanford University, Stanford, Ca. 94305

and

Robert M. McMeeking, Department of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801

Abstract

For metal foming processes, in order to be able to predict the onset

of.-netal-formlng defects, such as crack initiation. ;t I. necessary to

determine the complete history :f the stress distribution in the work-

piece from initial billet to final product. This calls for elastic-

plastic analysis, since in plastic-rigid analysis stresses can only be

determined in the currently plastically deforming region which usually

constitutes only a small part of the workpiece. The development of

finite-deformation elastic-plastic continuum mechanics, finite-element

analysis and large digital computers is such that meaningful evaluations

of such stress-distribution histories can now be carried out. These

include the residual stress distributions in the product, which if high

can b- considered to be a type of forming defect.

Computed residual stress distributions are presented, with emphasis

on extrusion, and their dependence on process conditions and parameters

is illustrated. In particular, for a cylindrical billet, small reductions

of section, of the order of the yield point strain, can reverse the sign

of the longitudinal residual stress distribution compared with that

associated with large area reductions. Such features are presented and

interpreted.
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STUDIES OF RESIDUAL STRESSES IN GIRTH WELDED PIPES

by

E. F. Rybicki
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Tulsa

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104

ABSTRACT

Welding inherently produces residual stresses. Recent progress in

understanding residual stresses due to welding has been made through a

combination of experiments and computational modeling. A finite element

computational model that represents residual stresses due to welding is

described. Comparisons of residual stress data and computed values are

shown for surface stresses as well as through thickness stress distritutions.

The finite element analysis has proven to be very useful in developing and

evaluating ways of controlling residual stress due to welding. Examples

are presented for girth welded pipes.
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RESIDUAL STRESS RELAXATION IN BRITTLE STRUCTURAL

MATERIALS DUE TO CREEP BY CRACK GROWTH

D. P. H. Hasselman, Y. Tree, and A. Venketeswaran

Department of Materials Engineering

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

ABSTRACT

Residual stress relaxation in brittle structural materials cannot

occur by dislocation-glide or climb. Creep by Nabarro-Herring or Coble

diffusional crep will occur only at elevated temperatures near the

fabrication temperature, Instead, at lower temperature levels residual

stress relicf in brittle materials can occur only bv the nechanisms of

creep by crack growth. In a nunber of cases this has lead to usually

highly catastrophic, spontaneous fracture.

A study was conducted of the mechanisms of residual stress relief

in polycrystalline aluminum oxides with residual str-sses introduced by

thermoviscoelastic effects during rapid quenching. Residual stress

relief was observed to occur by elastic creep due to viscous grain boundary

cracking and cavitation at temperatures as low as 800°C. Such residual

stress relief was accompanied by irreversible increases in the dimensions

of the specimens. In a fine-grained alumina, residual stress relaxation

was accompanied by spontaneous disintegration of the specimen at

temperatures as low as 750°C.

Modified creep deformation maps were devised which include elastic

creep by crack growth for purposes of illustration of the experimental

observations.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRAINS DURING HOT ROLLING

OF BILLETS BY PHOTOPLASTIC SIMULATION

C. P. Burger*, I. Voloshin*, and H. A. Gomide**

*Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics
Iowa State University

Arms, )A 50011
United States of America

"Federal University of Uberlandia
Department of Mechanical Engineering

38400 - Uberlandia - M.G.

Brazil

An experimental method was developed that provides information
about three-dimensional strains through photoplastic simulation. Several
polymeric materials have been evaluated as model materials. Their de-
formation behavior and photo-optical properties can be adjusted to simu-
late the behavior of hot metal under large deformations by varying the
mixture ratios of the resins and test temperatures.

The paper reviews these developments and presents tantalizing
examples of the potential of the technique in extrusion, forging, rolling,
and upsetting. It presents detailed results for the strain fields that
occur during the rolling of thick billets. The photoplastic data is
handled through an interactive computer graphics procedure to produce
three-dimensional plots of the strain field. This form of presenting
the results highlights the extreme non-uniformity cf the strains across
a section of the rolled billet. Areas of peak strain are the most likely
sources of defects in the finished product and should be avoided. The
technique presented in this paper can lead to the formulation of good
numerical models of the rolling process such that the parameters that
cause uneven flow can be identified and eliminated.
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Session ',A-1: JYD<ODYNkMIC STABILITY, TRANSITION AND TURBULENCE -I

organizer: J.T.C. LlIP (Brown)

Cha irperson: J.T.C. LIU (Brown)

*2:1S 3l I.T. STUART (Trrperial College, England)

'Hvdrodvnanic Stabilit', Transition and Turbulence"

* 3:1S - 3:45 C-M. HO (SC)

"Local and Global Dynamics of Coherent Structure,"

3:5- 4:1S REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 H. AREF (Brown)

"Dv-amics of Vortex Structures in Two-Dimnensional Flows"

* 4,:45 - 5:15 REF. KELLY and D. (OUSSIS (UCLA)

"Stabilitv of a Liquid Film Flowing Down a Heated Inclined Plane"

515 - 5:45 M.L. ADAMS (U'niv. Akron) and A.Z. SZERI (Univ. Pittsburgh)

"Finite Rotating Disk Flow with Multiple Recirculation Cell,'
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Hydrodynamic stability, transition and turbulence

Abstract by J. T. Stuart

The topic of turbulence in fluid systems is, of course, an old
one and has been studied in a scientific manner at least since the time
of Osborne Reynolds in the 1880's. The problem of describing tur-
bulent, that is random or chaotic, motions in a fluid is still with us
although substantial advances have been made over the years.

One line of approach is to take the laminar, or streamline, flow
field, which is always a possible solution of the relevant equations,
and to subject this to a small oscillatory or other perturbation. Com-
plicated flow fields can be obtained by such means and in particular it
is possible to calculate critical Reynolds numbers for many flow fields
above which laminar flow is unstable. Such critical Reynolds numbers,
however, do not usually agree with experimentally-observed values
above which turbulence occurs. Moreover, the amplitudes and stresses
cannot be calculated by a linearized theory.

These deficiencies have stimulated much work in the last 30 years
or so on the effects of nonlinearities on the development of oscillations
and on the calculation of the critical Reynolds number. In part of this
lecture attention will be given to classical and prototype flowk fields and
to some advances which have followed from 'inear and nonlinear theories
of instability of laminar flows, and from significant experiments.

In the 1950's an alternative approach to turbulence was proposed
by W. V. R. Malkus by his suggestion that the observed flow field ir,
thermal convection between horizontal planes should, subject to certain
constraints, maximise the heat transport. This simplifying suggestion
was evaluated mathematically by L.N. Howard sonic 20 years aci. lie
showed that Malkus' idea, although not literally true, does have im-
mensely i t- rit 'onsequpnces, in that it is possible to calculitc, an
upper bound to the heat transport in thermal convection. Moreover,
o:e to the excellent detailed work of I-low- rd and thtse ,k h, f1, V ed,

particularly F. Busse, the difference between the obberved heat trans-
port in exlieriment and the calculated maximising heat transport is
,nly a relatively small numerial facior. This is an enrmous scien-

tifi .. hievement for a problem as complicated as th.,t of turbulent
rnotl,1n. In the second part of the lecture the achievements of this par-
tiLcul,r line of research activity will be discussed 1(,r several flou fields.
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LOCAL AND GLOBAL DYNAMICS OF COHERENT STRUIJTURES

Ho, Chih-Ming
Dep-rtaent of Aerospace Engineering
University of Southern California

A phenomenal model, the subharmonic evolution, is proposed to model
the free shear layers. This concept includes two physical mechanisms:
the local instability process and the global feedback, and can well des-
cribe the evolution of coherent structures. Near the origin of a shear
layer, the vortex develops from the initial instability waves. Its sub-
harmonic wave is selected by the subharmonic resonance mechanism and
amplifies. The vortex merging occurs at where the subharmonic saturates.
The merging location is determined by the global feedback mechanism. At
the merging location, the thickness of the shear layer doubles. Due to
the change of the length scale, the original subharmonic evolves from
amplifying local subharmonic to decaying local fundamental and the new
subharmonic starts another new cycle.

This model can provide a rationale to explain the paradox of the
linear stability analyses being able to interpret a non-linear shear flow.
A very simple formula of the spreaiding rate is derived according to the
subharmonic evolution model. The physical insights of many experimental
results are revealed.
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Dynamics of Vortex Structures in Two-Dimensional Flows

by

Hassan Aref
Division of Engineering

Brown University

Providence, Rhode Island 02912

The discovery of coherent vortex structures in many predomin-
antly two - dimensional laboratory and geophysical shear flows,
even in the turbulent regime, has led to a revival of interest in
vortex dynamics. The ability to perform well controlled, compre-
hensive, numerical simulations has been of considerable importance.

A review of some recent developments is presented. The em-
phasis is on new qualitative features such as the emergence of
chaotic soluti 'ns in fe% vortex systems, the persistence of well-
defined vortices in "strongly turbulent" flows, and the relation-
ship between statistical self-similarity and dominant modes of
interaction of vortex structures. Relationships and analogies
with topics in the theories of dynamical systems, tiirbulent shear
flows, solitons and plasma dynamics are pointed out. In conclusion
some brief remarks suggesting new areas of applicatin for vortex
methods are advanced.
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STABILITY OF A LIQUID FILM FLOWING

DOWN A HEATED INCLINED PLANE

by

R. E. Kelly and D. Goussis
Mechanics and Structures Department

Boelte; nail 5731
University of California

Lcs Angeles, California 90034

When an isothermal layer of viscous fluid with a free surface
flows down an inclined plane, it first becomes unstable to long wave-
length disturbances at a critical value of the Reynolds number which

decreases as the angle of inclination from the horizontal increases
I .

Roca
2 
has investigated the case when the plane is heated, but he

neglected the streamwise perturbation density term. When this term is
included, we have found that the hydrodynamic mode of instability is
actually stabilized by heating from below. A thermal mode can also
exist, however, which is more unstable at low values of the Reynolds
number. The regions of instability for the two modes are separated,
however, so that, for a fixed value of the Rayleigh number, stable flow
occurs for an intermediate range of Reynolds numbers. This corridor of
stability increases as the Rayleigh number increases.

References:

1. C. - S. Yih, Dynamics of Nonhomogeneous Fluids (Macmillan, 1965),
pp. 180 - 194.

2. R. Roca, "Gravitational instability of i liquid layer flowing
down an inclined plane and heated from jelow", J. de Mechanique,
v.5 (l96), pp. 117 - 147.
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FINITE ROTATING DISK FLOW WITH MULTIPLE RECIRCULATION CELLS

M. L. Adams A. Z. Szeri
University of Akron University of Pittsburgh
Akron, OH 44325 Pittsburgh, PA 15261

ABSTRACT

Solutions were developed for the primary laminar steady flow field
that occurs in an incompressible, isoviscous, Newtonian fluid which is
contained between two finite parallel disks. One disk rotates at con-
stant angular velocity and the other is held stationary, and either a
source or a sink is located concentric to the axis of rotation. The
analysis is general, containing all terms of the Navier-Stokes equations
for rotationally symmetric flows, and produces a four-parameter family
of solutions. The high Reynolds number flow contains multiple cells,
arranged along the radius, and the flow appears to be uniquely defined
by the boundary conditions and the Reynolds number. In the figures
below are equipotential stream function lines (streamlines) which show
development of a three-cell flow structure at the highest rotational
Reynolds number computed. The algorithm employed was not suitable for
studies at significantly higher Reynolds number. However, these results
suggest that for even higher Reynolds number, more cells would develop,
i.e., the cells would "multiply" as Reynolds number is further increased.
A numerical study of the time transient problem, coupled with an experi-
mental program is now in progress and should answer the question regard-
ing cell multiplication.

1.0 - . .

S0.5- a

1.0-

S0.5 b

0.0- T I I
01 P 1.0

Equipotential stream function lines in the radial plane; r1/r2 = 0.1,
o 10, RQ= 1, (a) RE 2000, (b) RE = 14000; top disk rotates, bottom
disk is stationary
C= z/s z= axial coordinate s axial gap Q= throughflow
p= r/r2 r = radial coordinate rj = inner radius w = angular velocity
o a r2/s RQ

= Q/2rsv r2 = outer radius v= kinematic viscosity
RE = r2/v
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Session TA-2: MATERIAL INSTABILITY AND FAILURE - I

Organizer: A. NEEDLEMAN and R.D. JAMES (Brown)

Chairperson: A. NEEDLEMAN (Brown)

* 2:15 - 2:45 N. TRIANTAFYLLIDIS (Univ. Michigan)

"On the Large Deformation of Elastic Materials with Non-

Elliptic Strain Energy Density Functions"

* 2:45 - 3:15 S.S. ANTMAN (Univ. Maryland)

"Stability of Motion of Structures with a Nonlinear

Material Response"

* 3:15 - 3:45 K.W. NEALE (Univ. Sherbrooke)

"Inertial Effects in Neck Development"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 M. PITTERI (Univ. Padova, Italy)

"On the Kinematics of Twinning"

* 4:45 - 5:15 R.P. JAMES (Brown)

"The Jump in Temperature Across a Propagating Phase Boundary"

* 5:15 - 5:45 J.W. HUTCHINSON and P.S. STEIF (Harvir K.W. NEALE (Univ.

Sherbrooke)

"Neck Propagation in Polymer-Like Materials"
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ON THE LARGE DEFORMATIONS OF ELASTIC M'ATERIALS WITH

NON-ELLIPTIC STRAIN ENERGY DENSITY FUNCTIONS

by N. Kikuchi* and N. Triantafyllidis**

ABSTRACT

In this paper we are concerned about certain general aspects of the
behavior of elastic materials which, at certain levels of deformation,
admit solutions with discontinuous strains (i.e. they possess non-elliptic
strain energy densities).

First,we show that all stable solutions to boundary valoe problems
involving the aforementioned materials do not ad-it any finite reqoon where
the body is in the hyperbolic regime.

Then,'.,e classify these r-ateias 11nto diffc' ent cateonies, according
to their behavior near infinite strai's. Sc-c e ' ples are pro vided and
the behavior of the disrreti zed ve', Ir of t--ccble.-s is also briefly
discussed.

Finally a theo:remr of a tenc'-a- nottu- 1,"ic~h asse'-ts that
if a boundary valur oroble7 for such a -att-ial -as a 3ta~ll sol~:ion,
this solution cir n obtjin-_: t- r2 ar c>-.d Jie'-.- Dle- with a
"convexi fi rd' strain ennrqy dcirsi _ fv lnet i -.

*Department of Mechanical Engineering and A )plied Mcac
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 4l8109.

**Oepartmont of Aerospace Engineering.
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, M, 48109.
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Stability of Motion of Structures with a Nonlinear Material Response

Stuart S. Antman

Department of Mathematics and Institute of Physical Science and Technology

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

This lecture is devoted to the analysis of classical dynamic stability problems

for structures having a nonlinear material response. Special attention is devoted

to problems in which the loading is nonconservative, to problems in which the loading

is poriodic in time, aind to problems in which shocks form. If the structure is non-

linearly elastic and if it is described by a geometrically exact theory, then it is

governed by a quasilinear hyperbolic system of equations, which are notoriously diffi-

cult to analyze because their solutions are likely to develop shocks. Some of the

analytic difficulties vanish if the material has a suitable viscoelastic dissipative

mechanism. In this case the quasilinear hyperbolic system is replaced by a quasi-

linear parabolic system. The study of stability and global behavior devolves on an

Intricate interplay between these systems and their linearizations. In a number of

cases new phenomena, not predicted by classical engineering theories, occur.
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INERTIAL EFFECTS IN NECK DEVELOPMENT

Kenneth W. Neale

Faculty of Applied Sciences

Universit6 de Sherbrooke
Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada JIK 2R1

Abstract

A special problem is analyzed to illustrate the effects of inertia on the

development of necks in dy-namically-loaded solids. An incompressible power-law

creeping material characterized by Lcsz in simple tension is considered.

The problem, previously examined in [1] neglecting inertial effects,

concerns the plane strain tensile loading of an infinite strip with a slight

nonuniformity in the form of a sinusoidal thickness variation. A linearized

solution for the influence of inertia on the amplification of the nonuniformity

is obtained along the lines described in [1]. Among the parameters discussed

are the applied loading rate and the ratio of the wavelength of the nonuniformity

to the thickness of the strip. We emphasize the basic differences in behaviour

when inertial effects are included.

[1] J. W. Hutchinson, K. W. Neale and A. Needleman: klechanics of Sheet Metal
Forming, edit. D. P. Koistinen and N.-M. Wang, Plenum (197S) 111.
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On the Kinematics of Twinning

M. Pitteri

Universita Di Padova
Seminario Matematico

Padova, Italy

Most theories of twinning are essentially kinematic and aim at
explaining some features of the phenomenon, like twinning planes
and twinning directions for various crystal species. We outline
a kinematic theory of twinning which is essentially a continuum
theory in the sense that it involves gross quantities. On the
other hand, the material symmetry of the constitutive equations
is such as to retain some features of the description of a crys-
tal lattice. We show that the definition we propose is consis-
tent with a number of twinning modes in the cubic, tetragonal and
hexagonal classes and show that, in an extremely simplified case,
we get results consistent with experience from the kinematics we
propose and an equilibrium theory.
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The Jump in Temperature Across

A Propagating Phase Boundary

Richard D. James
Division of Engineering

Brown University

Providence, R.I.

Unlike the phases of ordinary fluids, solid phases are often
found to occur in metastable equilibrium, especially at low temper-
atures. At constant temperature a stress-extension test on a bar
made of a material which allows the co-existence of two solid phases
will often produce a large hysterysis loop. It is then impossible, by
static measurements alone, to determine the values of stress i* and
temperature 9* at which the two phases have the same specific free
energy. I explore the idea that by the measurement of the jump in
temperature across a steadily propagating phase boundary, the values

of c* and 9* can be determined.

An application to the design of shape memory engines will he
presented.
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NECK PROPAGATION 1N POLYMER-LIKE MATERIALS

J. W. Hutchinson , K. W. Neale and P. S. Steif

Abstract

Some polymeric materials are characterized by a nominal (engineering)

stress-str'ain curve in simple tension which first incr-ases to a local maximum,

decreases to a local minim.m, and then upturns strongly with additional

straining. A thin cylinder or strip of such a material will propagate a neck

along its length when pulled in tension. The steady-state problem has been

studied in whizh, for an observer traveling with the necking front, the up-

stream state and velocity are uniform as is the downstream velocity, Steep

gradients occur in tho necking region and three-dimensional ffccts rust be

accoujted for to relate upstream and downstream conditions and to predict the

velocity of the neck front. Both time-independent and time-dependent materiat

models are considered.

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MIassachusetts 0213

Department of Civil Engineering, Unversity of Sherbrooke, Sherbrooke, uebec
JIK 2R1

4/6/81
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Session TA-3: ATOMISTIC MODELLING OF DISLOCATION AND C.RACKS

Organizer: J.H. WEINER (Brown)
Chairperson: J.H. WEINER (Brown)

* 2:15 - 2:45 V. CELLI and D. EVANS (Univ. Virginia)

"Lattice Dynamical Theory of Dislocation Mobil itv"

* 2:45 - 3:15 R.M. THOMSON and E.R. FULLER, JR. (NBS, Washington)

"Lattice Theory of Fracture"

* 1:15 - 3:45 A. PASKIN (Queens College, visiting Brookhaven), D.K. SOm

(Queens College) and C.J. DIENES (Brookhav-n)
"Lattice Trapping and Crack Propagation"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

S:q - A :.5 B. MORAN and W.G. HOOVER (CC/Davis-Liverm or)

"Atmisti, Fracture Studies: Dvnamic Stress Intenuitv an!

J Intograt"

4:45 - 9:15 R.B. STOUT (lawronce Livermor-, Nat) Lab)

"Modelling Dislocation Kinetics, Deformations and Therro-

dynamics for Crvstalline Solid Materials'"
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Lattice Dynamical Theory of Dislocation Mobility

V. Celli and D. Evans

Department of Physics
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 2290"

Analytical solutions for the uniform motion of a {Islocation in
a lattice were obtained long ago for a one-dimensi-:;i model of an
edge dislocation and for a straight screw dislocation (which gives a
two-dimensional strain field), un'er the assumption of linear inter-
atomic bonds that "snap" at the passage of the dislocation core. The
applied stress (or the strain s) required to maintain the dislocation
in uniform motion at velocity v is found to be large, due to the gener-
ation of lattice waves, but drops to zero at one particular velocity
in one dimension. Replacement of the snapping bond model by more
realistic force laws in the dislocation core leads to a great decrease
of the phonon generation due to the rearrangement of bonds. Results

for straight screw dislocations show that the strain vs. velocity curve
still can show a deep minimum (where s < 10

-5
) in the region v - 0.3 c,

where c is the speed of transverse sound. Certain lattice vibrations
are found to favor toe propagation of a dislocation, even against the
applied stress. Thus, the effect of the thermal vibratiotsis subtle

and mode L-dependent.
Efforts to extend the calculations to edge dislocat nshave met with

computational difficulties. A general analysis can be given, however,
of the propagation of a non-linear disturbance, such as the disloca-
tion core, in a d

4
screte linear elastic medium; this leads to a

physical interpretation and to a generalization of the results found
with particular models.
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LATTICE THEORY OF FRACTURE

Robb M. Thomson and Edwin R. Fuller, Jr.
Center for Materials Science
Room A113, Materials Building
National Bureau of Standards

Washington, D.C. 20234

Abstract

Atomic effects in fracture relate to slow crack growth which often
precedes dynamic fracture in brittle materials either with or without
assistance from external chemical environments. In addition, atomic
effects are crucial in determining the stability of a crack against
shear breakdown, which is a necessary condition fnr brittle fracture
ei'her with or without attendant plastic deformation in the surrounding
material.

Two primary techniques have been developed to explore the atomic
structure of cracks based on assumed ad hoc two-body force laws between
the atoms. We will describe the lattice static theory in its most
general form in terms of the lattice Greens functions of the material,
demonstrate the graphical solution it provides, and explain a theorem
which shows how under certain conditions the mechanics of the problem
splits into a part relating to the crack tip bond, a part relating to
the compliance of the remainder of the lattice, and a part relating to
the external macroscopic machine providing the force. When only one
atom pair in the system is nonlinear, a complete solution of the problem
can be obtained (often analytic) easily.

The broad outline of chemical effects in fracture can be displayed from
this theory. In particular, the pressure dependence of the crack
velocity is associated with the order of the reaction at the crack tip,
and the activation energy and activation volume are intimately associated
with the critical nucleus for double kink formation. Additional features
of possible chemical phenomenon relate to bridging reactions at the tip,
and the competition between parallel paths in configuration space which
lead to various chemical final states.

A current assessment of problems which may be accessible to this lattice
theory and other computer simulation is provided, together with the
author's opinions on the limitations of these theories.
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Abstract

Lattircc Trapping and Crack Propagation

A. Paskin and bilip K. Sum NwYr
tQ euns Llc~e of tile City Univursitv ot NwYr

and

G. J. Dlienes
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Lattice trapping' is an on.expvcted result obtained in a number of
atomic treatments of crack propagation. It has been widely accepted

2

as a fundamental conseuence of the d iscrete periodic nature of
solids. Molecular dynamic simulation was used in the present inves-
tigation' to study crack behavior in an atomiist ic two-dimensional
solid. Using a relatively large two-dimension~al sa,--pic of about
11000 atoms and a relatively lung-range Lennard-Jones potential,
lattice trapping is found to b, a negligible effect. Sample size
effects and the non-linearity of the modulus were studied and found
nut to affect the lattice trapping result. Negligible lattice
trapping seems mainly to be a conseqounce of the range of the potential.'
Ion - r angu Continuous potentials produce negligible lattice trapping.
The role of the range of thle potential and thle importance of the bond
snapping approximaation

1
I in lattice trapping will also be demonstrated

using some of the earlier lattice static calculations.'

'Thomson, R. MI., lsieh, r.. and Rana, V. 1971, J. Appi. Phys. 42, 3154-60.
'lawn, B. R. and Wils!haw, T. R. 'Fracture of Brittle Solids" (Cambridge

Universiry Press, 1975), Chap. 7.
3
paskin, A., Sum, D. K. and Dienes, G. J. 1981, J. Phys. C 14, L171-76.
"Sinclair, J. E. 1975, Phil. Ilag. 31, 647-71.
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Atomistic Fracture Studies. Dynamic Stress Intensity and
J. Integral.* B. MORAN and W. G. HOOVER, Department of
Applied Science, University of California at Davis-Livermore,
Livermore, California 94550.

The close-packed two-dimensional triangular lattice with

nearest-neighbor springs is a convenient standard material

for fracture studies. We have carried out a series of simu-

lations using this material to evaluate continuum fracture

theories and to understand macroscopic stress fields from a

microscopic viewpoint. Accurate critical stress intensity
c

factors, KI, are obtained from atomic strips up to 20 atoms

wide. Propagation of cracks along a prestressed strip, with

displacement boundary conditions giving a linear decrease in

strain with distance, led to crack arrest in regions with

static KI values about 15% less than KI . The precise amount

of overshoot depends upon the details of the forces. A typi-

cal arrested configuration is shown below. The arrow indicates

the location at which a static crack would be stable.

. . .I~\\"," .. .... . . LLf X.'/ i ''. 4'[, ',V ', 'V < \ '2,,7:'7

Dynamic cracks have been studied in order to compare the

dynamic stress intensity factors with the shadow-pattern

measurements made by Kalthoff, Beinert, Klemm, and Winkler

at the Fraunhofer Gesellschaft Institut fur Festkorpermechanik,

in Freiburg. We have used several different methods based on

the J-Integral approach to estimate dynamic stress intensity.

*Work supported by Electric Power Research Institute, Contract

RP1326-2.
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Modelling Dislocation Kinetics, Deformations, and
Thermodynamics for Crystalline Solid Materials*

R. B. Stout, Earth Science Division, L-200
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, university of California,

P. 0. Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

using concepts from statistical mechanics, a stochastic density
function for dislocations is defined as a scalar function for the number
of dislocations per unit volume per unit species. A balance statement
for the dislocation density results in a boltzmann-type equation. This
equation contains functional degrees of freedom to moodel the evolution of
the stochastic dislocation density.

The deformation response of an idealized crystalline solid material
is modelled as a continuum deformation of a crystalline lattice structure
plus the discontinuous deformation due to dislocation Kinetics. The
lattice deformation is defined by a function as in continuum mechanics.
The discontinuous deformation is defined by a functional that depends on
the stochastic dislocation density function space. It is shown that a
differential strain measure does not exist when dislocation kinetics
occurs. However, for the thermodynamic modelling, a tensor function can
be defined for a measure of only the recoverable lattice structural
strain.

In the thermodynamic modelling, an internal energy functional is
defined that depends on the entropy, the recoverable lattice strain, the
scalar dislocation density, and the mass density. The conjugate variable
to the recoverable strain is the thermodynamic stress; and the conjugate
variable to a dislocation species is the thermodynamic chemical potential
of the dislocation species. From this, the phenomenological plastic
yield concept becomes equivalent to a thermodynamic criteria uf
stress-lattice work term becoming equal to (or greater than for
irreversible thermodynamics) the dislocation chemical potential. The
approach suggests, in terms of Onsager's formalism, forms for models of
irreversible thermooynamic processes during material deformation.

*Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy by
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under rnntract No. W-i4o5-Lnq-4 .
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Session TA-4: NONLINEAR ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE PLATES AND SHELLS

Organizer: J.N. REDDY (VPI & SU)
Chairperson: V.B. VENKAYYA (Wright-Patterson, Ohio)

2:15 - 2:45 C-Y. CHIA (Univ. Calgary, Canada)

"Nonlinear Vibration of Rigidly Clamped Antisvmmetric

Cross-Ply Plates"

* 2:45 - 3:15 J.N. REDDY and W.C. CHAO (VPI & SUl)

"Large Deflection Vibration of Cross-Ply Laminated Rectangular

Plates with Certain Edge Conditions"

* 3:15 - 3:45 D.W. SCHMUESER (GM Res. Lab., Warren)

"Effects of Bimodular Material Behavior on Nonlinear Stress-

Strain and Strength Response of Laminated Composite Shells"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 C.C. CHAMMIS and R.A. AIELLO (NASA Lewis Res., Cleveland)

"A Unified Nonlinear Laminate Theory"

* 4:45 - 5:15 M.W. HYER (VPI & SU)

"Thermal Deformations of Unsymmetrically Laminated Composites

Plates"
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NONLINEAR VIBRA] iON OF RCIDLY CLAMPED

ANTISYniETRIC CROSS-PI 91 PLATES

Chuen-Yuan CHIA

lDepartment of Civil Engineering
The University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada

T2N IN4

IP recent years the use of laminated composites as structural members
has increased considerably. A considerable amount of research work, there-
fore, is under progress regarding the elastic behavior of laminated aniso-

tropic plates. In vibration analysis the system of (oupled nonlinear

differential equations in the sense of von Karman obtained by Herrmann 1]1
for isotropic plates was extended to generally laminated plates by ihitney

and Leissa [21. Since then, approximate solutions for large amplitude
fiexural vibrations of some laminated plates have been discussed by several
investigators. A review of the literature can be found in Ref. (J or else-

where.

This p-p,'r is inalv i allv concerned with nonlinear free flexurll
vibration of in antisvmmetric cros-plv rectangular plate. The four edges
are assumed to be rigil clamped. Thc dynamic von Karman-tvpe equations
of the plat., 13] are expressed in tet-n-s of three displacements. An
aptoximat, solutior is !ormulated by use of a modified alerkin's methonld
Sat isfvins the out-of-plane boundary conditions for clamped edges a sinLe
term in thu senarable form is used for the transverse displacement. The
two i pline displacements are expressed in the form of olvomeals - t e

sixti degree with coefficients chosen so that thle equations of in" in

equili rium and implane boundary conditions 'or the vanishine of inplan,
displacements are satisfied. The (;alerkin procedure is now applied to
the equation of transverse motion and furnishes a differential equation
for the time function. This equation is of the Duff ns type whose solution
is well known. The amplitude-period response curves are presented for

different values of Material properties, aspect ratio and number ol livers.

REFERENCES:

1. C. Herrmann, InflueutI of Large Amplitude on TPlexural Motions o:
Elastic Plates, NACA TN 5578, 1q55.

2. L. M. Whitney and W. Leissa, Analysis of leterogeneous Anisotropic
Plates, Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. If, 1960, pp. 261-266.

3. C. Y. Ihia, Nonlinear Analysis of Plates, MCraw-hill International

Book Co., 1980.
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LARGE DEFLECTION VIBRATION OF CROSS-PLY LAMINATED RECTANGULAR PLATES

WITH CERTAIN EDGE CONDITIONS

J. N. Reddy and W. C. Chao
Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, VA 24061

ABSTRACT

Over the past few years fibre-reinforced laminates have found
increasing application in many engineering structures. Recent
developments in the analysis of plates laminated of fibre-reinforced
materials is largely dominated by static (bending) analysis, and the
large amplitude oscillations of layered composite plates have received
relatively less attention. All of the previous works in the large

amplitude free vibrations of composite plates have employed either the
Galerkin method or the perturbation method to reduce the governing
equations to the Duffing type equation. The finite-element analyses of
the large deflection vibration of laminated plates are scarce in the open
literature.

In the present paper the large-amplitude free vibrations of layered
composite (cross-ply) plates is studied using a shear-flexible finite

element [11. The finite element is based on a combination of the shear
deformable plate theory of Whitney and Pagano [21 and the nonlinear plate

theory of Von Karman. The coupling among individual vibration modes of
the generalized displacements is taken into account. Numerical results
showing the effect of the boundary conditions, aspect ratio, side-to-
thickness ratio, and material orthotropy on the fundamental models of
vibration are presented. Present results agree very closely with the
approximate analytical solutions of Chia and Prabhakara [3), and Chandra

[4]. Apparently, the present paper is the first one which considers the

finite-element analysis of the nonlinear oscillations of layered

composite plates.

I. Reddy, J. N., "A Penalty Plate-Rending Element for the Analysis of
Laminated An isotropic Composite Plates," Int. J. Numer. Math.
Engng., Vol. 15, pp. 1187-1206, 1980.

2. Whitney, J. M. and Pagano, N. J., "Shear Deformation in

Heterogeneous Anisotropic Plates," J. Appl. Mech., Vol. 37, pp.
1031-1036, 1970.

3. Chia, C. Y. and Prabhakara, M. X., "A General Mode Approach to
Nonlinear Flexural Vibrations of Laminated Rectangular Plates," J.
Appl. Mech., Vol. 45, pp. 623-628, 1978.

4. Chandra, R., "Large Deflection Vibration of Cross-Ply Laminated

Plates with Certain Edge Conditions," J. Sound and Vibration, Vol.
47, No. 4, pp. 509-514, 1976.
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EFFECTS OF BIMODULAR MATERIAL BFHAVIOR
ON NONLINEAR STRESS-STRAIN AND STRENGTH RESPONSE

OF LAMINATED COMPOSITE SHELLS

by

David W. Schmueser
Engineering Mechanics Department

Lueneral Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan 48090

ABSTRACT

Bimodular materials are those which exhibit different material response when

stressed in compression rather than tension. Strength predictions of laminated composites

can be affected by bimodular material response and nonlinear stress-strain behavior in

individual laminae. Most applications of phenomenological failure models to laminated

composites assume that lamina yield and ultimate lamina strength are the same. In addition,

most failure models do not account for bimodular material response in a manner consistent

with the basic postulates of continuum mechanics.

The present paper determines the effects of two bimodular material models on

strength predictions for graphite/epoxy and glass/epoxy composites. Nonlinearities of

composite laminae in transverse compression and shear are treated in an approximate

manner by employing piece-wise linear and spline representations for the stress-strain curves.

The Tsai-Wu stress and Sandu strain-energy failure criteria are applied to predict failure of

thin, laminated shells. The strength predictions ale based on numerical solutions to Sander's

nonlinear axisymmetric shell equations. Numerical solutions for internally pressurized rings

and compressed cylinders are compared to experimental data cited from the literature.
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A UNIFIED NONLINEAR LAMINATE THEORY

C. C. Chammis and R. A. Aiello

NASA Lewis Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

A coupled thermomechanical, time dependent (unified) nonlinear laminate

theory is described. This unified theory is based on approximate composite
micromechanics where the coupled thermomechanical and time dependent fiber and

matrix characteristics are properly accounted for. The approximate composite

micromechanics are used to predict the corresponding coupled thermomechanical,

time dependent characteristics (constitutive relationships) of the ply. These

ply constitutive relationships are then integrated over the various plies to

obtain the corresponding commposite (laminate) constitutive relationships. The

theoretical development is streamlined for application to fiber/metal matrix

composites used at high temperatures. Suitable functional relationships are

assumed for thermomechanical and time dependent behavior in order to aid the

integration and enhanace the numerical computations. Unique features of this
unified theory include generally orthotropic thermomechanical and time dependent

behavior of the in situ matrix, no flow rule, and in situ ply constitutive

relationships. Application of thl theory to limited cases will be described to

illustrate the effectiveness, advantages and limitations of this unified theory.
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Thermal Deformations of Unsymmetrically
Laminated Composites Plates

Michael W. Hyer

Department of Engineering Sciences and Mechanics

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blacksburg, VA 24061

The deformations associated with the cooling of unsymmetrically

laminated plates from their cure temperature is a geometrically ion-
linear phenomenon. Failure to include the geometric nonlinearities will

result in predicted deformations which are quite different than those

observed experimentally. This paper discusses the analysis which must

bp conducted to correctly predict the room-temperature shapes of unsym-

metrically laminated composite plates. The predictions are compared

with experimental results.

Experimental observations indicate the cured, room-temperature

shapes of unsvmmetrically laminated composites are closely approximated

by right circular cylinders. In addition, these laminates appear t
have two room-temperature shapes, both cylindrical. A second cylindei

can be obtained from the first by a simple snap-through action. Clas-

sical lamination theory, in the sense of linear elastic behavior, linear

strain-displacement relations, and assumed validity of Kirchhoff's
hypothesis, predicts the room-temperature shapes of all unsymmetric

laminates to be a unique saddle shape. The discrepancy between 4las-

sical theory and experimental observations can be resolved by extending

the classical theory to include a nonlinear strain-displacement rela-

tion. This paper uses this extension, together with a Ritz-minimization
of the total energy, to obtain predicted shapes, Seeking the first

variation of the total potential energy, using assumed deformations,

leads to a set of algebraically nonlinear equations. These equations

are solved for the shapes of the laminates. For all laminates there are

predicted to be either one equilibrium shape or three equilibrium
shapes, depending on the thickness, length, and width of the laminate.

For laminates with one predicted shape this shape is a saddle. A sta-

hility analysis, based on positive definiteness of the total potential

energy, indicates this shape is stable. The saddle, however, is shal-

lower than that predicted by the classical theory. For laminates with
three predicted shapes, two shapes are stable and one is not. The two

stable shapes are cylindrical, of opposite curvature, and with cylinder

axes at right angles to each other. The one unstable shape is a saddle.

Whether the stable saddle or stable cylinders exist is strictly a

function of the size of the laminate. For a !fO,/902 T laminate, for

example, any laminate larger than 50 x 50 mm will be cylindrical.

Experimental data confirms the predicted curvature of the cylinders

and shows the transition from stable saddle to stable cylindrical shape
as the laminate size increases.
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Session TA-5: CRI'STAL STRESS AND STRESS REDISTRIBUTrION PROCESSES

Organizer: R. DMOWSKA (Brown)

Chairperson: P. MOLNAR (M.I.T.)

* 2:15 - 2:45 F.K, LEHNER, V.C. LI and J.R. RICE (Brown)

"Diffusion of Stress and Deformation Along Rupturing
Tectonic Plate Boundaries"

* 2:45 - 3:15 R.S. STEIN (Lamont-Doherty)

"Time-Dependent Rupture and Possible Viscoelastic Rebound
Associated with a Small Crustal Earthquake Sequence"

* 3:15 - 3:45 V.C. LI and R. DMOWSKA (Brown)

"Crustal Scale Instability and Precursory Seismicity"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 4:15 - 4:45 M.D. ZOBACK (USGS, Menlo Park)

"In-Situ Stress Measurements and Earthquake Mechanics"

* 4:45 - 5:15 L. JONES (M.I.T.), W. BIQUAN and X. SHAOXIE (Inst. of Geophysics,

Beijing, China) and T.J. FITCH (Lincoln Labs)
"The Foreshock Sequence of the 4 February 1975 Haicheng

Earthquake (M 7.3)"
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Diffusion of Stress and Deformation Along

Rupturing Tectonic Plate Boundaries

F.K. Lehner, V.C. Li and J.R. Rice

Division of Engineering, Brown University, Providence, R.I. 02912

The episodic occurrence of large earthquake ruptures along active

tectonic plate boundaries is accompanied by time-dependent stress alter-

ations and deformations which depend strongly on the mechanical layering

of the Earth's upper mantle and crust. Knowledge about one can enhance

one's understanding of the other and this seems to hold, in particular,

for certain aspects of the temporal and spatial distribution of large

earthquake ruptures. We present an analysis [Lehner, Li and Rice, 1981,

to appear in J. Geophys. Res.] of the role played by viscoelastic litho-

sphere/asthenosphere coupling in the time-dependent redistribution of stress

along plate boundaries or other seismic lineaments following great ealth-

quakes. The study is based on a generalization by Rice of Elsasser's

model of stress-diffusion [Rice, 1980, in "Physics of the Earth's Interior",

A.M. Dziewonski and E. Boschi (eds.), North Holland], in which general

elastic plane stress deformations are allowed in lithospheric plates

which are coupled in an elementary way to a (Maxwellian) viscoelastic

asthenosphere. Solutions are developed which describe the large-scale

quasistatic distribution of thickness-averaged stresses in the lithosphere

at or near stationary or travelling rupture zones, modeled here by either

crack-like zones of fixed stress drop or dislocation-type slip zones.

Sudden ruptures shed load onto the asthenosphere which is gradually trans-

ferred back to the lithosphere by a slow relaxatioh. process. The spatial

and temporal characteristics of the predicted stress alterations suggest a

significant role of lithosphere/ asthenosphere coupling effects in trigger-

ing interactions of great earthquakes, patterns of prolonged aftershock

activity, and the breaking of barriers or gaps by time-dependent stressing.
We also study the large scale response of the lithosphere to periodic slip

at a transform or subduction-type plate boundary, as described by an

appropriate limit cycle solution [Lehner and Li, EOS, Vol. 61 (46), 1051,

1980]. The periodic behavior of displacements and stress, their decay

away from the plate boundary, and a resolution into co-seismic and post-

seismic stress alterations are obtained and their dependence on plate

velocity, recurrence time, and a characteristic relaxation time investi-

gated. Post-seismic stress alterations of equal sign as co-seismic stress

jumps appear gradually at distances beyond one lithosphere thickness and

become progressively more important than the latter. They are followed

by a much slower post-seismic stress recovery, extending typically over

80% of the cycle length. Finally, we propose a new interpretation, based

on our results, of post-seismic strain rate data to be taken alone a survey

line perpendicular to a transform fault, which would provide indenendent

estimates of lithosphere and asthenosphere parameters.
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TIME-DEPENDENT RUPTUR.P AND POSSIBLE VISCOELASTIC REBOUND ASSOCIATED

WITH A SMALL CRUSTAL EARTHQUAKE SEQUENCE

Ross S. Stein

Lamont-Poherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University
Palisades, New York 10964

An unusually dense network of coordinated precise geodetic measure-
ments, including leveling, triangulation, trilateration, and gravity,
were undertaken before and following the ML S.2 Homestead Valley, Calif-
ornia earthquake sequence of IS March 1979. The observations are modeled
as dislocations in an elastic half-space; they provide evidence for time-
dependent rupture with no more than one quarter of the total moment re-
leased seismically. During the first 1 1/2 years following a 3-hr, 4-
shock sequence (ML 4.5-5.2), the initial 5 x 6 km (depth x length) slip
surface yielded bilaterally along strike to S x 30 km, accompanied by
the propagation of aftershocks. The seismic slip averaged 60 cm in the
initial S x 6 km region, with less than 2 cm of additional post-seismic
slip. Rupture barriers at the ends of the seismic patch did not slip
appreciably at any time and remained continuously aseismic.

During the first 15-600 days after the seismic sequence, a 15%
relaxation of surface deformation took place at an exponentially de-
caying rate in the epicentral region; this deformation is opposite in
sense to the coseismic changes. Postseismic relevels oriented parallel
to the extended slip surface are modeled by 10-15 cm of buried aseismic
slip. Puring approximately the same period, 10-15 cm of horizontal dis-
placement developed post-seismically at large distances from the fault
trace, at 15-20 km. The vertical and horizontal post-seismic observa-
tions may be explained by aseismic crustal slip being induced in regions
of increased shear stress and propagating to regions of lower stress,
beyond the barriers that terminated the seismic slip. Subsequent
epicentral relaxation and broad-scale displacements may result either
from viscoelastic rebound if a channel or layer with effective viscosity
of 10'--101' Poise underlies the fault at depths of about 10 km, or from
deep post-seismic fault slip of about 50 cm. The geodetic observations
suggest that ductile or viscous behavior in the upper lithosphere can be
triggered by small earthquakes.
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CRUSTAL SCALE INSTABILITY AND PRECURSORY SEISMICITY

V. C. Li

Division of Engineering, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912

R. Dmowska
Department of Geological Sciences, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912

We present a simple asperity model to explain features of seismicitv

patterns, including quiescence periods, observed before some large earth-
quakes. The patterns are interpreted in the context of the upward pro-

gression of a zone of slip, towards the earth's surface, from some depth
of the lithosphere at a plate boundary. The slip zone may be blocked by

local strength asperities along strike, these asperities may be zones of

real alteration of ipherent strength, or instead may be zones which are
currently stronger due to a local slowdown of a basically rate-dependent

frictional response. For any segment (between two asperities) that is

relatively shorter than adjacent ones, a higher stiffness would result
in diminishing of slippage in the blocked region, producing a spatial

cntrast of reduced seismicity. Quiescence over space and time could
he maintained until stress concentration forces slip through one of the
asperities, initiating a rupture from one end of the gap zon;e. This
model is supported by seismicity evidence such as doughnut-shaped patt-
erns -f seismicity (Mogi, 1969), precursors clustering ,f seismi, acti-

vity at the two ends of a gap zone, snd piopagation of rupture into
the quiet region (Kelleher and Savino, 1975). This model suggests the
possibility of lower b-values, perhaps associated with higher stress
drops, as well as differcnt waveforms -nd frequency content of seismic

events that cluster around the future hypocenter. in comparison with

the same characteristics of background seismic activity. For earthquake
predict-on purposes, the model emphasizes both the spatial and temporal

consideration of seismlcitv changes preceding the main event.
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In-Situ Stress Measurements and Earthquake Mechanics

Mark D. Zoback
U.S. Geological Survey
Menlo Park, California

Knowledge about the state of stress in the crust is essential to progress in
both earthquake prediction and earthquake hazards assessment research. In
trying to assess earthquake hazards in intra-plate areas (such as the Central
and Eastern U.S.) it is critical to determine if the sites of large historic
earthquakes are unique. That is, do places like New Madrid, Missouri, and
Charleston, South Carolinia represent anomalously weak zones in the crust
responding to a ;-clatively uniform stress field, or do they represent areas of
concentrated stress? Data compiled to date suggests that the intraplate
stress field is fairly uniform over broad regions and sites of large historic
earthquakes can often be associated with reactivated zones of weakness in the
crust responding to a regional stress field. However, only sparse in-situ
stress data is presently available to test this hypothesis and reasonable
physical mechanisms to explain why sore zones have unusually low strength has
yet to be found

In the field of earthquake prediction, understanding the physical processes
leading-up to a major earthquakes on the San Andreas Fault for example, is
impeded by our uncertainity about whether the seismic fajlt slip is a high
stress ( 100 MPa) or low stress (-IOMPa) phenomena. Laboratory studies of the
frictional strength of rock at representative pressures suggest that the
higher estimate is correct but the lack of observable frictional heat
dissipation at the fault suggesLs a mean shear stress value similar to the
lower value. To address this fundamental question, measurements have been
made both of the variation of stress with distance away from the San Andreas
fault zone, and the variations of stress with depth near the fault zone.
Unfortunately, the measurements made to date can not be uniquely interpreted
to support or reject either alternative. Increasing shear stress with
distance away from the San Andreas was observed on two profiles of stress
measurements made perpendicular to it. While the profile measurements are
generally consistent with weak fault models, other interpretations of the data
are possible. Data from a 1-km deep well near the San Andreas in Southern
California, however, shows that shear stress ircreases at an apparent rate of
about 10 MPa/km; a value consistent with high stress at depth if extrapolation
uf the data to seismogenic depths is reasonable. As more data becomes
available, especially from greater depth, stress measurements should be able
to constrain postulated fault models and thus contribute directly to
establishing a physical basis for earthquake prediction.
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The Foreshock Sequence of the 4 February 1975

Haicheng Earthquake (M=7.3)

Lucile Jones (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), Wang Biquan,

Xu Shaoxie (Institute of Geophysics, Beijing, China), T.J. Fitch
(Lincoln Laboratory, Cambridge, Mass.)

We have examined the locations and radiation patterns of the fore-

shocks of the 4 February 1975 liaicheng earthquake (M=7.3). Using
arrival times from six local seismic stations, the foreshocks and

mainshock were located relative to a master event. The foreshocks

occurred in a tight cluster that elongated with time. Before the

largest foreshock, the activity was located within a small, approxi-

mately equidimensional volume with a diameter of about two kilometers.
After the largest foreshock, the activity spread northwest and south-

east forming a six kilometer long, northwest trending zone. First
motions and ratios of P to S amplitudes indicate that two different

faulting mechanisms occurred during the foreshock sequence. The two
radiation patterns can tentatively be correlated with different parts
of the zone. The hypocenter of the mainshock was not located on the

same fault as that defined by the foreshock's hypocenters but rather
was located six kilometers southsouthwest of and several kilometers

shallower than the foreshock cluster. We think this large separa-
tion between foreshocks and mainshock in a direction perpendicular

both to the plane of rupture of the mainshock and to the trend of

the foreshocks might be the result of an en enchelon step in the
fault that slipped during the mainshock. An analysis of the change

in stress due to slip on the possible foreshock faults shows that

the increase in shear stress on the mainshock fault caused by the

foreshocks can be no more than 4% of the stress drop associated with
the foreshocks.
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Session TA-6: EXPERIMENTAL STRESS ANALYSIS AND FRACTURE MECHANICS

Chairperson: G.E. TAYLOR (U. of Florida)
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3:15 - 3:30 T. KOBAYASHI and R. GHONA (Univ. Mlaryland)

'Examination of a Strip-one Model in Fracture Mechanics"
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in Different Fra-tnure Test Specimens"

3:45 - 4:15 REFRESHMENT BREAK

4:15 - 4:45 T. KOBAYASHI and N. SAAD (Univ. Maryland)
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Material for Simulation of Micro-Cracks"

4:45 - 5:15 H.P. ROSSNANITH (Tech. Univ. Vienna)

"How 'Mixed' is Dynamic Mixed-Mode Crack Propagation? -

A Dvnamic Photoelastic Study"

5:15 - 5:30 0.0. RAFTOPOITLOS (Univ. Toledo) and B. FARAMhAND (Tri-State
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"Crack Sihbiected to Compressive Loading"
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"Finite Element Analysis of Double Circular Ar:- Tooth

Profile Gears"
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EXPERIMENTAL ubOERVAEIONS ON

SUB-CRITICAL CRACK GROWTH

C. W. Smith

Department of Engineering Science

and Mechanics
Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University

Blacksburg, VA 24061

The majority ot service fractures in structural elements are

preceded bv sub-critical flaw growth, usually under boundary con-

ditions and problem geometries of extreme complexity. For over a

decade the writer and hi associates have been studying such problems

through the frozen stress photoelastic method [I], [2], and have

recently developed a procedr2 for simulating fatigue cracks under

certain conditions [3]. This development allows the investigator to

obtain experimental estimates of both flaw shape and stress intensity

factors (SIF) where neither are known a-priori. In the present paper,

results of applying the method to several three-dimensional finite

cracked body problems, will be discussed, revealing

i) varying SIF distributions along flaw borders

ii) non-self similar flaw growth

iii) non-planar flaw growth

iv) absence of shear modes during flaw growth

with quantitative measurements of these phenomena,

REFERENCES

[1] Smith, C. W., "Use of Photoelasticity and Progress in Related

Areas" Chapter I Experimental Techniques in Fracture Mechanics 2 -

Society for Experimental Stress Analysis Monograph. A. S.

Kobayashi, Ed., pp. 3-58 (1975)

[21 Smith, C. W., "Photoelasticity in Fracture Mechanics," Experimental

Mechanics, V20, N. 11, pp. 390-396. Nov. (1980)

[3] Smith, C. W. and Peters, W. H., "Prediction of Flaw Shapes and

Stress Intensity Distributions in 3-D Problems bv the -'ozen

Stress Method." Preprints of the Sixth International Conference on

Experimental Stress Analysis - Munich, pp. 821-824. Sept. (1978).
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ANALYTICAL FOUNDATIONS OF THE ISODYNE PHOTOELASTICITY

by

Jerzy T. Pindera
Department of Civil Engineering

University of Waterloo

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3GI

It has been shown by Pindera and Mazurkiewicz [1] , that the
photoelastic isodynes represent geometric loci of points at which the

total normal stress intensity acting on the corresponding cross-section
along characteristic direction is constant.

I
x 

= I
x 

(x,y) = Ss ms (x,y) = const. = P'(x,y), etc.
y

For a plane stress state: P y(x,y o ) = bP = ". (b v ) dx,

Consequently, the isodynes represent functions I
x 

and I, partial
derivatives of which are proportional to the corresponding normal stress

components:

y x W x y

Obviously, the functions I
x 

and I
y 
represent partial derivatives of

Airy's stress function for plane stress states:

I I
x 

(x,y) = - t(x,y), lY = P
y 

(x,y) = (Xy)

Followingly, the shear stress components can he obtained be differ-
entiation of the isodyne in the direction normal to the characteristic
direction, taking into account the boundary conditions:

2
xy x , (x) 

+  F y  ( Iy )  +  F x

xy *x 0 X0

t-here the functions F can be readily evaluated.

Figures illustrate isodvne measurements using two hasic tuhniques:
Lhe amplitude modulation and the frequency modulation.

Sample of References
flJ Pindera, J.T., Mazurkiewicz, S.B.. "Potoelastic Isodynes: A New

Type of Stress Modulated Light Intensity Distribution", MECHANICS
RESEARCH COMMUNICATIONS, Vol. 4, 1977, V47-252.
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NEW EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

FOR DETERMINATION OF THE STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

by

Jerzy T. Pindera and Bogdan R. Krasnowski
Department of Civil Engineering

University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1

Applicability of analytical, numerical and experimental methods in
actual engineering determinations of the stress intensity factors, K,
is limited, because of known reasons ni.

The major experimental methods applied in fracture mechanics to
determine K-values such as photoelasticity, interferometry, shadow
method, acoustic emission, moire, do not supply information on the value
of the normal stress component which is necessary to evaluate K-factors.
The majority of these methods is based on analytical solutions for stress
states in the region of crack tip in an infinite plate, and on other
simplifying assumptions. As a result, the reliability of data evaluated
from the experimentally obtained parameters is often difficult to assess.

It has been shown by J. T. Pindera, et al., [2], that the recently
developed isodyne photoelasticity allows to directly determine all three
components of a plane stress field along arbitrarily chosen cross-section:

7= (xy); y y (xy); I xy = TXY (x,y)

No auxilliary relationships are needed and no additional assump-
tions must be made.

Typical isodyne fringes in a bar with a crack, loaded by four
forces are presented in the figures below. For comparison, the corres-
ponding isochromatics field is included.

Samles of References
fIi Kobavashi, A.S., ed., "Experimental Techniques in Fracture llechanics",

The Iowa State Universitv Press and the SESA, Vol. I and 2, 1973. 1975.
[2) Pindera, i.T., MIazurkiewicz, S.B., "Photoelastic Isodynes: A New

Type of Stress Yodulated Light Intensitv Distribution", >EC(IIANICS
RESEARCH COMMINICATIONS Vol, 4, 1977, 247-252.
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EXAMANATION OF A STRIP-ZONE MODEL IN FRAcrURE MECAANICS

Takao Kobayashi
Ravinder Chona

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of laryland
College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACr

Dynamic photoelastic studies of crack propagation in
steels revealed the presence of a small-scale yield zone at
the crack tip. Analysis of isochronatic fringe patterns
around a crack tip with a small-scale yield zone and
determination of fracture parameters such as stress intensity
factor and yield zone size require a stress field model which
accounts for yielding in the vicinity of tne crack tip. This
paper presents a computer-aided analysis and experimental
verification of isochromatic fringe pattarns around a cracK
tip in a strip-zone model.

An experimental strip-zoae model was produced by bonding
two halves of crack-line-wedge-loading (CL 1) specimen of
-omalite 100 with a tough structural adhesive. The adhesive
exhibited stress-whitening at the yield strength 3nJ this
pnenomenon was utilized to assess tie yield zone region ahead
of a crack tip. Isocnronatic fringe patterns were
pnotographed togetner with a stress-whitened zone. Crack
opening Jisplacements at two locations sdecified by the NSTA
E56l-73r (R-curve determination) tiethod were recorded to
assess tie effective crack tip position.

fheoretical isocnromatic oat:erns assooiatej witn a
stris-zone model were generated o! combin;in3 the jeneralize]
qester'gaarJ euations:

Z(Z)= ,, Z_/ and I(Z): _ 3 o  Z

where Z (z) tan- is used to noial plastic strip-zon<.

In toe equjation, b represents toe lengt:) of the strip zone.
Iti AJjition, a factor, \ (varying fron I to 1) , is introd iceJ
to cnange tie degree of renoval of tie singularit! by toe
yielded zone. he exoerinental isoco:ronatic potterns were
used to provide input data to a nultiole-point le ast square
allorithn for evaluation of tne parameters of interest sish as
!, bo, and coefficients An and 3-n. Ndeguacy of the above
theoretical model in Jescribin3 tne exPeri:iental result.; wits
a sinall-scale yielding is discussed. Analysis methods saco 1s
R-curve technique are also examinel.
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THE VARIATION OF NON-SINGULAR STRESS FUNCTION COEFFICIENTS
IN DIFFERENT FRACTURE TEST SPECIMENS

Arun Shukla
Ravinder Chona

William L. Fourney

Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

ABSTRACT

It has been demonstrated [1.2,3] that stress field representations
incorporating non-singular terms are frequently necessary if the stress
state surrounding the tip of a running or a stationary crack in a finite
plate specimen is to be adequately modelled. A failure to include at least
the two lowest-order non-singular terms (zO and zl/ 2 ) can seriously affect
the ability to obtain accurate and reliable values of the stress intensity
factor, K, from experimental isochromatic, isopachic, and caustic data.

The isochromatic fringe pattern surrounding a single-ended opening
mode static crack can be represented by [2,3,4]

n m = 21Y + 'L(z - z)(7' + Y')I (1)
Z()=n=N n-1 m=M

where Z(z) ZAnzn -
2 Y(z) = Bmzm, and the origin of coordinates

n=o m=o
is located at the crack tip, with the negative x-axis coinciding with the
crack faces. The increase in complexity of eqn. (I) for the case of a
constant speed running crack is only moderate, and the same functions Z(z)
and Y(z) can be used with a crack speed dependent modification of the vector
z = x + iy [5].

This paper examines variations with crack tip location in the first two
non-sinoular term coefficients, Bo and A1 , as the crack is extended across
MCT, RDCB, and Rinq-type specimens in both static and dynamic situations.
Partirular emphasis is placed on comparing the results from the Ring specimen
wit:, the s tematc a tir ,. - been observed i- MCT and RDCB specimens
fnr the static case [6]. Finally, static and dynamic behaviours are compared,
and the results are discussed with particular attention to the consequences
for experimental determinations of K.

References
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STUDIES OF MICRO-CRACK FORM ATION AND ITS EFF$ZCCS ON CRACK
BEaAVIOR

PART I: DEVELOPMENT OF MICA-EPOXY COMPOSIrE MATERIAL FOR
SIMULATIOa OF MICRO-CRNCKS

rakao Kobayashi and Naji Saad
Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, 1D 20742

ABSTRACT
Aicro-cracK formation zones developed near a crack ti) in

rocks and ceramics play a significant role in fracture
behavior of these materials. In order to study micro-crac<
formation near a crack tip and its effects on crack be:iavior,
a nica-epoxy composite material was developed.

Multi-layer nica flakes were embedded in an eoDxy iatrix.
Jnder high stress in tne vicinity of a cracK tip the -iica
delaminated, sinulating the ,icro-cracking along grain
boundaries or crystal planes in rocks and cerainics. Fii. i
shows tne development of a aiicro-cracking zone in a co,)act
tension specimen.

During the test tie load and crack ooeniiv dislacenint
were measured following tne AsrM E561-791 (R-curve
deternination) 3rocedure. rhroug3 tha co~aplianca calinration
method the effective crack leagti and ths KR were c-,iout3J.
Pie R-curve is shown in Fig. 2. rhis exoeriinent clearly
demonstrates the fornation of micro-cracks and their effects
on the overall behavior of the specinen. rha oaer Jiscus3es
the significance of nicro-crack fornation on fracture
toughness characterizations, and tiie advantages of tne use of
mica-epogy composite for detailed studies of interaction
between toe micro-crack formnation zone and the soecinen
geonetry and size.

Fig. 1 Dsvelopment ulf Mi-r,-Crsc! s
Fi .7 B -n rv,, :',r 'ic-

Pp yv Cm i
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11MW '?.IIXZD' IS DYNAMIC MIX!&D-MODE CRACK PROPAGATION ?

A DYNAMIC PIIOT0ZLAS3TIC STUDY

by

hI.P. R o s, s m a n i t h

Institute of Mechanics, Technical University Vienna, Austria

Abstract

Rapid crack propagation, criick- division and the interaction
between stationary or moving cracks with elastic waves is of
importance in many fields of applied fracture mechanics (Oil
shate exptoitation, mining cnginecing etc. ) . The processes of
crac!. branching and dynamic crac;. propagation altong curved] crack
1)ath ~ form mast challenging fund'amental problems. Dynamic photo-
ela A icily provides a useful tch& 'jue to record transient stress
iave tatternza and isochromatjc fringe loops at the tip)s of stat-
ionar ' or running craicls. The isochromatic fringe pattorn associ1-
ated ith a craic! movi n,- rapidly a loJH- at curved pat:. is shown in
Fig 1. The asymmetric fringe pattern - when evaluated - yields., a

mixed-mode stress-intensity factor K -K - ik. Nume ri cal fringe data
eval uat ion shows the mode-2 contribution to be at funct ion of the
particular selection of data points for measuremient purpose-.
a imi br considerations, apply to crack branching, where the fringe
systems associated wvith individual branch tips show decreasing
mixed-iode' distortion si th decreasing distaince from Ihe branch

crack tips ( ats shown in F'ig 2 for one branch tip).
The paper compares experimentally recorded fringe data with

numerical results in ain attempt to resolve the dynamic photoclastic,
mode-2 p~roblem.
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CRACK SUBJECTED TO COMPRESSIVE LOADING

by

Demetrios D. Raftopoulos Bahram Farahmand

Professor of Mechanical Engineering Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering

Member of ASME Tri-State University

The University of Toledo Angola, Indiana 46703

Toledo, Ohio 43606

Research on brittle fracture was concentrated mostly around cracks that are

in a state of opening, sliding, or tearing mode. To this end, little attention

was given to the understanding of the behavior of open cracks subjected to com-

pressive loading. An interferometric method is presented herein, to investigate

the behavior of the stress field at the locality of the tip of an open normal

edge crack subjected to pure compression.

A convergent monochromatic collimated light beam of He-Ne laser was directed

to the tip of the loaded crack under investigation. Due to the intensification

of the stresses, the beam deviated and, consequently, a caustic was received on

the screen which was located at some distance away from the specimen. For a

compressed crack, the focal point of the convergent beam must fall between the

specimen and the screen, otherwise, the caustic cannot form. For this optical

arrangement, the shape of the caustic of the compressed crack resembled the

caustic of mode one (1). Consequently, the transverse diameter of the caustic

was measured and it was used to calculate the stress intensity facto, Experi-

mental observations show that; for a given applied load and a given crack length,

the behavior of the compressed crack is the same as that of tension (2) as long

as overlapping* and buckling are prevented.

*Overlapping refers to the case where the two edges of the crack contact each

other when the applied load is compressive.

(1) P. Manogg, Dissertation, Ph.D., 1964, Albert-Ludwings Universitaet Zu

Freiburg i Br.

(2) Koiter and Benthem, Mechanics of Fracture 1, Chap (3). Noordhoff, Leyden,

The Netherlands (1973), 131-17B.
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FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF DOUBLE CIRCULAR ARC TOOTH PROFILE GEARS.

VAN OVERMEIRE, M. & FAHMY, M.A.K.
Vrije Universiteit llrussel
Faculty of Applied Sciences
Pleinlaan, 2
B-1050 Brussel.

Although the finite element Method has been used successfully
in the stress analysis of mechanical structures, it has not found
awide application in gear problems.

This paper presents a finite element study of double circular
arc tooth profile (wildhaber - Novikov) gears, which have proved to
be at least 3 to 5 times stronger than involute gears and replace the
latter in some applications, demanding a higih load-carrying capacity.

The complexity of the bending stress distribution, the effect
of the shear deformation, the two semi-ellipsoidal contac:t load dis-
tribution on addendum and dedendum, the varying stiffness of the
teeth due to the change of helix angle, ask for a three-dimensional
analysis of this 3ear problem.

No theoretical analysis is able to cake all these factors into
considera tion.

The analysis was carried out for static linear elastic condi-
tions and the effect of tangential frictional forces at th contact
surface was neglected.

The gear tooth was discretised2 by 8O three-dimensional PR-ILO
elements, and for solution the SAP-S program was usei.

From these results, a simple analytical expression for theo de-
flection was deducted, namely

w =S n P M Iin wm.
v

with S material factor, ,deflection coefficient fit _m N', 7 rior a,
moue(in misT P thE- cbied load on addendlum anti 4,rnum point

coritact and wthe deflection in wm) . Also a f-rm lacta.r Y for thef
doulhle circu~lar ar tooth1 prof ilo rears is erz~ra 7in]Icinr
Cal ly derivedl andl introduced into the load aac-i : ,r:i .

F
t N.6 oo o '
Max max v

where 2 maximuim hendin-i stron-ith a' m~'zalF
OaX

N numbt-r of teh pie.crl iie'ir, it ri in iii
The vala c, uf , fie o delection ee i. rF, win, .- r=a.-J it'

prcv won eoxperimececal values, obtainPci with tor--,i.s, nioril o-
jraphi, intorf-romre: ry and a dferrc o 10 -was W T;.

rises,, ,xperiment.il o lies and nurser ical resilitt . .IT::Tr ' wi- 3.-

s. mad, wisth pho tolas tic and strciin ia re neue- t ,'r r l s

ireascuiahis a,;reement wan found.
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Session FM-i: HYDRODYNAMIC STABILITY, TRANSITION AND TURBULENCE - II

Organizer: J.T.C. LIU (Brown)

Chairperson: J.T. STUART (Imperial College)

8:30 - 9:30 R.S. BRODKEY (Ohio State) and J.M. WALLACE (Univ. Maryland)

"Coherent Structures: The Delta Conferences"

9:30 - 10:00 J.T.C. LIU (Brown)

"Energy Transfer Between Coherent Structures and Fine-Grained
Turbulence"

10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK

10:30 - 11:00 C.G. SPEZIALE (Stevens Inst., Hoboken)

"A Nonlocal Field Theory Approach to Wall Turbulence"

11:00 - 11:30 M.B. LONG, 0. FOURGUETTE, H.M. TZENG and R.K. CHANG (Yale)
"A Light Scattering Technique for Two-Dimensional Gas

Concentration Measurements in a Forced Flow"
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Coherent Structures: The Delta Conferences

by

Robert S. Brodkev
Department of Chemical Engineering

The Ohio State University

and

James M. Wallace
Department of Mechauical Engineering

University of Maryland

The study of coherent structures in turbulent shear flows has
become widespread in the last 15 years. The proliferation of ideas,

experim.ents, theories, . ., hasz hecome so great that close contact

among researcher, striving for a solution to the problem seemed to
many to be disappearine. Thus, a small group of closely associated

people has been brought together each year for the last three years
to discuss the present status of the field; i.e., what can we agree

upon that we de know, what iq still clearly in question, and what

needs to be done? The logic behind the small, closely associated

group was to avoid presentations ot personal view in favor of a
broader disu-sion o' L! he objectives of the conerences. -h, ses-

sions were- designed to push the participants beyond thir previously

held view, and to previde new research ideas. The present presen-
tation is an annotated outline of the reseult of This elfort. No
attempt is made to set forth an' parti,"lar individusi or troups o

individuals' vitw-. Rather, an attempt m, mad, t, pre,,e" tse
cooperat ive doisc elsuinIi what we know, d~tecmine ',it we to no:
know, and suggest ow w might expand our know? edTh C, h'.,

attempted to refous on our goals and to idrn' itv whWthee
have to ichieve them.

,he National St iee . Foundation is to ly thonked :or t1cir
help in achieving our aims.
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ENERGY TRANSFER BETWEEN COHERENT STRUCTURES AND

FINE-GRAINED TURBULENCE

by

J. T. C. Liu
Division of Engineering

Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02912

Some of our recent work (e.g. Gatski Liu 1980; Mankbadi & Liu 1981) are
reviewed and new results presented on the development of large-scale coherent
structures in turbulent free shear flows. While there is now no doubt that such
coherent structures are the result of mechanisms well known to hydrodvnamical
instabilities, which are of a dynamical nature for free flows, their evolution
downstream in a real turbulent flow faces a number of modifications not familiar
to their existence in laminar free flows. In addition to the modifications of
the energy transfer from the steady, rean flow to the coherent structures through
the distortion of the mean motion by the disparate fine-grained turbulence and
the effective diffusion of coherent energy, direct energy exchanges between the
large-scale coherent and fine-grained oscillations take place as the flow evolve
downstream. The efficiency of such exchanges, which is dissipative on the
average with respect to the coherent structure, and the ability or inability of
the coherent structure to extract energy from, the mean motion to overcome the
dissipative mechanisms are strong spectral properties of the coherent oscillations.
Computational efforts applied to a simplified problem and approximate methods
applied to physical situations are used to explain observations both qualitatively
and quantitatively.

Gatski, T. B. & Liu, J. T. C. 1980 Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond.

A 293, 473-509.

Mankbadi, R & Liu, J. T. C. 1981 Phil. Trans. Roy. So,. icnJd. A 298,
541-602.
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A NONLOCAL FIELD THEORY APPROACH TO WALL TURBULENCE

Charles G. Speziale

Mechanical Engineering Department, Stevens Institute of Technology,

Hohoken, N.J. 07030

ABSTRACT

The problem of developing a Reynolds stress closure in turbulence
has been the su~bject of a considerable amount of research during the
past fifty \,ears. T1he earliest work consisted of the miring length
theories of i'randt I whi le most of the current research has,, been directed
toward the development andl refinement of second-order closure models

,c. f. , Launder, lkee,-e, and1, {tdi [11) . HOWever, -vxvvvc lenoti tlveorie-,
ire geometry-dependent and secondf-order cl~osiure modelIs, which are also
not properly invariant , have other associated problems whic:h ieit

dutV1that tliey can ie r i orous! I y aplied to wallItrolec hti
st roniieIy a nisotropic (see Spc--iale [21 )

IVi this paper, I t , I II0 S I Isb I1w:v t hit t he Oi Inoc 11 Ltokesian flufids
vi !ringjen [3-)I, whic:h employ initegril ri!Zettnsfor thestees

cain serve as a1 usefull tool vII tvo Ile- ript ion of Wall t rhilen c ;vee
Speciul aii F 0!11 ringe(n 14 I \ore s7!Vecv',f Ical 1V , I t w illI ieshw t
there es-stes aI eil-lass, o" nols_,:' ii tokceijon thl i ~ re i'r e- in-
dvttfcrint: lis wcil a-~ er.iipntn, jal III th1 ii1 C"' a :
cr1 i n spec i a .11 _' -t r~i~ o'tv s *x sir flv I vO''er "S.
lusty. r i p In ke 'ii , t i: f t. nix '1 7" VIt t I ht ! n tI,
fr irnvwvty o of *li ih c lonIoc z I v0vrv, on 1! 0r o1t1 l v i lA I- -

ld lo d n . lit 1. TA o I

I. 'IFi . 1 r 1 v- 11vCi j t : -o I , I' T
-~~~ ftno I. I d I ilv .vI I I tw .. I w

hiiI work wa. ev iivpirt t~i lI t . I itt I ' 'use . I01" ,tit '1 7! I
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A Light Scattering Technique for Two-Dimensional Gas Concentration
Measurements in a Forced Flow*

M. B. Long, D. Fourguette, H. M. Tzeng, and R. K. Chang

Department of Engineering and Applied Science
Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06520

A nonintrusive optical technique which can yield quantitative in-
formation on the spatial characteristics of the gas concentration within
"forced" turbulent flows has been developed. The technique makes it
possible to infer the nozzle gas concentration at 0,000 points within
a plane inte-secting the flow, thus making it ideal for studying the

spatial characteristics of large-scale organized structures. In the
technique, naturally occurring instabilities of the turbulent flow are
triggered with an acoustic excitation. By making time-resolved measure-
ments in phase with this excitation, the large-scale structures are made
to appear statistically stationary. To obtain these time-resolved
measurements, the light from an argon-ion laser is focused into a thin
sheet which is made to intersect the center of an axisymmetric jet flow.
The laser is gated on for a time short compared to the characteristic
time for change in the flow and the gating is done in phase with the
acoustic excitation. Measurements are mane by recording the intensity
of the radiation scattered by the nozzle gas with a computer-controlled
low-light-level TV camera. Various mechanisms for scattering the laser
I ight l'-,, been used. The largest signal is obtained when the nozzle
gas is seeded with small aerosol particles and the elastically scattered
light from these aerosols is recorded. However, because the measure-
ments are made in phase with the excitation, only events with a similar
origin will be recorded and, therefore, weak scattering mechanisms such
as Rayleigh scattering or Raman scattering can be used. The advantage

of these weak scattering mechanisms is that they are sensitive to
particular gas species and, therefore, have potential for measuring the
characteristics of flows in which chemical reactions occur (e.g., turbu-
lent diffusion flames). Regardless of the scattering mechanism used,

the scattered intensities are digitized under computer control and the
resulting quantitative concentration maps are stored on magnetic tape
for later analysis.

By triggering the laser to flash at successively later times with
respect to the phase of the excitation, the equivalent of a time evolu-
tion for the forced flow can be obtained. In addition, various acoustic
forcing techniques have been utilized and the results give an indication
of the mechanism by which the acoustic wave interacts with the shear
layer in the jet.

Supported in part by the Office of Naval Research, Proj ect SQU'ID,
Contract No. N00014-79-C-0254.
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Session FM-2: NUMERICAL ANALYSIS AND STABILITY OF SHOCK WAVES

Organizer: C.M. DAFERMOS (Brown)

Chairperson: C.M. DAFERMOS (Brown)

* 8:30 - 9:00 A. MAJDA (UC, Berkeley)

"Stability and Instability for Shock Waves"

* 9:00 - 9:30 R.J. DIPERNA (Univ. Wisconsin)

"Convergence of Approximate Solutions to Conservation Laws"

* 9:30 - 10:00 3. GLIWI (Rockefeller Univ., NY)

"Front Tracking Methods for Hvperbolis Conservation Law,"

10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK

* 10:30 - 11:00 R. KOHN (Courant, NYU')

"The Mathematics of Nonlinear Strain"

11:00 - 11:30 S.K. AGGARWAL and J.1. RAMOS (Carnegie-Mellon)

"A Numerical Study of One-Dimensional Chemically Reacting Flows"
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STABILITY AND INSTABILITY FOR SHOCK WAVES

Andrew Majda
Department of Mathematics
University of California

Berkeley, California 94720

Abstract

Rigorous results regarding the nonlinear stability of multi-

dimensional shock fronts in gas dynamics will be presented. Also, a

theory which predicts the experimentally observed formation of Mach

Stems in reacting shock fronts will be developed. The theoretical

mechanisms in these two cases responsible for the differing observed

behavior will be compared and contrasted.
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CONVERGENCE OF APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS TO CONSERVATION LAWS

R. J. DiPerna

Mathematics Research Center

University of Wisconsin

Madison, Wisconsin 53706

Abstract

We shall consider a class of hyperbolic systems of conservation

laws in one space dimension, modelled on the equations of inviscid com-

pressible fluid dynamics, together with a class of parabolic conservation

laws with viscosity, modelled on the compressible Navier-Stokes equations.

We shall discuss convergence of the parabolic solutions to the hyperbnlit

solutions as the viscosity vanishes.
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FRONT TRACKING METHODS FOR HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION LAWS

James Climn
Department of Mathematics

Rockefeller University

New York, N.Y. 10021

Abstract

A sharply resolved interface is propagated with zero numerical

diffusion in a hydrodynamics code for nonlinear hyperbolic or coupled

hyperbolic and elliptic equations in two space dimensions. The inter-

face is traced as an extra computational degree of freedom, and advanced

dynamically by use of characteristic wave speeds obtained from the

solution of a Riemann problem, locally at each mesh point along the

interface.
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THE MATHEMATICS OF NONLINEAR STRAIN

Robert Kohn
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

New York University
New York, N.Y. 10012

Abstract

The fundamental "Korn's inequality" in linear elasticity states

that the linear elastic energy of the deformation controls its distance

to an (infinitesimal) rigid motion. I shall describe analogous estimates

for (nonlinear) hyperelasticitv and discuss the mathematical and

physical relevance of such estimates.
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A NUMERICAL STUDY OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL CHEMICALLY REACTING FLOWS

S.K. Aggarwa? and J.1. Ramos
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Carnegie-Mellon University
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

ABSTRACT

Numerical experiments have been conducted to analyze the laminar flame
propagation in one-dimensional enclosed combustors. The aim of these ex-
periments was to state the relative efficiency and accuracy of different
numerical schemes in the analysis of a physical phenomena where the space
and time step restrictions imposed by the finite-difference form of the
conservation equations of mass, momentum and energy were not as important
as those imposed by the chemical processes occurring in a premixed com-
bustor. For this purpose the governing equations in the conservation form
were finite-differenced for a very simplified combustor. Three different
numerical methods were used: explicit, fully implicit and quasilinear (1).
Some sam* results are shown in Fig. 1, which gives the temperature pro-
file as a function of space at different instances. The results of the 3
methods are plotted in the same figure and are indistinguishable from
each other. (The maximum temperature difference between the methods was
about 2%.) This figure indicates a very steep temperature and species
gradient across the flame which behaves like a discontinuity. The flame
decelerates when approaching the right end of the combustor and is very
sensitive to the initial temperature and species profiles. In terms of
computational efficiency the explicit method was by far superior to the
implicit and quasilinear methods.

6000.

T*K

4000 0.90 . iur 1:

Temperature Profiles.
0.20

200a 
.5

0 9. x(cm)' 10

(1) R.E. Bellman and R.E. Kalaba: Quasilinearization and Nonlinear
Boundary Value Problems, American Elsevier, New York (1965).
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Session FM-3: MECHANICS OF DYNAMIC FRACTURE

Organizer: L.B. FREUND (Brown)

Chairperson: J.W. DALLY (URI)

* 8:30 - 9:00 J.D. ACHENBACH (Northwestern)

"Plasticity Effects in Dynamic Crack Propagation"

* 9:00 - 9:30 A.J. ROSAKIS and L.B. FREUND (Brown)

"The Method of Caustics in the Presence of Crack Tip Plasticity"

* 9:30 - 10:00 D.A. SHOCKEY (SRI Intl), J.F. KALTHOFF, W. KLEMM and S. WINKLER

(Fraunhofer Inst. fur Werkstoffmechanik, Germany)
"Simultaneous Measurements of Stress Intensity and Toughness
for Fast Running Cracks in Steel"

o000 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK

* 10:30 - 11:00 K. RAVI CHANDAR and W.G. KNAUSS (Caltech)

"Experiments in Dynamic Crack Propagation"

11:00 - 11:30 K.S. KIM and J.W. PHILLIPS (Univ. Illinois, Urbana)
"Focal-Plane Analysis of the Optical Pattern Produced by a

Mode-I Crack"

11:30 - 11:45 J.P. DEMPSEY (Clarkson) and P. BURGERS (U.Penn)
"Dynamic Bifurcation of Stationary Cracks in Antiplane Strain"
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Plasticity Effects in Dynamic Crack Propagation

J. D. Achenbach
The Technological Institute
Northwestern University

Evanston, IL 60201

In fast fracture the mass density of the material affects the fields
of stress and deformation. In this presentation the influence of plastic
deformations on the dynamic fields in the immediate vicinity of a rapidly
propagating crack tip will be discussed. It has been found that various
models of material behavior predict essentially different near-tip fields.
For the elastic perfectly-plastic model a boundary-layer effect occurs

which indicates very strong dynamic effects in a very small zone near the
crack tip, see Refs.[l] and [2]. For the Mode III case, a complete
solution of the relevant shear strain has been obtained in the plane of
the crack, ahead of the propagating crack tip. For J-flow theory with
linear strain hardening and a crack-tip speed smaller than a certain
critical velocity, the stresses are of a singular form which is very
similar to the one for the corresponding quasi-static problem, as dis-
cussed in some detail in Refs.[3J and [41. Finally, we will also
mention a material model for a work-hardening material that does not
require the statement of a separate yield condition, nor does it require
that loading and unloading be considered separately, K']. Plastic
deformations always exist, but thev are negligibly small when the mater-
ial should he essentially elastic. This model has advantages for numeri-
cal analysis.

I. J. U. Achenbach and V. Dunavevskv, "Fields Near a Rapidly Propagating
Crack Tip in an Elastic Perfectly-Plastic Material," .. Mech. Phy's. of
Solids, in press.

2. V. Dunavevskv and 1. 1). Achenbach, "Boundary Laver Phenomenon" in the
Plastic Zone near a Rapidly Propagating Crack Tip," Int. 1. Solids and
Structures, in press.

3. J. D. Achenbach and M. F. Kanninen, "(rack Tip Plasticity in Dynamic
Fracture Mechanics," Fracture Mechanics, N. P,,rron et al (eds.), The
University of West Virginia Press, 4A) (l73)

4. 1. i). Achenbach, M. F. Kanninen and C. 11. Popelar. "Crack Tip Fields for
Fast Fracture in an Flastic-'la ,tic Material," .1. Mech . ih\'s. of Solids,
in press.

. 3. Aboudi and .I. D. Achenbach, "Rapid Mode-Ill Crack Propagation in a
Strip of Viscoplastic Work-Hardening Material," Int. J. Solids and Struc-
tures, in press.
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THE METHOD OF CAUSTICS IN THE PRESENCE OF

CRACK TIP PLASTICITY

A. J. Rosakis and L. B. Freund

Division of Engineering

Brown University

Providence, RI 02912

The shadow spots which are obtained in using the optical method of
caustics to experimentallv determine dynamic stress intensity factors
are usually interpreted on the basis of a static elastic crack model.

Here, both crack tip plasticity and inertial effects are included in the

analysis underlving the use of the method in r flection. vor dynamic
crack propagation in the two-dimensional tensile mode which is accom-

nanied hv a Dugdale-Barenblatt line plastic zone, the predicted caustic

cuirves and corresponding initial curves are studied within the framework

of plane "tres and small scale vielding conditions. These cirves are

found to have geometrical features which are Quite different from thosp

for purely elastic crack growth. Estimates are made of the range of
svstem parameters for which plasticity and inertia effects should be

included in data analysis when using the method o5 caustics. For
example, it is found That the error introduced through the neglect of

plasticity effects in the analysis of Java will be small as lone as the
distance from the crack tip to the initial curv ahead of the tip is

more than about twice the plastic zone size. Also, it is found that the
error introduced through the neglect of inertial effects will he small

a long as the crack speed is less than about Wn7 of tie longitudinal
WaIve sDeed. Finally, some recent observations .r reported on the ise

of the method of caustics when the initial curve is within the near tip
plastic zone of a stationary crack in a ductile material.
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SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENTS OF STRESS INTENSITY AND TOUGHNESS
FOR FAST RUNNING CRACKS IN STEEL

D. A. Shockey,* J. F. Kalthofft W. Klenml- and S. Winklert

Abstract

Simultaneous measurements of the dynamic stress intensity

factor Kdyn and the dynamic fracture toughness KID were made
I I

in a high-strength steel to investigate the relation between

energy delivered to and energy absorbed by rapidly propagating

cracks. The heat generated by the propagating crack, and hence

KID, was calculated from temperature profiles measured by sensi-

tive thermocouples near the crack path. The values of Kdyn at
I

the same locations were obtained by the shadow optical method of

caustics from high speed photographs of the moving crack tips.

The results indicate that the energy absorbed is less than the

energy delivered to the running crack tips and therefore suggest

that, in its present form, the energy balance method for determin-

ing dynamic fracture toughnesses may lead to erroneous results.

Additional work is necessary to verify these inferences.

*Director, Department of Metallurgy and Fracture Mechanics, SRI
International, Menlo Park, California 94025

Leader, Dynamic Fracture Group, Institut fur Werkstoffmechanik,
7800 Freiburg, Germany

+

*Institut fur Werkstoffmechanik, 7800 Freiburg, Germany
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EXPERIMENTS IN DYNAMIC CRACK PROPAGATION

K. Ravi Chandar and W. C. Knauss

Graduate Aeronautical Laboratories

Californin Institute of Technoing

Pasadena, CA 91125

Crack branching is a recrring phenomenon in high speed cra-

procagation. In the past much discussion has cent ared on r '.,

of the cract propagation velocity on precipitating th event.

exicts evidence that branching is initiated bv small liaws awi.

the main crack axis which grow under the stress pil i ;.c i-iat.

the tip of the dvnamicallv growing crack. Surces i ka

ciack, with tie main crack can lead to branchioc.

the experimental method to achieve r-produc il e w

inz is described along with analysis if caustic' .hl vwh v •

rtl iahil i tv of the masremnvs.
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Focal-plane Analysis of the Optical Pattern
Produced by a Mode-I Crack

K S Kim and J A Phillips

Department ol Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
t niersit, ol Illinois at L rbana-( hampaign
2 1n labIa I aboraierr,. 1)4 S Wright Street

I'rbana. IL 61801

In reent 'ar,, the optical method caustics [1-41. or shadow-spots has been used to in.esigate
both stitirai and running tracks in both transparent and ,,paque materials One of the appealing
Ieatures il Ihc method is its concept ual and practica simpilcit%

lftiettr lit dnamic crack-growth studies, cameras with high i'aming rates haic usual been
requirtld if rccrd the taustics at specitic instants in ite the caustics iro then anaivzed one-hr-tne It.
deter nine lhe stress-inensicti, lIactor A,, I) tat the discrete \alues tit ime i for .hiclh exfpiures are made

In this paper, a simple experimental neiehl is wtimeid lor determining /(ii as a intreriu
tunctiiin it ihtr a single Mode-I rack whose tip mai or rar not be m sing The mothd eliminates the
need I- a amnera altigether

( insder the l;ISSical s;et up fotr iransmit ted- light caustiw-. in whit h paralle
t 

incident light srtkes a
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parallel and if this emitted light is oilcited h ai otergmg lens if twcal length , all the emitted lihht
eli h fouscd Io a singlc point P' in the tcal plane at the lens Ahen the mCoe ointams a lisaded
-rt liht tar !let ing a gcerl piM r -th reCt it the rtok tip in the Ipen imen mtidpiane will
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DYNAMIC BIF!:RCATION O)F STAqIONARY CRACKS IN

ANTIPLAN4E S'TI-JIN

John P. Dempsey
De-partment of Civil and Environmental Cnginefrinr

Clarkson College of Technology
Potsdam, NY 13676

and

Pierre Burgers

Department of Mechanical Engineering
and Applied Mechanicsi

UIniversity of Pennisylvania

Philadelphia, IA 131(-14

A sons4-infinite crack in an. nfirnito linear eatcho-dy is sot -

too.ted to constant mgideant-i; lane loadins at tic.P - At t,
"arI, instan: the crack is as sume!l to Fifurcate_ sr.i ro;-aoato atcuvmt

vlui inot, bd- with so brinec rSkn'- an. rsi, it '
sr-niial -ra-k In,. 1

5
11 isri

0
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Acli-n'iar'-, J. , Bifurcation- _f a SPnTir 113 i-k 'nVt- l
Strain, Iot. J. solids Structures, s>11, ,13 )'-114, I>

2. Burgers-, P., and] t- mjse;- , J. T., wo 'ral-,tia! si zut inns fn r

,ynamic C-rack Bi-cton, in AntioLane S ,rsi -o-'it,"
'T. App;. .le ch..
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Session FM-4: CARDIC-POLMONARY MECHANICS/BIOMECHANICS

Organizer: IlK. BOGEN (Harvard)
Chairperson: T.A. MCNARON (Harv arO)

* Q:AS - Y:,,6 D.1. NOCTEN, T.A. MCMAHON (Harvard) and A. NEEDLEMAN (Browni
"Influjence of Regional Myocardial inhniogoneities on Cardiac
Punct ion"

* 9:0(5 - Q:30 1.1. FREOBEBO (C ahridge Collaborative, Inc. Cambridge MA)

"Tracheal Mechanic al Propert ies In ferred frcs Acoustic
Beclections Measujred at the Mouith"

. a 30 - 10.30) R.D. KAMMI, CiJ. JOSHI, A.M. COLLINS, ARH. SHAPIRO, A.S. SLJ.TOKY

and 3.M. ORAZEN (m..T.)
"Exsner imental S tudies of Cas Exchange in High Fr'misesc
Pulmonary Venti lotion"

10:00 -lO:3L COFFEE BREAK

* l:):30 -11:00 (:.S. PESKIN and P.M. MCQITEEN (Coi ant, NY'*)

"C-nnmpucer flesign and Evaluiat ion of Art S. -jal Hear! Values"

11:00 -11:15 R.N. VAIS HNAV and 1, VOSSOfLIIH (Catholic 1niv., Washington)
"A Note on the Use of SergeI 's Modulus in Arterial Mechanics"

11:10 11:30 A. VIILOSHIN (Iowa State) and 31. WOSK (Hi1 Ic Jaffe Hospital, Israel)
"Alesnuational Capacits of the Low Rack Pain Patients' Msisculo-
skelIetalI Oyster-,"

11:30 -11:45 N.A. RUBATI (Southern. Illinois Univ.) and.A. R)'BAYI (nv
Baghdad, Iraq)
"Optimization of Tooth Implant lk'sign"
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Inf lut-ice of Regional Yvocard lal inhomogenei tic!; on a :rdiac Ur. tn t

D.K. lBogen, A. Needle coon, and T.A.M Mahion

Divi1sion if Appited S, i ences Harvard T nivers i tv

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

and

Division oif Engineering, Brown Iniversitv.

Providence. Rhode Island 0291?
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Tracheal Mechanical Properties Inferred From Acoustic
Reflections Measured at the Mouth

Jeffrey J. Fredberg

Cambridge Collaborative, Inc.
P.O. Box 74

169 Bent Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142

Insofar as mechanical waves can propagate through
airways and lung parenchyma, non-invasive measures of
these waves may reveal the geometrical and mechanical
properties of these tissues. In a recent study of normal
sub]ects at FRC we found that detailed geometrical
features of upper and central airways (expressed as airway
cross-sectional areas vs. distance along the airway) could
be inferred from acoustic reflections measured at the
mouth (Fredberg et al. 1980). In this report we test the
more general hypothesis that the area-pressure charac-
teristics and hysteresis of intrathoracic central airway
segments can be inferred from acoustic reflections mea-
suLred at the mouth. :sing acoustic reflections we have
studied double vital c:apacity maneuvers (T>-RV-TLC) in
7 sub]ects, and observed variations in trach, al geometry,
absolute and relative 3istensions of airways and lung
tissue, and absolute and relative hysteresis of airways
and lung tissue. with simultaneous pleural anI mouth
pressure data the distensibility of airway walls were
computable also. In the absence of other non-invasive
procedures for measurement of airway distensions and
distensibility, we have compared our results with data
gathered from human autopsy material and found adequate
agreement.

Fredberg, Wohl, Glass, Dorkin, "Airway area by acoustic7
reflections measured at the mouth," J. Appl. Physiol.:
Resp., Environ., Exercise Physiol., 48, 4, 749-758, 1980.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF GAS EXCHANGE IN HIGH FREQUFNCY PULMONARY
VENTILATION

R. D. Kamm, C.H. Josni, J.M. Collins, A.H. Shapiro, A.S. Slutsky, and
J.M. Drazen (M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139)

Of the several possible mechanisms of gas exchange in high frequency
ventilation (HFV), we have examined those which, as a group, can be
termed "augmented transport". This group includes Taylor-like auqmented
diffusion (Taylor, Proc. R. Soc. A, 1953), the combined effects of axial
convection and radial mixinq in turbulent or "mixed" flows (flows con-
taining secondary currents)(Taylor, Proc. R. Soc. A, 1954; Scherer et al.,
J._ppl. Physol., 1975), and the net convective transport associated
with differences in shape between the inspiratory and expiratory velo-
city profiles (Haselton et al., Science, 1980). Our studies encompass
both experimental measurements to elucidate these transport ohenomena,

and the application of these experimental results to models of pulmonary
gas exchange in HFV.

By analogy to the studies of Taylor for steady flow, and Watson (personal

communication, 1980) for oscillatory flow, we oostulate that oas exchanne
in the lung can be likened to a diffusion process in which the effective
diffusion coefficient (D _f) is determined by flow characteristics, air-
way geometry and gas properties. Accordingly, the time-averaged mass
flux can be written:

Dc 
(

i=eff dx

where c is the time-mean, cross-sectional averaoe concentration. Note
that in this approximation Def contains not only the combined effects
of axial convection and radial molecular diffusion, but also transoort

orocesses that are entirely convective in nature.

Experiments have been completed for purely oscillatory laminar flow in
a long, rigid, uniform tube. The results show good aqree-ent with
Watson's theory, and can be expressed as

Deff= I + f(-,,Sc)-Pec

where f(,,Sc) (a function of the Womersley number and Schmidt number'
is -onstant for - I and varies as -' for 1 . 1, Pr' is the molecular
diffusion coefficient, and Pec is the reclet number. [q. (-\ aoolis

only if, in addition to the previously stated conditions, the flow is
laminar. Serqeev Fluid Dynaics, (IW, 1966) and Merkli et al F-1.
flech_ 63', 11-75 have shown that the transition to turbulent flce
Occurs when Re..' 315-700, where Re i, the Reynolds numjh'n.

Two additional sets of experiments are currently unlerway. These will

examine qas transport first, in turbulent oscillatory flow through
tube of uniform are-r, and second, in oscillatory flow thrnuch a sv'mtri-
cally branchinq, 5- oneration model. These results will be cast into
the forrm of Eq. {]I to deteri'ine aporopriate expren,sinns for Peff.
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COMPUTElt DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF ARTIFICIAL HEART VALVES

Charles S. Peskin and David M. HcQueen

Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences

251 Mercer St.
New York, N.Y. 10012

This talk is concerned with the practical application of a compu-

tational method that we have developed for determining the flow pattern

of blood in the heart and predicting the performance of artificial heart

valves. In this approach, we solve the coupled equations of motion of
the blood, the muscular heart wall, and the heart valve. The results of

such a calculation constitute a prediction of how the specified valve
will perform under the specified physiological conditions. Such a pre-

diction can be used to optimize the parameters of a given design without

actually fabricating a prototype valve for each set of parameters. It
can also be used to study the sensitivity of a given design to changes

in the physiological situation in which the heart valve must operate.
To illustrate the use of our method, we shall present a computa-

tional study of the fluid dynamics of pivoting disc prosthetic mitral

valves. Both flat and curved valves will be considered. As a design

criterion, we use the velocity of flow through the smaller opening of

the valve, since this is the place where flow tends to be stagnant and

clots tend to form. For flat pivoting discs we determine the optimal
position of the pivot with respect to this criterion. For curved discs,

we determine the optimal combination of pivot point and curvature. We

find that small amounts of curvature can make a dramatic improvement in

valve performance.

A computer - generated movie will be shown.

Acknowledgement: Supported by the NIH under research grant HL17859.

Computation also supported in part by the DOE under contract DE-ACO2-

76ER03077 at New York University.

References:
I. Peskin CS, "Numerical Analysis of Blood Flow in the Heart." J.

Comput. Phys. 25: 220-252, 1977.

2. Peskin CS and McQueen DM, "Modeling Prosthetic Heart valves for
Numerical Analysis of Blood Flow in the Heart." J. Comput, Phys. 37:

113-132, 1980.
3. McQueen DM, Peskin CS, and Yellin EL, "Fluid Dynamics of the Mitral

Valve: Physiological Aspects of a Mathematical Model." Preprint,

1980, available on request.
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A NOTE ON THlE USE OF BERGEL'S MODULUS IN ARTERIAL. MII CIANICS

Ramesh N. \aishinav and Jafar Vossougii
Civil Enigineering liepartment, The Catholic Ilnivers.ity of America

hashington, li. 20064

Consider an arterial segment under a state of stress given by cir-
cumferential, longitudinal and radial true stresses S, S aj Sr, re-
spectively, along. with the associated extension ratio, and r-
Ipopular wa ' to stud ' the incremental rropert ics of the tissue is to

uise the differentials P_ P- and Pr Of S,,, S. and 
5
ir' respectively, as

the incrementail stresses, and the differ6ntialse., ez, and er, of
in-z and lnir as thc incremental strains, and exoress the incre-

mental stresses as linear comhiniations, of the three incremental strains.

Ihti P +CH7P Csrl'r, etc. It can he shown (11 that
onlIy th ree coetfi c icots C,.5  lIE,, Czz - l /E, ,-ad Err i /Er are
needed to des urbe the incremental properties of the tissue in the
neighborhood ot a state of large deformation. If we now assume that
u~nder in vivo pulsatile deformations an arterial segment essentially
presenves its length (e. -I0I. and that the incremental radial stress

r1 is smll in coimpar ison with P, aind Pz t hen we can show that E
11 - I / ., hre .- =-Cz/Cz- and -. j ,are two of
the six Poisson', i ratos. Thus, the circumferenti, -il iiicremental elas-
tic modUlus ian be compUted simply from thi in vivo ratio of the incre-

ions of no -h loge in segment I ength L. If we is rime t hat tht arterial
segm. ot is thin wal led, S- . p.N,'b and e = dk'tR whire p intravascular
pressure, R midwadl radius and h =wall thickri, L. we get the
lxa we tF s

In the above. equat ion, we have used the facts thit d(2iRl.h) 0 and
dl, I)0. If1 w e now, assume tha I / 12 . t hen

=11 7S 1.S I +- I . S

The first term iii Eq. (I1I is recognliale as the "thin-wall" version of
the incremental moduilus F mn it rodosledl by Bte rge I' I 1n i
USe fitl qui3nt i tY and appea rs di rct I Y in tire famouis ll ,r- Kort oeg equa -
t i)o for the velIoci tY of pul Ise propigat iori. Iq. (I Thows that I 11 is
smaller than I,~ by I -3S It i; re sonahle to iou i;,, for comparison
of propert ies of a givenl blood vessel , iu for ,mp trison Of dI t1Cr(lit
hlood vessels, or till comparison of the results oti a tubhe test 1,ith
unlaXia I test , ;i meaisure such as LI is1 r'hal

(Il) I';tel , 1.J .anid Visinav, RN. 10511. basic Iiemi.Idvnilllris a1nd Its
NolI in Iiiseise Irocces:.x s liii .x Park Press, aIilt ac, Nilr', i

12) Nergel, 11.1. 1961x .1. Physiologyi pp.. I~d 1-1

*\cknowl edgments Sripiort of \1sl glin,1 ISriAN i i 'lde
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ATTENiJATIONAL CAPACITY OF THE LOW
BACK PAIN PATIENTS' MUSCULOSKELETAL SYSTEM

Arkady Voloshin Josef Wosk

Department of Engineering Department of Orthopedics
Science and Mechanics Hillel Jaffe Hospital
Iowa State University Hadera, Israel
Ames, Iowa 50011

A new noninvasive in vivo method for quantitative evaluatiou of the
human musculoskeletal system's shock absorbing capacity is presented. An
accelerometric technique has been employed to obtain quantitative values

necessary to evaluate the attenuational capacity of the different parts
of the human musculoskeletal system. The accelerometers were connected
securely to each subject's forehead and medial femoral condyle. Each
subject walked barefoot along a walkway eight meters long using his nor-

mal step length. This noninvasive in vivo technique allows measurement
of bone vibration resulting from propagated shock waves harvested during
each heel strike.

The measurements were performed on four groups: healthy, painful

knee, menisectomized, and low back pain (a total of 81 subjects). The
obtained results support the idea that the repetitive loading caused by
gait generates intermittent waves that propagate through the entire hu-
man musculoskeletal system. These waves are gradually attenuated and

dissipated along their course toward the skull by natural shock absorb-
ers, such as the foot, knee, intervertebral disk, etc. This is a ration-
al form of absorption and dissipation of energy invading the human
muscoloskeletal system during the heel strike.

The etiology of most low back pain (LBP) is unknown; but it is known

that mechanical stress can aggravate it. In light of this, the obtained
results seem significant. As can be seen from Table 1, the attenuational
capacity of the subjects in the LBP group is 17% less than that of the
others. The t-test confirms that the obtained difference is significant.

Contemporary methods for examination of the human musculoskeletal
system may be complemented by using the described technique for quanti-
tative evaluation of the subject's shock attenuation capacity. This
could be extremely helpful in early diagnosis of deficiencies in the
human musculoskeletal system.

Table 1. Attenuational Capacity of Each Group.

Low Back Painful Menisec- P-value for
Pain Healthy Xnee tomized LBP vs Others

Attenuational 1.988 2.433 2.324 2.310 0.0010
Capacity
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OPTIMIZATION OF TOOTH IMPLANT DESIGN

Dr. N. A. Rubayi Dr. A. A. Rubayi
Professor, Dept. of Dean, College of
Engineering Mechanics and Materials Dentistry
Southern Illinois University University of Baohdad
Carbondale, IL 62901 Iraq

In this study, the authors utilize the two-dimensional
photoelastic analysis in order to optimize the shape of a
tooth implant blade containing multiply connected regions.
Lately, there has been success in use of prosthesis by
dental implantologists, yet more reliable and safer dental
implants are still sought. So far, the design of the root
of the dental implant has been treated imperically; however,
the shape and discontinuities of the implant have great
effect upon the stress distribution and concentration not
only in the implant itself but also on the alveolar bone
supporting the implant.

Eleven PSM-l photoelastic models as shown in Figure 1
were analyzed. All models were subjected to the same
magnitude of the simulated uniform occlusal pressure and a
lateral force and they all were supported as indicated by
Model 11. The models were analyzed ir the transmission
type polariscope and the stress distributions were obtained
for various discontinuities.

The present analysis revealed that model 2 with a slot
yielded the least amount of stress at the edoe of the slot
as compared with other models. Therefore model 2 is considered
an optimum design for an implant blade.

2 3

Fiqure 1
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Session FM-5: FRICTIONAL CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS AND FAULT

SLIP INSTABILITIES

Organizer: A.L. RUINA (Cornell)
Chairperson: J.H. DIETERICH (USGS, Menlo Park)

* 8:30 - 9:00 D.L. TURCOTTE (Cornell)

"On the Relation Between Thermal Instabilities, M,)t ing,

and Lithification and the Stick-Slip Mechanism"

* 9:00 - 9:30 L.W. TELTFEL (Sandia Labs)

"Frictional Instabilities in Rock: Effect of Stiffness,

Normal Stress, Sliding Velocity, and Rock Type"

* 9:30 - 10:00 A.L. RUINA (Cornell)

"The Meaning of Static Friction in a Statp Variables Con-

stitutive Law"

10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK

* 10:30 - 11:00 J.H. DIETERICH (USGS, Menlo Park)

"Extrapolation of Laboratorv Experiments to Earthquake Faiiltinv"

11:00 - 11:30 J.R. RICE (Brown)

"Studies on the Stability of Frictional Stir,"

11:30 - 12:00 J. DUNDURS (Northwestern) and M. COMNINOt' (1'niv. Michiean)

"Illustrative Example for Friction in Elasticity"
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ON TIE RFLATION BETWEEN THERMAL TNSTAFIl TlES

MELTING, AND LITHIFICATION AND THE STICK-SLIP IECHANISM

Donald L. Turcotte

Department of Geological Sciences

Cornell University

Ithaca, New York 14853

Mantle and crustal rocks under a wide rang,, of conditions are be-
lieved to exhibit a fluid behavior with a Newtonian viscosity which
is exponentially temperature dependent. The dependence coupled with
fitctional heating (viscous dissipation) can lead to thermal runaway
if a constant stress is applied. When elasticity is also inclided a
thermal instability is obtained. Motion on a viscous zone occur:
during short periods of time with long periods of 1 - in w't-n.
Eilastic energy is stored di ing the quiescent riods and is released

during the short periods of flow. The fluid Zone heat up a- flew
occurs due to frictlonai ne=t or gind nrl, di r iIn the quiesce-n zone-.

iowever, th 0, periods of flew are not sufficiently; short to 1' ,isO,"-

ated with earthquakes. The decrease in viscositv is not ur: ( if.el
to cause r-ally rapid motion.

One way in which frictional heating can cau-e, a: earthQuak, is
by meltinz oo thc fault, The vi- ositv of magma is suffii ntiv s'mall
th:it larg, ,eloities arte ohtained. However, partial moltinp i, rar-
is aserved on ,urface fault exposules. This mechani<m is unlikely
to he important Oil ha low faults butriV h rcsoonei-i, fur tl- d--

-, ii it associated with 5 u
1

W,, - ,!? 7,505.

Fault gauge (finely granulated roc ) is usualtv as-:Ciat1
s':allcw fault zons. Fault zones ar, in cn ral irurat,-d witli :roun
water. It i-s known that ; ediments r0n a n lit i -fid I'm-, i to rIocel

in a re-lativel]y short tim. Various :Ii-claniss an :,ti t t
I ithifiration, an exaiple i s pressur, :;lution. SoliA nati i Il is
precipitated due to high stress levels at loint of ion3cts t

grains and procipitaic on fre. surfaces. After an a1th1uak ti:

powdered fault gaugt codi is-come lithified in I Mitter 0I wi- ks.
Stres, would then bav built Up until the lwly c-mi-rtCd contaIcts
could be broken. This could he an important m, chanism in th stic-

slip behavior of faults.
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Frictional instabilities in Rock: Effect of Stiffness,
Normal Stress, Sliding Velocity, and Rock Type*

L. W. Teufel
Geomechanics Division 5532

Sandia National Laboratories*-*
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Abstract

A systematic experimental study has been conducted to examine in
detail the parameters which may affect the transition from stable
sliding to stick-slip sliding for rock discontinuities in triaxial
compression. Dry, room temperature, triaxial compression tests were
conducted on 350 precuts of four different rock types, at confining
pressures to 52 Y2a, and constant axial piston velocities of 2 x lC

-2

to 5 x lO-7 cm/s. The experimental results clearly indicate that the
transition from stable sliding to stick-slip is dependent on (1 the
stiffness of the specimen-machine system, (2) the normal stress across
the sliding surface, and (3) the frictional characteristics of the
sliding surface which vary with time of contact and sliuini- velocity.
As a result of time and velocity dependent friction, therc is a critical
sliding velocity for the onset of stick-slip for each rock type. For
sliding velocities greater than the critical velocity, stable sliding
occurs. Once stick-slip is achieved a further decrease in the sliding
velocity resul's in an increase in the magnituce and seismic efficien-
cy of the events and a corresponding increase in the coeffiient of
friction. For a given rock type th- critical velocity for the onset
of stick-slip decreases with an increase in the stiffness of the
loading machine and/or a decrease in the normal stress across te
slidirn surface. Measurements cf the effective stiffness of tte
specimen and machin- (for a given machine stiffness) clearly show
the effective stiffness of the system does not change significantly
fur different rock types, sugwesting that differences in the critiatl
sliding velocity are cue primarily to differences in the fristional
properties of the sliding surfaces,. Iifferences in frictional prcper-
ties of the different rock types are correlat-'i to indent-ation
hard;nss.

This work was support_-d by the -. _. [partmenn of Enerry Ut
undr Contrr", E-AChe-7b- i .

" A..;.OE Facility.



7ilE IWEN'INC OF STATIC ERl ION IN A
STATE VARIABLE";OSTVTV A

Andv L. Ruins

ileeartmnent of Theoretical and Aocli-! Mechanics
Th:urston Hll, Cornell Univc-rsitv

Ithaca, New York l48-,3

Stick-.din, the episodic o-cireoce )7: scicd.:-n slip on cotta>,-';
in frictional contact, i. a possibLe 7edel for earlvuk. In thlo
nicturo earthiquakes occur when the shear stro'-a he 'e ccii 'o U~,
fric-tional strength of the fault. She rnaning of frictional -rcnst-n
is the same as what is comonle, called tihe static fr Ctier.V.! -T
s-lip hegins the friction force drops to a lower volol ti a_ if
constant is called tice kinetic friction. TI is dro trom rirtic rc
nion to 'Kinetic friction occurs for hoth nhonogenee us slip and for the
propagation of a frictionaj cryack. VXtnlorStaniins th)e crack cr5 m#,i

pcoint of view of fracture mechcinios (-penus on 'in 'et tanding tlice hoc-
from the- static to the kinetic friction. PE n tc s4C;
Vceneo'(us, the nature of the instLahilite- (tesisti 511"'- "amt'lIe~

aon only he( und,-'r;ted if t~he droc froms at ic toI tion
and thus st~atic frict ion itself, is understood.

Traditional friction laws cannot account for tati, trc-tlon.
kia-tie- fric tion and lice drop, off from one to the ethier. A ncl class
of frict ion laws develoned from the work of Pietrich (19179, 1 :1
i nclIude all o f t hes e thin gs . En these friction laws ticercto
force is take-n to he a fun tieon o f t he <ltfe tate and OF th, Sl IT
vc I -- : The stat. of thie surface is rearn hod hev one Itr note state,
sairi i- '-Sell of wh ich is defined he a function giving its rat. c

ccl-a, -. tonct ;on of its eurn-cct saluc and of I'-t in)s tantI.aneo,,us

D,.-pc'nd i n7 on th1e e xact form o f the inC Lerna Isar i ohi I e hc tor t'

za t ion statI Ic f r iet ion mts- o r ttcav no t ,mer ge as he; i :ca I &:- -K ncenc
ccn t im,- o1f s tat ionc.' con tacrt. Ti m ulenoenc e of si t ic f rict I on

m h oweve' I , 5m to .atpc'at as a c-Ons'sienc- cl -'art i colorI
.'Vi-o i' it L. fnlt a> !,i i prop-'rtc' oi th. friet inn I-cs. Alse the,
,;tat ic stretiptlc Mae a:)ltll as '-i hlr An ~cIa t,r cc-'cr,a.iinc oner-
11111 of tce locacline: rat,- as sI i i I if iat-I -- 'I -n' nit '111 tic,

cail nit, cundi t li

This t,,I'k will introduc. ta-. tit'- voricci.' *lesriot ic-n el fri -
ion il( shcow thc intcerpreta :icco~; *cf stat ic I net ion tlcat it-i lccwc .
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EXTRAPOLATION OF LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS TO EARTHQUAKE FAULTING

James H. Dieterich
Office of Earthquake Studies

U.S. Geological Survey
345 Middlefield Road

Menlo Park, California 94025

Slow stable slip prior to rapid unstable slip appears to be
a ubiquitous feature of laboratory fault experiments. Analysis
of simple spring-slider models and two-dimensional elastic
models that employ fault constitutive relations derived from
laboratory experiments indicates that stable premonitory slip is
intrinsic to the process leading to unstable slip. Extra-
polations of laboratory observations to earthquake faulting are
subject tu significant uncertainties but suggest the possibility
of significant amounts of premonitory slip as precursors to
earthquakes. One source of uncertainty in such extrapolations
arises from the possibility that precursory slip nay occur on a
small patch of a fault and that unstable earthquake slip, once
initiated, may propagate well beyond the area of nucleation.
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Studies on the Stability of Frictional Slip

James R. Rice
Division of Engioe-rP'e. Brown University

Providence, R.I. 02912

Frictional slip experiments by Dieterich (1978,79,80) and Ruins
(1980) show that the shear strength T of a sliding surface depends
not only on the noimal stress o, but also on the slip rate 6 and on
the state of the surface (as conditioned by prior slip). This state
itself evolves with ongoing slip. Assuming that a finite set of var-
iables 

1
i1 '1 -O

1
n characterize adequately the state, Ruins (1980)

suggests the general constitutive form (for sliding at constant c)

r = f;~g .  
4
k = gk(j .... O'n) , k1l..n . (1)

The following features of this constitutive description are assumed,
consistently with the Dieterich-Ruina experiments: (i) For slip at
constant speed 6, the O's evolve stably to unique values, dependent on
Ksatifyn gk=0,k=l,.n (i.e., a unique steady state exists for

each 5); (ii) 3T/35>0 when the derivative is computed at fixed O's; but
(iii) dT/d6<0 (in the range of interest for stick slip instability) if
the steady state values of 'he t's, in terms of 5, are used to evaluate

A constitutive formulation in this class, adequate to match Ruins's
experiments on quartzite over the velocity range 0.01 to 1 urn/s is the
two-state-variable form (Ruina, 1980)

T = Co + Ai Zn 6 + z,+ t2 ;t,:n0I1,t,: + r12Ac in .;) (2)

where C z 0.55 (when 5 in urn/a), A z 0.01, 51 Z K2 m ,L 0.3 pm and
L2z 5 urn for the quartzite mentioned.

For the simpler, one-state-variable form of his constitutive des-
cription, Ruina (1980) derived conditions for stability of steady slid-
ing of a spring-block arrangement, and for the existence of quasi-
statically propagating, small-amplitude creep waves in a simple model of
elastic bodies in sliding conract. In the present work linearized sta-
bility conditions are established for the entire class of constitutive
relations in the form of (1), and specialized to the two-state-variable
form of (2).

It is thus shown that line!arized instability of the spring-block
arrangement is always of the flutter type (oscillations in 6 of growing
amplitude), and that this occurs when the spring constant k is loss than
a certain critical value kcr. Further, a Hopf (1942) bifurcation occurs
at kcr such that finite amplitude periodic oscillations of 5, with con-
tributions from higher harmonics, occur in the neighborhood of kcr.

Finally, conditions for existence of propagating, small-amplitude
creep waves are established for sliding elastic solids in contact. For
unbounded elastic half-spaces in contact, the conditions can be met by
considering wavelength Iof a velocity perturbation such that G/1 (0,=
shear modulus) is of order of kcr; waves grow in amplitude as they prop-
agate for longer ), decay for shorter. For the two-state-variable law
of (2) with 81B2=1, the speed of propagation at critical conditions is

speed z (G/3Ao)1(Li+L2)/,'UjiZ]6 z l00(G/o)5 for quartzite.
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ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE FOR FRICTION IN ELASTICITY

John Dundurs

Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60201

Maria Comninou
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109

Frictional contact is perhaps one of t
1
e less well understood topics in

elasticity, as it is beset by mathemati-al and computational difficul-

ties. One major difficulty and the cause of continuing debate is the
question of existence and uniqueness of solutions associated with prac-
tical frirt,on laws. The other difficulty is computational and centers

on the question of how numerical schemes must be tailored to pick up

the subtle b it fundamental intricacies of interfacial slip. Moreover,
no analytical solutions suitable for testing general propositions or

numerical metiods are known. An elasticity problem is constructed and
solved here f L L1,1. purpose. It involves the unbounded solid with a
semi-infinite cut. The body is first compressed in a direction normal

to the cut and subsequently subjected to a concentrated force at the

tip of the cut. The concentrated force causes propagating separation
and slip zones. The problem can be solved in closed form, and it is

possible to follow load paths involving a general time change in the

components of the force, which in a sense can 1,e classified as loading,
unloading and reloading. The results illustrate several interesting

aspects of friction in elasticity, such as the difference between weak

and strong friction, the nature of residual stresses left upon a com-

plete removal of the force, and the possibility of a discontinuous
extension of slip zones. Moreover, scme genpral statements can be made

about periodically fluctuating loads.
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Session FM-6: ELASTODYNAMICS AND VIBRAiiON3

Chairperson: L.H.N. LEE (Notre Dame)

8:30 - q:00 A iT',',"' . J b. LADDOW (Univ. of Alberta, Canada)
"Solution of Some Two-Dimensional Elastodynamic Problems"

9:00 - 9:30 C. DASGUPTA (Columbia Univ.)
"Exterior Problems by Finite Element Cloning"

9:30 - 9:45 D.J. INMAN (SUNY/Buffalo) and A.N. ANDRY, JR. (Michigan State)
"The Nature of the Temporal Solutions of Dmnped Distributed
Systems with Classical Normal Modes"

9:45 - 10:00 J. PADOVAN (Uiv. of Akron)

"Eigenvalue Properties of Nonconservative Structure Subject to
Moving Disturbances"

10:00 - 10:30 COFFEE BREAK

10:30 - 10:45 Y. KAI-YUAN (Lanzhou Univ., Beijing, China)

"Dynamic Theory of Trains Passing Through a Railway Bridge Con-
sidering Effects of the Masses and Inertia Forces of Moving Loads"

10:45 - 11:00 M. EL-ESSAWI and S. UTKU (Duke) and M. SALAMA (Cal. Inst. Tech.)
"Systematic Generation of Nonlinear Discretized Dynamic Equili-

brium Equations of Spinning Cantilevers"

11:00 - 11:15 A. AKAY (Wayne State, DetroitN
"Vibratory and Acoustic Response of Beams to Impact Loads"

11:15 - 11:30 M. VAN OVERMEIRE (Vrije Universiteit, Brussels)
"Natural Vibratior, Problem of Viscoelastic Materials"

11:30 - 11:45 M. VAN OVERMEIRE (Vrije Universiteit, Brussels)
"Frequency Domain Analysis for Linear Viscoelastic Dynamical

Problems"

12:00 - 1:30 LUNCH BREAK
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Solution of Some Two-Dimensional
Elastodynamic Problems

A. Mioduchowski and J.B. Haddow
Dept. of Mech. Eng., The University of Alberta
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2G8

The plane stress unloading waves emanating from a suddenly punched
circular hole in a tnin plate suu.ected to a uniform uniaxial tension
field are considered, Fig. I, and then the plain strain problem of a
sudden application of a spatially uniform pressure in an oval cavity
in an unbounded homogeneous isotropic solid is discussed, Fig. 2. A
modification of the method of near characteristics I], originally
developed fo- problems of gas dynamics with two or three spatial vari-
ables is used to obtain numerical solutions to the governing equations,
which have three independent variables, time and two plane polar co-
ordinates [2], [3]. Next, the generalized plane stress, or plane strain
elastodynamic problem of an unbounded body subjected to sudden applica-
tion of tractions at the surface of a circular hole is considered.
Although in general this problem involves two spatial variables and
time, it is shown that the method of characteristics for one spatial
variable and time is applicable and a numerical procedure is proposed.
The thin plate problem, Fig. 1, is discussed again and additionally
the solution of wave propagation due to suddenly applied normal stress
on part of circumference of a cylinorical hole, Fig. 3, is presented
[4]. T -S

Y Y

b

I'T = S a

Figure 1 Figure 2 Figure 3
References
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EXTERIOR PROBLEMS BY FINITE ELEMENT CLONING

by
Gautam Dasgupta

Department of Civil Engineering and Engineering Mechanics
Columbia University, New Y(-k, N.Y. 10027

ABSTRACT

A computational scheme is presented to evaluate the impedance matr-
ices for time-haimonic excitations of linearly damped homogeneous un-

bounded media. The radiation damping losses are captured with the same
order of accuracy as in a stipulated finite clement model to be used in

the (complimentary) interior domain of arbitrary shape. home applica-
tions of the present technique could be cited in: modeling foundations

for embedded structures; analyzing the effects of ocean waves on off-
shore structures; solving the electromagnetic field problems with open

boundaries; studying the propagation of dislocations in crystalline
media.

A quadratic matrix equation is developed. The solvent relates to
the impedance matrix of the unbounded domain. The mass, damping and

stiffness matrices of finite elements of similar geometry, whose infi-
nite assembly constitutes the said unbounded domain, furnish the coeffi-
cents. The governing equation is then converted into the associated
quadratic eigenvalue problem. It is shown that for each eigenvector the

product of the pair of eigeivalues is unity. The discrete analog of the
Sommerfeld's radiation condition, which demands that the inverse of the
solvent should be a contraction map, is derived. Thus, those eigen-

values whose absolute values are greater than or equal to unity are ad-

mitted to formulate the solvent associated with the outgoing waves. The
difficulties in constructing the complicated analytical decay expressions,
which are essential to account for the radiation damping losses in all
the currently available discrete schemes, are thereby alleviated.

A homogeneous elastic stratum undergoing antiplane harmonic
motion is illustrated as a benchmark problem. An excellent rnmparison
between the analytical results and the proposed finite element calcu-

lations Is demonstrated. The cut-off frequency and the imaginary parts
of the response indicating the radiation damping losses are very accu-
rately reproduced. Techniques of modeling three-dimensional infinite

and semi-infinite domains with arbitrary boundary geometry are also de-
scribed.
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The Nature of the Temporal Solutions of Damped
Distributed Systems With Classical Normal Modes
Daniel J. Inman Albert N. Andry,Jr.
Dept. of Mechanical & Dept. of Mechanical Eng.

Aerospace Eng. Michigan State University
SUNY at Buffalo East Lansing, Michigan 48824
Buffalo, NY 14260

This work considers the nature of the solutions of damped distributed
parameter systems which may be described by the following partial differen-
tial equation:

(I) utt(x,t) + Llot(xt) + L2u(x,t) 
= 

0 in Q

(2) Bu(x,t) = 0 on ;

where (i) (-) indicates partial differentiation of (-) with respect to the
tn

time t, (ii) Q is a bounded, open region of R
n
, n = 1,2,3. (iii) L1 and L2

are linear spatial (possibly differential) operators and (iv) B is a linear
operator which reflects the boundary conditions. With addit onal assumptions,
equations (1) and (2) can adequately describe vibration problems related to
damped beams, plates, shells, etc. Caughey and O'Kelly [i] have shown that
if L1 and L2 are self-adjoint, positive definite and commute (with respect

to Bu=O) then the system (1) and (2) has a solution given by

(3) u(x,t) a n(t) n(X)
n= n

where n(X) are a complete set of eigenfunctions (called classical modes) of

L1 and L Under these assumptions, this paper derives necessary and suffi-

cient conditions for the temporal functions a n(t) to be periodic (or to be

Pperiodic) for all n. These conditions are stated in terms of the definite-
ness of certain combinations of the coefficient operators L1 and L2 and are

easy to check. Furthermore, they yield relationships between the stiffness,
damping and mass parameters of a given system which may be used as design
criteria to obtain a desired response.

The work is an extension to distributed systems of similar theorems for
lumped parameter systems recently derived by the authors in [2]. Examples
of the utility of the results are given, along with their derivation and com-
parison to problems in the current literature.

[1] Caughey, T. K. and O'Kelly, M.E.J., "Classical Normal Modes in Damped
Linear Dynamic Systems", Journal of Applied Mechanics, Vol. 32, 1965,
pp 583-588.

[2] Inman, D. J. and Andry, A.N., "Some Results on the Nature of Eigen-
values of Discrete Damped Linear Systems", Journal of Applied Mechanics,
Vol. 47, 1980 pp 927-931.
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EIGENVALUE PROPERTIES OF NONCONSERVATIVE
STRUCTURE SUBJECT TO MOVING DISTURBANCES

JOSEPH PADOVAN
UNIVERSITY OF AKRON
AKRON, OHIO 44325

Over the years, free vibration problems of structure with fixed
boundary restraints and stationary time dependent loads have received
much attention. One of the more interesting properties of such pro-
blems lie- in the fact that when the spectral charactcristics cf the
disturbing forces and structural free modes coincide, potential re-
sonances can be achieved in the undamped case. This is a direct out-
growth of the fact that due to the stationariety of the time varying
load, fixed patterns of stress waves are set up in the structure.
When the phasing between such wave patterns and the external work
source is "tuned", resonances can occur. For the more general case of
moving externally applied loads/disturbances, such resonances and wave
patterns no longer coincide with the free spectral characteristics.
Although numerous aerospace and commercial structures are subject to
moving loads/disturbances, little is known of the spectral characte-
ristics of such problems. In the context of the foregoing, the pre-
sentation will consider the influence of moving loads/disturbances on
the spectral characteristics of structure modeled by 3-D nonpolar
elasticity theory wherein the fields are treated as small excursions
superposed on a potentially large initial state. To generalize the
results, the influence of nonconservatism and generalized inertial
fields will be admitted in the problem. The main emphasis will be
given to outlining the various properties of the cigenvalue/fu-ction
problem arising out of the foregoing continuum model. This will be
achieved by establishing a family of generalized Rayleigh quotients.
Employing the quotients, various types of spectral and critical speed
shifts and bifurcations induced by the moving disturbances will be
outlined. To add further generality to the development, the results
will be specialized to the eigenvalue/function problems arising from
nonconservative gyroscopic finite element/difference simulations of
such "moving" problems.
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Dynamic Theory of Trains Passing Through a Railway Bridge

Considering Effects of the Masses and Inertia Forces of Moving Loads

Yeh Kai-yuan
Lanzhou University, Beijing, China

In this paper, we investigate the dynamic calculation of the whole
process of trains passing through a railway bridge, considering effects
of the mass and the damping effect of the bridge as well as the masses
of moving loads, small parameter method being used. In the first part,
we obtain Lhe general solution of dynamic equation of the railway

bridge under the action of an arbitrary single moving load (= PF(t),
where P is a constant, F(t) arbitrary function of time t. In
the second, we calculate the case of a single moving load with constant
weight, i.e. PF(t) = Q, where Q is a constant. In the third, we
calculate the case of PF(t) = P sin ( t + ), where is the re-
duced circular frequency, phase angle. In the fourth, we calculate
the mentioned results to establish the dynamic theory of trains passing
through a railway bridge. In the last, as an example, we preliminarily
calculate the well known Newark Dyke Bridge and discuss the results.
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SYSTEMATIC GENERATION OF NONLINEAR DIJ4CRETIZEL

DYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM EQUATIO)NS OF SPINNING CANTILEB'F17

M. EI-Essawi , S. Utku', and M. ialms

The a':,let IIn-Ritz irocedure, in coijuncti1on wit! inc il:' I
trial solution in t. rcm of undetermined functions of ti.7' ai, I I
Vet uniecified coordintto functions'of stace, is ';Wtc5t2:'

Co:tain the coeffiujent matrices of the c and r n's ar -

nars' differ,.ntial equations of donami_ equililriLLn L a !11.:

cantilever wilh initial juometric i erf~ction, . t "
second ordr nonlinear strain-d&;:]ac(,I.-nt and v, - --i .

relationshir- arc us'd, and the material i- a u-cme, i1near- 'i 1

Systematic forms for th0 dis-'retiz' ,nerv d.:_:1,, ,r
-.rovdod. The fact that the coordlinat, func tins at ir,

narame-tricall% srves to unify the discretizati r. ad,.r ac

choice of the coordinate functions includes 1,t-h st- otd
and iecewise continuous functions emp l,i[.d '', 'U en-sntl7,a]

Ralcijh-Ritz me-thod and the finite element method, ronctiv,1.

computer ,roqram fo the systematic qencration ta tt ,o' ff , i

matrices involved in th Ioverning equatons 1- descri'-u. I!
of the nonlinearity, th. tyte and number of th+ C)(rinatea.

the ordering of tht vectcr eprescntinc the com i te list 'f
undetermined functions of time, the ime.,rficte uno 'n and tl-
time independent forcinq functions are taken as parameter..,o ti

proqram fLr the complete simulation.

This paper tresents one phase ot researc _arric! h, -- --
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VIBRATORY AND ACOUSTIC RESPONSE OF BEAMS TO IMPACT LOADS

Adnan Akay

Mechanical Engineering Department
Wayne State University
Detroit, Michigan 48202

A theoretical and experimental analysis of vibratorv and acoustic
response of beams to time-dependent loads Is developed. Specific
cases of impact loading are examined. The energy input into a beam is
calculated in both the time and frequency domains. The damped vibra-
tory response of a beam is calculated by considering the structural
loss factor of the beam in the form of complex stiffness. Results are
given in closed-form solutions and plots. Damping due to acoustic
radiation is investigated using the "Radiation Efficiency" concept.

Vibrations of the beam and the resulting acoustic radiation are
measured for various impact conditions. Acceleration and pressure-
time histories and their frequency characteristics are compared with
the theoretical results.
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NATURAL VIBRATION PROBLEM OF VISCOELASTIC MATERIALS.

Marc VAN OVERMEIRE

Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Faculty of Applied Sciences

Pleinlaan, 2

B-1050 Brussels.

The dynamic equilibrium equation or a structure (eq. 1) can

IM (iI + [C] {d] + [K] fuI = fF1 (1)

5=2 simplified by a modal superposition technique for linear structures.
Hero the displacements tu are expressed as a linear combination of

eigenvectors ¢q}, which are obtained from the solution of the eigen-
problem. Only tie lower eigenfrequencies and modes need to be taken
into account, as the response to higher modes is critically dame] an

unimportant.
For viscoelastic materials, the stiffness matrix [Ki becomes fre-

quency dependent, because it is - function of the complex elasticity
modulus E (equation 2) :

E = K(w) [ I + jn(w)1 (2)

The solution of the modified eigenvalue problem (equation 1) is
usually found in two steps [ i]

rKf(f]{ = st[M] i. 11)
i A .1 1

However, using the Sturm Sequence Method [1 2, ri: solution is stra:ght-

forward. Only minor changes are necessary for the calculation of the
sign count in wI, the current value of E(,) namely Ew(W is used here
for the stiffness mitrix [KI.

The advantagesof the normal Sturm algorithm remain, and make tho
method attractive for solving the natural vibration problem of visco-

elastic materials.

References

[]LALANNE, M., PAULARD, '., TROMPETrE, P.
"Response of thick structures, damped by viscoelastic material
with application to layered beams and plates".

Shock and Vibration Bulletin, n
0
45, 5, pp. 65-72, 1975.

[2] VAN OVERMEIRE, M., DECONINCK, J.
"Sturm Sequence Method for Medium Band Matrices".
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FREQUENCY DOMAIN ANALYSIS FOR LINEAR VISCOELASTIC DYNAMICAL PROBLEMS.

Marc VAN OVERMEIRE
Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Faculty of Applied Sciences
Pleinlaan, 2

B-1050 Brussels.

On the dynamic equilibrium of a linear viscoelastic material
(equation 1)

[M] {a) + [C){ f} + [K(t- )](U(T)} dr = {F(t)} (1)
0

a Fourier transformation is applied, which gives as result

- 2[MI{u (w)} + jw[C] (u* ()} + [K{u ()} F (.)} (2)

supposing that the mass matrix M and the damping matrix C are time
independent. The formulation of equation (2) is less complicated but
unfortunately we have to solve now a system of 2n equations and 2n
unknowns of the structure. This large numerical effort can be mini-
mized by solving for the basic eigenvalues of the system and trans-
forming the equations to a smaller system, expressed in modal coordi-
nates (equation 3).
The necessary number of modes (m) to be taken into account for obtai-
ning an accurate solution, can be found by comparing the eigenspec-
trums of structure and applied forces.
For most vibration problems, m is much smaller than n, with as a con-
sequence that the time required for solution of equation (3), is not
the crucial phase of the solution process.

-2 [2]{( )}I + j3[C1(x*(w)} [k {x*(W ) = {f*(-) (3)

Recovery of {u(t)} is also done by FFT II I

m N-1
{u(t )) = Z {s} xi(W ) e3  

wkt (4)
i=1 k=O

For structures, which can be formulated in the frequency domain, such
as linear viscoelastic structures, and whose behaviour can be repre-
sented by a limited number of modes, this method is numerically the
most efficient approach.

References
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Experimntal Study of the Structure of a Turbulent Jet by Light Scattering

Marshall B. Long, Richard K. Chang, and Boa-Teh Chu

Department of Engineering and Applied Science
Yale University

New Haven, Connecticut 06520

Recent experiments conducted at Yale University on the structure of
a turbulent jet using a Lorenz/Mie light scattering technique are reviewed.
Fluid from a 4 im round nozzle is seeded with uniformly dispersed submi-
cron size aerosol particles. Assuming that each unit mass of the nozzle
fluid is always "tagged" by approximately the same number of aerosol par-
ticles with approximately the same size distribution, the degree of mixing
of the nmrked nozzle fluid with the unmarked surrounding air will be re-
flected in a change in the aerosol concentration. If a sheet of radiation
is allowed to pass through the mixing layer, the instantaneous distribu-
tion of the aerosol (and, therefore, the nozzle fluid) concentration in
the sheet can be Tmnitored and inferred from the distribution of the ela-
stically scattered radiation. The scattered light from the sheet is di-
gitalized at 10,000 points in a 100x100 array and stored in the ccrtlter.
Subsequently, the record allows one to examine both quantitatively and
qualitatively the degree of mixing of the nozzle fluid with the surround-
ing air in a plane.

From the large number of records stored in the computer, statistical
info -mation relevant to turbulent mixing can be deduced. In particular,
the distribution of the mean concentration, the rms fluctuation and the
longitudinal covariance in a meridian plane, as well as other statistical
characteristics of the jet are presented. The physical processes respon-
sible for the observed phencuena may be deduced by examining the large
number of digitized instantaneous realizations stored in the cciputer.
Thus, the characteristic "shoulders" in the mean concentration profile and
the "depressions" in the rms profile are shown to be consequences of the
vortical mixing mechanism. A second mixing mechaninm which dcminates far-
ther downstream is responsible for the development of small scale concen-
tration fluctuation and may be attributed to the instability and ultimate
disintegration of vortex rings. The net effect of the instability is the
production of bursts of nozzle fluid projected radially outward. Finally,
same preliminary results on the structural change of a mixinglayer sub-
jected to a forced acoustic excitation will be presented.

*Supported by the Office of Naval Research, Project SQUID, Contract No.
N00014-79-C-0254
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LARGE-SCALE COHERENT STRUCTURES: WHqAT, WHY AND HOW?

by A. K. M. F. Hussain

Department o' Mechanical Engineering
University of Houston Central Campus

Houston, Texas 77004

:'he larqe-scale coherent structures in turbulent shear flows
have been the taruet of many experimental (and sure theoretical) in-

vestioitIons
I -  

in recent years. However, there is little aoreement
on what is urecisely meant by coherent structures, what feature)s of
the structures are important, how these should be measured, and why

the knowledqe of the details of the structures are of importance
in formulating a viable theory of shear flow turbulence. the exeri-
mental difficulties in educing distributions of erorerties over the

scatial extents of structures will be discussed.
8 ,1 C 

Detailed data
on the coherent structures, either naturally-occurring or induced,

in a number of free turbulent shear flows 11-16 will be reviewed

and some consequences will b, examrined. Also to be discussed are

the relative contributions of the laroe-scale coherent structures ard
fine-scale turbulence to the Reynolds stress and turbulence production

a n turbulent shear ; lows.

3. Wyqnanski, I., Sokolov, '1. & Friedman, .. 3976 M. Fluid Mech.
78, 785.

2. Cantwell, B., Soles, D. & Dimotakis, P.E. 1978 -. Fluid Me-h.
87, 641.

3. Townsend, A.A. 1 79 J. Fluid Mech. 95, 5T5.
4. Perry, A.E., Lim, T.T. & 'honq, M.S. 1383 1. 1lutd Mech. 131, 241.
s. Leonard, A. I80 Lecture Notes in Physics (t ;-,rear).
6. Saffman, P.S. 1380 Lecture Notes in Physics (to appear).

7. :nignr, D.D. & B.D. Murray 1930 Lecture Notes in Phys:cs (to ocr-ear;
R. Nussasn, A.X.M.F. 1980 Lecture Notes in Physics (to aprear)

9. Lumley, J.L. 1990 Report No. FDA 80-08, Cornell Univsrsitc.
10. Zamnan, K.M.B.Q. & Hussain, A.K.Y',.F. 1981 7. Fluid Mcch. (to appear).
11. Hussain, A.K.Y.F., Kleis, S.7. &; Sokoiov. N. 1980 '. Fluid Mech.

98; 97.

12. Zaman, K.B.M.Q. & Hussain, A.K.M.F. 1980 1. Fluid Mech. 101, 449.
13. Hussain, A.K.M.F. & Zaman, K.B.11.0. 1980 J. Fluid Mccih. 371 , 493.
14. Za-man, K.B.M.Q. & Hussain, A.K.M.F. 1981 T. Fluid Nech. 103, 133.

15. Hussain, A.K.N1.?. & Clark, A.R. 1981 1. Fluid Mech. 104, 263.
16. Hussain, A.K.M.F. & Zaman, K.B.M.Q. 1981 T. Fluid Mech. (to

appear).
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BURGERS APPROXIMATION FOR FLOW PAST A CIRCULAR CYLINDER

J. Mark Dorrepaal

Department of Mathematical Sciences

Old Dominion University

Norfolk, Virginia 23508

The Navier-Stokes equation governs the steady two-dimensional flow
of a viscous incompressible fluid and if expressed in terms of nondimen-
sional polar coordinates (r,6), has the form

[V2 - L L ) 0 (1)
r 3r I 16 Ir

where V
2 

is the Laplacian, ir(r,) is the stream function, t(r,0) 
= 

-V2.

is the vorticity and R is the Reynolds number. Except for those problems

in which the nonlinear terms vanish identically, the solution of (1) is

formidable even in the simplest of geometries.
An analytic approach which has enjoyed some success in finding

approximations to the solutions of (1) involves linearizing the equation

and then solving the resulting problem exactly. Burgers approximation

falls into this category but is more sophisticated than the better known

Stokes and Oseen approximations. in Burgers flow the convective terms
in (1) are replaced by i 0 °

-r, i 3 3r ' where Yo(r,o) is the stream func-

tion for the corresponding irrotational inviscid flow. The convecting

flow therefore "sees" obstacles around which the fluid must pass and in
this regard is a definite improvement over the Oseen approximation.

In this paper it will be shown that the vorticity equation for

Burgers flow past a circular cylinder is separable after an exponential

quantity is factored out. The ordinary differential equations which
result are different versions of Mathieu's equation. The vorticity is

given by
1 12 1 2w(z,a) 

= 
-exp(Rcoshzcos 0) 2CnGekn(z, - R )Sen(O, -p R) (2)

n=l

where z= inr, Cn are constants to be determined and the functions Gekn

and sen are Mathieu functions, the former behaving asymptotically like
exp(-Rcoshz) as z++, the latter being odd in 0 and having period 217.

The stream function for the flow is recovered using a Green's function

approach and the constants C are determined by invoking the no-slip

condition. n
The solution has been analyzed numerically and predicts incipient

separation at the rear of the cylinder when R= 1.12. This agrees with
the work of Skinner [Il who predicts the same value of R by applying

singular perturbation theory to the full nonlinear problem. (See (2]).

[I] L. A. Skinner (1975), Quart. J. Mech. Appl. Math. 28, 333-340.

[2] M. Van Dyke (1975) Perturbation Methods ii Fluid Mechanics (Annotated

Edition), The Parabolic Press, Stanford, California, p. 236.
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SYNTHETIC METHOD IN THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION

K. Okada and M. N. L. Narasimhan

Department of Mathematics
Oregon State University

Corvallis, OR 97331

Abstract

The problem of a general incompressible viscous fluid

flow past a flat plate with heat transfer due to forced

convection is considered in this paper. The synthetic

method developed by Seth is applied to the Navier-Stokes

equations and the equation of energy governing the flow

to obtain the dynamic and thermal boundary layer solu-

tions as asymptotic limits of an extended field. As a

result, new formulas are derived for both the dynamic and

thermal boundary layer thicknesses. Also, algorithms for

estimating all the parameters involved in the analysis

are provided and boundary layer functions based on the new

solutions are determined.
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Finite-Element Implementation"
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Some remarks on the decomposition of deformations

and mechanical work

by

Th. Lehmann

Institut fUr Mechanik, Ruhr - Universitat Bochum

D 4630 Bochum, Germany

In arnitrary detorliatior. processes (e.g. non-isothermic elastil- 23-t1l

deformations ) the applied mechanical work ha; to be deccmpsseu in r

first step into one part which is dissipated at once ano inw tti(

remaining part. The remaining oart has to be balanced with the charpe

of the free internal energy or free enthalpy, respectively.

The non-dissipated work can be split once more into one Dart

connected with reversiule processes in the strrq sense Tie cusS>

deformations or solid phase transformations, res:eotivelv, an d t'

another part which may be recoverable or not. The irst part !

governed by thermodynamical state equations. Tr second oart r>-reotc

the stored energy corresponding to cert-;n oanq of the internal

structure of the material like isotropic and anisotropic hardenino.

It depends on the process history, whether this stored (mechanical)

energy will be dissipated later on (totally or partially, or not.

Energy stored in anisotropic hardening e.g. can at least partially

recovered in reverse loading processes (Bauschinger effect).

The definition and decomposition of strain measures have to

fulfill certain physical requirements resulting from the decomposition

of the mechanical work. This will be discussed in some details.
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STRESS WAVE PROPAGATION IN PODS OF ELASTIC-VISCOPLASTIC MATERIALS

by

S.R. Bodner and J. Aboudi

Dept. Mechanical Engineering Dept. Mech., Materials, Structures
Technion, Haifa, Israel University of Tel Aviv, Israel

Abstract

The unified elastic-viscoplastic constitutive equations of Bodner-Partom [13

and a newly developed numerical procedure based on finite differences are
used to solve a variety of stress wave propaqation problems in semi-
infinite and finite rods. Those equations are characterized by the absence
ot a reference "static" stress-strain curve or yield criterion and of

loading/unloading conditions [2], which make them suitable for problems of
this kind. Stress and inertia effects are taken to be uniaxial, and
transverse strains enter the formulation through the constitutive equations.

Solutions are obtained for various cases of a constant stress or velocity
imposed at one end of the rod for either an indefinite time or a prescribed
time duration. Some exercises were performed with two steps in the applied

velocity, the first being sufficient to induce appreciable plastic deforma-
tion at a slow rate and the second rapidly applied after a time interval.

In most of the examples, work hardening was assumed to be isotropic and the
numerical results were obtained for the material constants of titanium as
described in [1]. For the finite rod case, exercises were also run for
anisotropic work hardening (Bauschinger effect) based on the anisotropic
work hardening theory of Stouffer-Bodner (3] modified to give isochoric
plastic deformations. For the uniaxial stress case, the modified hardening
theory is essentially the same as that described in [4).

The numerical results show a number of interesting features some of which do

not seem to have been predicted by other theories on viscoplastic wave prop-

agation and which appear to be compatible with experimental observations.
These include the absence of a sharp elastic front and the existence of low
amplitude wave components traveling at the dilatational and higher velocities
at very short times. Additional results are a pronounced stress peak and
subsequent stress relaxation at the struck end, non-constant propagation
velocities of equal strain levels, propagation at elastic velocities of
superimposed waves, and the tendency of the plastic strains near the struck
end to be almost constant (a strain "plateau") despite the strong rate
dependence of the material. The results for the finite bar show the compli-
cated effects of unloading and reflections.

References:

1. Bodner, S.R. and Partom, Y., J. Appl. Mech., 42, 1975, 385.
2. Bodner, S.R., "Mechanical Behavior of MateriaF Under Dynamic Loads,"

(U.S. Lindholm, ed.), Springer-Verlag, 1968, 176-190.
3. Stouffer, D.C. and Bodner, S.R., J. Engng. Sci., 17, 1979, 757.
4. Bodner, S.R., Partom,I. and Partom, Y.,J. Appl.MeZcW., 46,1979, 805.
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Radiation from Expanding Circular Dislocation Loops

and Elastic Precursor Decay

by

Xanthippi Markenscoff

U!niversity of California

Santa Barbara, California 91106

and

R.I. Clifton
Brown University

Providence, Rhode Island 02912

Abstract

The wave-front behavior is determined for circular dislocaton lool,

wnich are at rest and .;uddenly start expanding with constant radial velocity

V in their slip-plane. The formulation is based :-, the th-ee-dimensicna,

Green's function as in Mura (i).

Superposition of solutions for many loops set in motion cy an inzcident

plane shear wave is used to relate the decay of the wave amplitude at thu

front of the plane wave to the density and velocity of dislocations at the

wave-front. The resulting precursor decay relation is the same as the one

derived from an elasto-visco-plastic model of the material, and also coin-

cides with the analogous precursor decay analysis by Clifton and Markenscoff

(2) for straight dislocations.

(1) T. Mura, "Continuous Distributions of Movinq Dislocations," Phil. Mag.,

Vol. 8, pp. 843 (1963).

(2) R.J. Clifton and X. Markenscoff, "Elastic Precursor Decay and Radia-

tion from Nonuniformly Moving Dislocations," J. Mech. Phys. Sol., (to

appear).
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REPRESENTATION OF INELASTIC BEHAVIOUR

E.T. Onat

Department of Engineering and Applied Science, Yale University,

New Haven, Connecticut 06520, U.S.A.

SUMM1ARY

In the presence of elevated temperatures and/or stress most mate-
rials exhibit mechanical behavior that is nonlinear and hereditary (in-
elastic). When this kind of behavior is present the strain of a mate-
rial element will depend (nonlinearly) not only on the current stress
and temperature but also on the temperatures and stress previously ap-
plied to it. The present paper is concerned with the problem of mathe-
matical representation of the relationship that exists between histo-
ries of stress and isothermal deformations. The thesis of the paper
is that the study of geometric and global aspects of representations
of mechanical behavior based on state variables and differential equa-
tions provides a unified point of view that enables one to compare
existing representations and more importantly offers rational ways of
improving a given representation or of constructing a new one.

It is known that the response of a material to various kinds of
mechanical stimuli can be described conveniently and in geometrical
terms by the corresponding evolution of the state point(that represents
the internal state of the material in a suitable space). Moreover, as
seen in Section 2, the vector field associated with Lest episodes where
deformation is kept constant plays a central role in determining the
motions in state space in any test. We emphasize in Section 3 that
each classical mode of testing (e.g. creep experiments) can take the
state point to only certain parts of the state space. It follows then
that a judicious combination of various types of tests would be needed
to explore the entire state space E. Section 4 is devoted to the study
of intimate relation that exists between creep of metals and their seem-
ingly time independent plastic behavior. In Section 5 the idea of using
the current yield surface (or more exactly the parameters that define
it) as the internal state is explained in the setting of cyclic straining.
In the last section we consider general but still small and isothermal
deformations of materials. Here the question of material symmetry both
in virgin and deformed material becomes an important issue and the need
aries for tensorial state variables. We illustrate this Section with
a short essay on representation of internal damage in creep of poly-

crystalline materialf.
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A VISCOELASTIC-VISCOPLASTIC CONSTITUTIVE EQUATION
AND ITS FINITE-ELEMENT IMPLEMENTATION

H. Ghoneim and Y. Chen
Department of Mechanics and Materials Science
Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

Piscataway, New Jersey 08854

Abstract

A viscoelastic-viscoplastic constitutive model for isotropic
materials undergoing isothermal infinitesimal deformation is proposed.
The model is based on the assumption that the total strain rate is
decomposable into a viscoelastic and a viscoplastic portion.
Consequently, the model consists of a linear viscoelastic model in
series with a modified plasticity model. This modified plasticity
model adopts the classical Drucker-Praqer yield surface with inotropic
hardening and the associative flow rule of the invicid theory of
plasticity. However, hardening is assumed to be a function of both
the viscoplastic strain as well as the total strain rate. In this
manner, the proposed model acquires the advantage of having both the
initial and the subsequent yield surface to be a function of the straln
rate, a property which has its experimental supportive evidence for
viscoelastic materials such as polymers and some metals at highly
elevated temperatures.

A finite-element algorithm is developed to implement the constitu-
tive equation. This algorithm adopts a combination of the tangent
stiffness matrix and the initial load approach. Two numerical examples
are given to demonstrate the capability of the proposed model in depictinq
the rate and pressure effect on the mechanical behavior of some classes of
viscoelastic-viscoplastic materials.
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Session FA-3: DIRECT AND INVERSE SCATTERING PROBLEMS FOR QNDE
APPLICATIONS

Organizer: J.D. ACHENBACH (Northwestern)
Chairperson: I.D. ACHENBACH (Northwestern) & J.E. GUBERNATIS (Los Alamos)

* 1:30 - 2:00 J.E. GUBERMATIS (Los Alamos)
"Elastic Wave Scattering Theory with Application to Non-
destructive Evaluation"

* 2.00 - 2:30 L. ADLER (Ohio State)

"Experimental Work in Ultrasonic Scattering from Discontinuities"

* 2:301 - 3:00 J.H. ROSE (Iowa State)
"Ultrasonic Inverse Scattering from Volume Flaws"

3: 0 - 3: 30 REFRESH)ENT BREAK

* 3-30 - 4:00 J.D. ACHFNBACH and A. NORRIS (Northwestern)

"Crack Characterization by the Combined Ilse of Time-Domain and
F-eqtuencv-Domain Scattering Data"

4.0C' - C:15 L.S. F (Ohio State) and T. MtRA (Northwestern'

"Elastodvnamic Fields of an Ellipsoidal Inhomogeneitv"

4:10 - 4:30 L.S. FU (Ohio State)
"Volume Integrals of Ellipsoids Associated with the Inho no-
geneous Helmholtz Euation"
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Elastic Wave Scattering Theory with
Application to Nondestructive Evaluation

J. E. Gubernatis
Theoretical Division

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Recent developments in elastic wave scattering theory will he
reviewed. The focus will be on those developments which hav been
useful for defect characterization studies in the nondestructive
evaluation of materials; accordingly, different approaches to
scattering calculations will be discussed with respect to their
success and limitations for different defect types and different
frequency ranges of the probing elastic waves. For definiteness,
the integral equation approach to the scattering will be present.d
to illustrate characteristic features of an elastic wave scattering
theory and important aspects of several useful computational
approaches.
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Experimental Works in Ultrasonic Scattering from Discontinuities.*

Laszlo Adler
Ohio State University

Department of Welding Engineering

A qeneral experimental system to obtain ultrasonic data scattered

from discontinuities in solids will be described. Measurement techniques

to obtain angular and frequency distribution of scattered longitudinal

shear and surface waves from bulk and surface discontinuities will be

discussed. The quantitative relationship between the measured ultrasonic

parameters and parameters of the discontinuity (size, shape, orientation,

surface roughness) will be emphasized. Experimental results will be

analyzed base! on existing analyticil works.

* This work is supported by DARPA/AF. Program on Quantitative N.D.E.

through Ames Laboratory.
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ULTRASONIC INVERSE SCATTERING FROM VOLUME FLAWS

J. H. Rose
Ames Laboratory, USDOE*

Iowa State University
Ames, iowa 50011

The ultrasonic inverse problem for an isolated flaw in the bulk
of a structural material consists in part of the following three
dterm;nations. First, is the flaw a crack, void -r inclusion?
Second, what are the geometric features of the flaw, such as its
size shape and orientation? Finally, if the flaw is an inclusion
we need to know its material composition. In this talk, we review ()
primarily from the point of view of the Inverse Born Approximation,
the determination of the flaws geometry.

The primary inversion algorithm used is

-() const, I d3 1 e 
- 2 i '  

A k (I)

Here I() defines the flaws shape and is defined to be ideally one for
r inside the flaw and zero for r outside the flaw. Aj ) is the longitudinal
to longitudinal, pulse-echo scattering amplitude and k is the wavevector.
We discuss the derivation of Eq. I briefly. Consideration is given to
establishing its utility for a wide class of flaws using numerically
exact theoretically generated scattering data. Flaws discusscd include
a spherical void with a circumferential crack. Then we turn to establishing
the exoerimental problems of implementing Eq. 1 experimentally. Noise,
bandwidth requirements and material anisotropy are mentioned. The latter
is of crucial importance for this algorithm and leads to the need for
long wavelength data in the scattering amplitudes. Finally, if time
permits, we will discuss the connection of the Inverse Born Approximation
to other methods such as the Physical Optics Method and various algorithms
incorporated in acoustic imaging systems.

IJ. H. Rose and J. A. Krumhansl, J. App. Phys. 50, 2951 (1979).

*This work was sponsored by the Center for Advance ':ondestructive

Evaluation operated by Ames Laboratory, USDOE, for DARPA and AFML
under Contract No. W-7405-ENG-82.
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Crack Characterization by the Combined Use of Time-Domain and

Frequency-Domain Scattering Data

by

J. D. Achenbach and A. Norris

The Technological Institute
Northwestern University

Evanston, IL 60201

The problem of locating cracks and determining their extent is one of

fundamental concern in the non-destructive evaluation of materials.

First we consider the problem of finding the general location of the crack.

We assume that the material is homogeneous. Either specularly reflected or

edge-diffracted signals can be used. From Fermat's principle we obtain an

inversion procedure which uses only the time delay of the first received signals

as input. It can be shown that the inversion is generally unique, and that it

results in determining a base-point on the crack.

For signals produced by edge diffraction, there will be two flashpoints on

the crack edge. An inversion method based on first arrival times and on the

resonance spacing of the high-frequency spectrum has been developed which yields

planes containing the flashpoints relative to the base-point. A number of such

planes defines the crack edge.

The method has been extended to anisotropic material behavior, and to the

case that the relevant wave speeds are not known a-priori, but must be obtained

as part of the inversion procedure. The method has yielded excellent results for

synthetic crack-scattering data.
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FLASTODYNAI-11I FIELDS OF ALN ELLIPSOIDAL INHOMO(;FNFITY

l.S. Fu*, Ohio State University, U.S.A.
T. Mura, Northwestern University, U.S.A.

Plastic fields of a single ellipsoidal inhomogeneity embedded in
an infinite elastic matrix ubiected to plane time-harmonic waves are
studied by employing the concept of dynamic eigenstrains, and the
extended method of inclusions [1]. Using the dynamic version of the
Betti-Rayleigh reciprocal theorem, an integral representation of the
displacement field is given in terms of the eigenstrains [21. The
interaction energy due to the presence of the inhomogeneity is also
determined hv the eigenstrains [3]. Expanding the eigenstrains and
applied strains in polynomial form in the position vector r [4,S) and
satisfying the equivalency conditions at everv r inside the region
occupied by the inhomogeneity, the governing simultaneous algebraic
equations for the unknown coefficients in the eigenstrain expression are
derived. Reasonably convergent series of the volume integrals associat-
ed with the inhomogeneous Ilelmholtz equation are obtained by using
Taylor series expansion, multinomial theorem, and the work of Pyson [6].
Results for special cases such as spherical and disk-shaped inhomogenei-
ties will be reported.

References:

[I] T. Mura, Applied Micromechanics, Monograph, Northwestern U1niversity,
(May 1980)

[2] P. Wheeler and T. Mlura, .1. Appl. Mech. , 40 (1973) 495-502.

[3] L.S. Fu, NASA Contractor Report, NSC 3269, (December 19901

[4] R.J. Asaro and D.M. Barnett, Jt. Mech. Phys. Solids, 23 (19'5) -- 3.

[5] 2.A. Moschovidis and T. Mura, .1. Appl. Mech. 42 (1975) 847-8S2.

[6] F.W. Dyson, Quart. ,. Pure F Appl. Math. XXV (1891) 259-288.

* L.S. Fu acknowledges support by NASA Lewis Research Center,
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CO l.1IF IVXIEGRAIS OF F I.LIPSOIIVS 45SOC 141!I' MI II
THE I NI IOGFCNIDI1 ISlE IAIIOL EQUATI1ON

L. S. Fu
Department of Enigineering Mechanics

Ohio State University, I, .S. A.

Results of volume integrals assoc iated with t he integration of the
inhomolleneous Ilelmholt: equation [11 [21, carried Out for an ellipsoidal
region, are presented. The volume integrals take the form of

I (r) K . (r') R - c)(p ill, d\, (l)

whe re £(rf'r is t he den,;i t distrihution of the form xi xj- xj,' , is
the ellipsoidal region where (i'' is; distrihuited, and R Hi th e
di stance between the source and ohscryat ion points, P = r-r'
Expanding R-1 exp jaIR in appropriate -laelor *series expansions. and
using multinomial theorem, the I-integrals can he ohtained as rela-tivel,
convergent series; for regions outside and inside the ellipsoid.
Pen vat i tes of these jntegr:))is are vasi jlo cial oat ed When 'A 1~ , the
results reduce directl\ to the potentials of ellipsoids of vral
densities [51.

Re ferences :

[1[ R. I . Coil 1in, Field TheorY of Guiided Wav-es, Mlc~raw -Ili I I (19lo)l

[21 P.NI. Morse and 11. Feshbach , \let hods of Theore t icalI Ph% vss ( 110331

131 FA. 1)y\son, Quart . .1 . Pure C, APIA. Mlath ., XXV, ( 1891) 259-288.
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Session FA-4: MATERIAL INSTABILITY AND FAILURE - II

Organizers: A. NEEDLEMAN and R.D. JAMES (Brown)

Chairperson: R.D. JAMES (Brown)

* 1:30 - 2:00 P.S. STEIF (Harvard)

"Strain Localization in Amorphous Metals"

* 2:00 - 2:30 D. PEIRCE (Brown)

"Finite Deformation and Localization in Ductile Single Crystals"

* 2:30 - 3:00 K.S. HAVNER (North Carolina State)

"A Minimum-Work Postulate for Dead Loading of FCC Crystals in

Multiple-Slip Orientations"

3:00 - 3:30 REFRESHMENT BREAK

* 3:30 - 4:00 S. NEMAT-NASSER and T. IWAKUMA (Northwestern)

"A Microscopic Derivation of Constitutive Relations for Poly-

crystalline Solids at Finite Strains"

* 4:00 - 4:30 0. RICHMOND, E.J. APPLEBY and W.A. SPITZIG (US Steel)

"An Attempt to Model the Effect of Sulfide Stringers on the

Strength and Ductility of Steel Plates"
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STRAIN LOCALIZATION IN AMORPHOUS METALS

Paul S. Steif

Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Abstract

Inhomogeneous flow in metallic glasses is discussed in this talk within

the context of continuum mechanics. Motivated by similar work for elastic-

plastic solids, the possibility of strain localization into a shear band is

examined for a metallic glass which is modeled as a nonlinear visco-elastic

solid. In simple tension the constitutive law is expressed by a set of two

coupled differential equations. The first equation is the stress-strain-rate

relation which involves an internal parameter, the free volume, a measure of

the ease with which atomic rearrangements leading to deformation can occur.

The second equation gives the rate of change of free volume with stress. The

essential features of the localization problem are brought out through an

analysis of the constitutive law which reveals a catastrophic softening via

free volume creation. Analytic expressions for the stress at catastrophic

softening agree very closely with the stress at strain localization calculated

from the numerical solution of the full set of shear band equations.
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Finite Deformation and Localization

in

Ductile Single Crystals

Daniel Peirce

Brown University

Abstract

In ductile materials, bifurcation from an approximately homogeneous deformation
state into a drastically nonuniform mode is widely observed. A frequent precursor
to ductile failure, localization of strain is a sign ficant phenomenon; conditions
for Its onset need to be carefully understood.

To this end, the present computational studies have concentrated on an exam-
ination of large deformations in face-centered cubic single crystals. For the
three-dimensional crystal, homogeneou, tensilo deformations, featuring both single
and double slip, have been modeled usir.g Asaro's constitutive description 11.
With the two-dimensional idealization ot symmetric double slip suggested by
Asaro [1), finite-element calculations have been made. The resulting solutions

for plane strain boundary value problems, based on the single crystal constitutive
law, account for necking in the crystal, aid permit one to follow th jAforsation
after the shear band has formed. In agreerent with the observations of Chang and
Asaro [21, the present anaiysls shows thit 

9
he lattice within a shear band rotates

in such a way that the shearing material experiences substantial geometrical
softening.

References

Il R. J. Asaro, Acta Met. 27, 445 (1979).

121 Y. W. Chang and k. J. Asaro, to appear in Acts. Met.
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A Minimum-Work Postulate for Dead Loading of F.C.C. Crystals

in Multiple-Slip Orientations*

Kerry S. Havner**

Department of Civil Engineering, North Carolina State University

Raleigh, N.C. 27650

A complete analysis of finite plastic straining of axially-loaded

f.c.c. crystals in double and 6-fold symmetry positions is presented

for each of three hardening theories. These are (i) classical Taylor

hardening[l], (ii) a two-parameter hardening rule suggested in the

metallurgical literature (cf.[21), and (iii) the "simple theory" of

rotation-dependent crystal anisotropy [3j. We consider that only nom-

inal axial stress is specifiable (with respect to an embedded material

line in a tensile test or material plane in a compression test),whence

neither material spin nor lattice spin is known a priori relative to

the loading-axis reference frame. As a consequence, each system of

constitutive inequalities permits a multiplicity of strain-rates and

rotations, including those of (a) equal-slipping (and corresponding

rotation along the symmetry line) in double-symmetry orientations,

and (b) axis-stability, accompanied by axisymmetric deformation, in

the 6-fold symmetry position. From experimental evidence solutions

(a) and (b) appear physically most likely, at least in the tensile

test, for their respective initial positions. It is proved that these

solutions, among all those satisfying the constitutive equations for

each of the three hardening laws considered, correspond to the minimum

rate of plastic-working for a given (nominal) axial stress-rate and

initial axis orientation.
In addition, the theories are contrasted with empirical evidence

that defines the essential features of finite deformation and latent

hardening of f.c.c. crystals in various single and multiple-slip or-

ientations. It appears that only the simple theory, augmented by the

minimum-work postulate, is consistent with this diverse evidence.

[1] Taylor, G.I. and Elam, C.F., The distortion of an aluminium crystal

during a tensile test. Proc.R.Soc. A102, 643-667 (1923).

[2] Jackson, P.J. and Basinski,Z.S., Latent hardening and the flow stress

in copper single crystals. Can.J.Phys.45, 707-735 (1967).

13] Havner, K.S. and Shalaby, A.H., A simple mathematical theory of

finite distortional latent hardening in single crystals. Proc.R.

Soc. A358, 47-70 (1977).

This work was supported by the United States National Science Found-

ation, Solid Mechanics Program, through Grant CME78-08154.

Currently a Senior Visitor in the Department of Applied Mathematics

and Theoretical Physics, University of Cambridge, Silver Street,

Cambridge, CB3 9EW, England.
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A MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
FOR POLYCRYSTALLINE SOLIDS AT FINITE STRAINS

by

S. Nemat-Nasser and T. Iwakuma

Department of Civil Engineering
Northwestern University

Evanston, IL 60201

A self-consistent method is used to derive elastoplastic rate
constitutive relations of rate independent polycrystalline solids at
finite strains. Unlike the corresponding problem for small strains,
the calculation of the local quantities such as the objective stress
rate and the stress in terms of the corresponding overall quantities
presents a difficult problem. Various aspects of this problem are
discussed and illustrated. The results are then used to obtain the
overall instantaneous (elastoplastic) moduli by means of various
commonly disussed (for small strains) self-consistent methods. The
effects of changes in the grain shape and formation of texture, on
the overall behavior, are mentic.ed.
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AN ATTEMPT TO MODEL THF EFFECT OF SULFIDE STRINGERS

ON THE STRENGTH AND DUCTILITY OF STEEL PLATES

By 0. RichmonJ, F. J. Appleby, and W. A. Spitzlg*

Abstract

The inclusion populations o three steel plates containing

dif:rent volume fractions of sulfide strngers are determined.

Scanngin-electron-microscope-based automatic image analysis is used

to determine the size and shape distributions of the populations,

and the automatically constructed Dirichlet cell structures

corresponding to the populations are used to determine the dispersinn.

Unit cells containing single inclusions are defined from

the mean values of size, shape, and spacing of the populations.

The plane-strain mechanical benavior of the unit cells is then

computed using a large-strain elastoplastic finite-element method,

assuming the noncoherent inclusions behave as voids. Finally,

the calculated mechanical response is compared with the actual

through-thickness and transverse plane-strain behavior of the

prototype materials.

* U. S. Steel Corporation, Research Laboratory, Monroeville,

Pennsylvania 15146.
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Session FA-5: .MACRO-SCO-PIC PROPERTIES OF DISORDERED1f01

organizer: R. BURRIDGE (Courant, NYtT)
Chairperson: R. BURRIDGE (Courant, NYU)

1 : 30 -2:30 G. PAPANICOIAOU (Coujrant , YU)
"Tipper a3nd Lower Bounds fer Effect iv,' Para~seters of Hetornegenous

Med i a"

2 2: 30 - 3: 00 R. BRRRI DGE ( Cou ran t, NY 11) and J..B. KE LLE.R ( St an ford)
"Poroelast icitv Equations Derived from Microstructure"

3:00 - 3:30 REFRESHIMENT BREAK

3:30 - 4:00 O.R. WALTON (Livermore)
"Particie D'jnaisics: A Computat ional Method for Jointed Systos

and Granular Materials"

4:00 - 4:30 Y. BENVENISTE and J. ABOUDI (Tel-Aviv University)

"Mixture Theories for Modeling the Dynamic Response of

Composite Maiterial s'
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Upper and Lower Bounds for Effective Parameters
of Heterogenous Media

George Papanicolaou

Courant Institute
New York University
New York NY 10012

he consider first the definition and properties of effective parameters
such as effective dielectric constants, conductivity, etc.

he then derive bounds (including the Hashin-Schtriknan bounds 1y varia-
tional methods as well as by analytical methods (introduced by 1. Berg-
man). he investigate the mathematical basis of these nethods and the
range of their applicability.
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POROELASTICITY EQUATIONS DERIVED FROM MICROSTRUCTURE

Robert Burridge
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences, New York University

New York, NY 10012

and

Joseph B. Keller
Departments of Mathematics and Mechanical Engineering

Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

Abstract

Equations are derived which govern the linear macroscopic mechani-

cal behavior of a porous elastic solid saturated with a compressible

viscous fluid. The derivation is based on the equations of linear

elasticity in the solid, the linearized Navier-Stokes equations in the

fluid, and appropriate conditions at the solid-fluid boundary. The

scale of the pores is assumed to be small compared to the macroscopic

scale, so that the two-space method of homogenization can be used to

deduce the macroscopic equations. When the dimensionless viscosity of

the f,,.4 iS qsL.q: the re!,jltine e'uations are those of Biot. who

obtained them by hypothesizing the form of the macroscopic constitutive

relations The present derivation verifies those relations, and shows

how the coefficients in them can be calculated, in principle, from the

microstructure. When the dimensionless viscosity is of order one, a

different equation is obtained, which is that of a viscoelastic solid.
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Particle Dyvnamnics - A Computational Method for Jointed Systemns
and Granular Materials'

Otis R. Wultoe
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MIXTURE THEORIES FOR MODELING THE DYNAMIC

RESPONSE OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

by

Y. Benveniste and J. Aboudi

Department of Solid Mechanics
Materials and Structures,
School of Engineering,
Tel-Aviv University,
Ramat-Aviv, Israel.

Abstract

Mixture theories developed in the last years by the authors are reviewed

and discussed, Some of the theories represent three-dimensional elasto-

dynamic phenomena by equivalent two-dimensional models and are applied to

investigate dynamic crack problems in laminated and fiber reinforced media.

Composites with constituents obeying a variety of constitutive laws are con-

sidered. These include laminated solids with linear isotropic elastic, linear

anisotropic elastic, nonlinear elastic, thermoelastic and elastic-viscoplastic

laminae. Debonding phenomena and large deformations are also treated. In all

of the formulated theories, the appearing interaction terms are determined and

related to the constituent material parameters. The proposed theories repre-

sent the dynamic response of the considered composites to a good degree of

accuracy and are governed by field equations which are suitable for solution

by proper numerical methods.
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Coagulation Breakup and Reflection Theory for A Population of Colliding

Aerosol Particles - A Sectional Approach

Yoram Tambour

Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department

BOSTON UNIVERSITY

Boston, MA 02215

Abstract

A new sectional representation for simulating the dynamics of a population

of colliding aerosol particles of arbitrary velocity and size distributions is

developed. The particle population may be comprised of single molecules, dimers,

trimers...,pre-nucleation embryos and larger aerosol particles. Binary particle

collisions are considered and processed as coagulation, breakup and reflection,

due to these collisions, are accounted for. The approach, based on dividing the

particle velocity and size domains into arbitrary sections and dealing only with

one integral quantity in each section (e.g. number, surface area, mass or volume),

has the advantages that the sectional integral quantity is conserved and collisions

between particles of all sizes and velocities are properly accounted for. Another

advantage of the present theory lies in the ability to simulate a whole particle

population by a relatively small number of conservation equations, which is simply

equal to the number of sections.
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NUCLEATION IN A RAPIDLY EXPANDING JET OF WATER VAPOR

L. Trilling, H. Y. Wachsan
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

in a recent series of experiments, we have examined the expansion oi a jet of
water vapor from stagnation pressures of I to 10 atm to chamber pressures of
10

1
latm at stagnation temperatures of 2D0K to SOOK. One object was to make

a simultaneous time of flight and mass spectrometry analysis of the velocity
distribution of individual clusters of size I to 40 molecules Ithe range of
our spectrometer).

We found that at the end of the (substantially adiabat;cl expansion, the smaller
clusters (l iSSI were in translational equilibrium at a temperature of some 30K
to 6

0
'K and the shape of their number distribution curve nl/n i) was essentially

independent of stagnation conditions-

On the other hand, the velocity distribution traces of the larger clusters
(S is30) vw ere all identical, indicating that tneir translational temperatures
.ere proportional to cluster size. The number distribution curves nnl (i) for
these larger clusters were sensitive to stagnation cond;tions, ir particular,
as Pstag increased, the number of any particular clusters in the size range

lDsiV30) was nearly independent of cluster size.

We attempt to explain these observations by means o' the fol~ori c model.
The smaller clusters are formed in the early part of the expanszor as a result
of triple collisions +A . mA the trird particle beng req ured to carry

off ekcess energy of formation an to partly equilibrate

AS these clusters grow, the energy of tormat ion charged nto Kinetic energy by the

capture of additional monomers can be distributed among a cloud of increasingly
numerous loosely bound molecules, so that beyond a cluster s:ze or say) i-4,
growth nay also proceed by monomer capture in binary collision, by this time, the
gas is very cold so that the monomers and clusters travel at substantially the
same velocity in the same directiun and the cluster A l simply "acquires'' a
monomer with negilgible velocity change; its translational temperature is therefore
proportional to its mass as indicated bv experiments (Figs. .2). At the same time,
its internal temperature increases as a result of the monomer capture; one would
therefore not txpect that this process can go on to make very large clusters;
we have indications that it may change as the cluster size auroaches 30 molecules

The critical argument of the

model is based 0'1 a compari ra$$'O.,, ., - '

Of the rate o
f 

formation ol
)inl) clusters from ( ) clus- '
ters and monomers by triple

and binary collisions;beyond ,.

a size of order 5<i<10 binary
Collisions leading to survi- m'
ving clusters directed to the ,
detector are more frequent
than triple collisions and Pr I '
contribute the bulk of the P ,
signal. - t w'(P

I. Dreyfuss, D. 0. (1980): . .- ..e'
5  

* -' ,o,

Scattering of water cluster
beams from surfaces. Ph.,. . ,. * - -

Thesis, M.ImT. cus'n Ur
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF AEROSOL BEHAVIOR

BY

T. F. Morse
Division of Engineering

Brown University, Providence, RI 02912

AND

J. Cipolla
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Northeastern University
Boston, Massachusetts

Abstract

The interaction of laser radiation with a strongly absorbing aerosol
in the Rayleigh limit is considered. The gas itself is transparent to
the radiation, in this case 10 micron radiation from a carbon dioxide
laser, and the energy transferred to the gas is through the laser radia-
tion absorbed by the aerosol particles. The particles are sub-micron in
size. Consequently, for a sufficiently dense distribution of aerosol
particles, the gas becomes strongly heated. Approximate calculations
indicate that this heating may be of the order of 10

3
'K. Further, gradi-

ents in the laser intensity (through the absorptive heating of the aero-
sol) will manifest themselves as gradients in the gas itself. This will
induce a subsequent thermophoretic motion in the aerosol particles, and
it is the study of the motion of these particles that forms the central
focus of our interest. We also note that this additional laser heating
may be of such an order as to enable one to investigate more conveniently
the properties of high temperature quartz and the interaction of a swarm
of liquid SiO 2 aerosol spheres.
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